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Entrepreneur Profiles
In addition to “example entrepreneurs” used throughout the report to illustrate key ideas in a
more personalized (if fictional) way, we also provide profiles of six Arcata entrepreneurs (after
the Conclusions). These profiles tell a little bit about these entrepreneur’s stories, describing the
paths they took to get where they are today in their Arcata businesses. Entrepreneurs profiled
include:






Renata Maculans, Renata’s Creperie
Nate McKeever, McKeever Energy and Electric
Emanuel Rose, Strategic e-Marketing
Rick and Matt St. Charles, Circle Sound Productions, Great Minds Productions
Eddie Tanner, DeepSeeded Community Farm
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Prosperity can only be created intelligently by working together, exchanging ideas, sharing technology
and resources, and helping each other do well in the understanding that a myriad of wealthy self–
employed people produce an economic system immensely more resilient than any alternative.1
What is the essence of being ―entrepreneurial?‖ . . . Successful entrepreneurs can be characterized by an
expert mind–set. . . . experts, including entrepreneurs, are definitely made, not born. There may be
some innate ―hard wiring‖ but expertise appears to be learned.
Our goal as entrepreneurship educators is not human resource development, rather the goal is
developing resourceful humans.2
We may speak of a group, an organization or a community as being entrepreneurial without necessarily
speaking of entrepreneurs per se. Implicit in this is the notion that the group, organization or
community possesses some potential for entrepreneurial activity. The environment need not be already
rich in entrepreneurs, but has the potential for increasing entrepreneurial activity . . . such potential
characterizes economically self–renewing communities and organizations. . . . The key to long–term
resilience is increasing the supply of individuals who see themselves as potential entrepreneurs.3

1

Sirolli, Ernest (1999). Ripples from the Zambezi: Passion, Entrepreneurship, and the Rebirth of Local Economies. New Society
Publishers.
2

Krueger, Norris, ―What Lies Beneath? The Experiential Essence of Entrepreneurial Thinking,‖ and ―The
Microfoundations of Entrepreneurial Learning and … Education: The Experiential Essence of Entrepreneurial
Cognition.‖ http://sn.pronetos.com/profiles/NorrisKrueger.
3

Krueger, Norris and Deborah Brazeal (1994), ―Entrepreneurial Potential and Potential Entrepreneurs,‖
Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice.
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Executive Summary
This report, ―Developing the Seedbed for Arcata‘s Emerging Entrepreneurs,‖ seeks to
identify ways in which Arcata can create a supportive social and economic infrastructure,
and culture, in which people here can learn how to think and act like entrepreneurs.
In developing this report we reviewed entrepreneurship research and had conversations
with 40 local and regional entrepreneurs, educators, and economic development
professionals (list in Appendix 4). The purpose of the report was to provide both general
and specific recommendations for programs and strategies that can be developed in the
years ahead to help strengthen the ecosystem in which local entrepreneurs can grow and
thrive.
The report has five main components:
1. Introduction section: discusses the psychology of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship
education, local economic trends and the ―knowledge economy.‖
2. Fostering Entrepreneurship section: discusses innovation, resilience and adaptation,
the value of networking, regional innovation efforts, and the Arcata/HSU
relationship.
3. Business Sector Summaries section: discusses trends, human and social capital needs,
and opportunities in the Film and Digital Media, Green Technology and Innovation,
Management and Innovation, and Specialty Agriculture, Food and Beverage sectors.
4. Facilities Plan Summaries: discusses plans for two physical facilities, the Arcata
Innovator Space and the Arcata Management and Innovation Center. Full plans are
included in Appendices 1 and 2.
5. Recommendations section: provides recommendation for fertilizing the seedbed in
which entrepreneurs grow.
Appendices include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Plan for the Arcata Innovator Space (GreenWay Partners)
Plan for the Arcata Management and Innovation Center (Planwest Partners)
Ideas for the Proposed Foodworks Facility
List of Interviewees
CDBG Microenterprise Criteria and Opportunities
Economic Development Organizations Service Matrix
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Key Issues
We start with the basic idea that fostering entrepreneurship involves working with both
human and social capital:
 Human capital is the way an entrepreneur thinks and the skills they possess. Research
suggests that entrepreneurs think in ways that reveal opportunities and prompts
them to act on those opportunities. And acting on opportunities—developing and
executing a plan to turn ideas into marketable innovations—requires specific skills.
Fortunately, research also suggests that entrepreneurial ways of thinking, and
entrepreneurial skill sets, can be taught and learned. As such, developing a strong
entrepreneurship education system is a one of the main recommendations here.
 Social capital is the ―seedbed‖ in which entrepreneurs grow their ventures—that is,
the social and economic system in which entrepreneurs try to make a go of things. A
seedbed must foster entrepreneurial thinking and provides the nutrients and
connections that make growth possible.
Applying the garden ―seedbed‖ metaphor, human capital is basically the ―plant DNA‖ of the
entrepreneur, and social capital is the seedbed in which entrepreneurs grow. The DNA
determines ability to grow, and the seedbed allows that growth to happen. We use the two
basic ideas of human capital and social capital to frame most of the issues covered in the
report. This report closely examines some of the key issues associated with creating an
entrepreneurial mindset that characterize entrepreneurs and that differentiate them from
others.
A key takeaway of research into how entrepreneurs think—a field appropriately called
―neuroentrepreneurship‖—is that entrepreneurial thinking can be learned. In other words,
the notion of the person ―born to be an entrepreneur‖ may have some validity, but it is also
(and probably more often) the case that the ―habits of mind‖ that characterize an
entrepreneur can be learned.
In addition, research suggests that the skills and mindsets of the entrepreneur are best
taught through problem-based, applied approaches. Research also suggests that expert
entrepreneurs make the best mentors for novice entrepreneurs, and Arcata has no shortage
of expert entrepreneurs. We outline approaches to create mentoring relationships where
novice entrepreneurs can be nurtured by the many gifted, expert entrepreneurs we have in
Arcata.
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Today‘s wired, networked, information-rich economy has been dubbed a ―knowledge
economy.‖ One of the key features of the knowledge economy is the enhanced ability to
make connections, often digitally, to people, ideas and resources. Having a healthy and
growing business has always required making connections (at the very least, connections to
customers‘ pocketbooks!). Today, a number of ―Web 2.0‖ digital networking and
marketing possibilities exist, and businesses must be able to negotiate this digital domain to
gain access to state-of-the-art practices and connect to the resources they need.
A key asset for Arcata is Humboldt State University. While the ―town/gown‖ relationship
has taken many forms, there have been many examples of successful partnerships on matters
of mutual interest through the years. Increasingly, communities across the country with
universities in their midst are taking advantage of the resource, as are universities beginning
to see their host communities as rich and vital environments for learning.
This report also includes summaries of and plans for (in the Appendices) two facilities in
Arcata that are in the concept or development stage which are designed to foster
entrepreneurship. These facilities include:
 the Arcata Innovator Space, to be developed by GreenWay Partners at the Arcata
Technology Center building (8th and N, a few blocks west of downtown Arcata),
and
 the Arcata Management and Innovation Center, a concept and plan developed by
Planwest Partners.
Both of these facilities provide many of the services found in traditional business incubators:
lower rents, shared services, business assistance and mentoring, but also provide unique
offerings. Details can be found in Section IV and in Appendices 1 and 2.

Summary of Recommendations
This report identifies many ways in which entrepreneurship is a valuable if not critical
economic development strategy. The report identifies several tools that can be used by
entrepreneurs, educators, economic development professionals, public officials, and
residents to identify and translate Arcata and regional assets into entrepreneurial
opportunities that create new jobs and new wealth. Some of the key recommendations are
presented below.
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To help create a fertile seedbed for entrepreneurs, the City of Arcata can:
 work with educational institutions and other organizations to enhance educational
opportunities and develop new entrepreneurship education initiatives where
emerging entrepreneurs can engage in hands-on, problem-based activities designed
to teach the skills and cognitive structures of the entrepreneur,
 work with local partners to explore programs such as the Rural Entrepreneurship
through Action Learning (REAL), which provides curricula, training and resources
for K-12 and community colleges and emphasizes experiential learning,
 evaluate its procurement policies and ensure that they encourage the use of project
teams with local businesses for City-funded projects,
 foster an awareness of business opportunities and economic trends by supporting
business trend forecasting and evaluating ways to influence business decisions and
City policies based on those forecasts,
 work to develop the relationship with HSU, possibly by expanding the membership,
scope and role of the City of Arcata-HSU Liaison Committee to include
entrepreneurial support and innovation in the local economy,
 support a regional entrepreneur network through the development of a
―Comprehensive Entrepreneurship Development System‖ (CEDS); CEDS initiatives
integrate a wide range of local and regional programs and provide products and
services customized to the needs of a diverse range of entrepreneurs,
 support the development of an entrepreneur web portal (e.g., an ―Entrepreneur EZone‖ (EEZ)), which could provide interactive mapping of entrepreneurs,
economic development resources, and other relevant sites, and provide a place for
networking and discussion forums on topics of interest,
 work with outside experts but also build local capacity; one approach is to evaluate
policies designed to retain qualified local experts first and create contractual
requirements that promote local/outside expert teams; another approach would be
to develop a local-preferencing requirement on procurement (local-hiring
ordinances),
 support entrepreneur-supporting efforts and facilities through such approaches as a
public/private funding mechanism for the development of Innovation and
Entrepreneur Zones (e.g. Arcata Innovator Space, Arcata Management and
Innovation Center),
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 develop an ombudsman position for permitting projects, which could help the City
attract and retain businesses that are compliant with the City General Plan, the
Economic Development Strategic Plan and other City goals and policies, and
 evaluate the feasibility of relaxing zoning, planning and compliance requirements,
regulatory and permit streamlining, tax incentives or abatements and reduced, or
eliminated, permit application fees for businesses, and particularly for start-ups.

Table of Recommendations
The following two tables outline the complete list of recommendations from this report.
Following along with the garden idea, we provide recommendations for: 1) fertilizer:
resources for growing entrepreneurs, and 2) seedbed: helping entrepreneurs make
connections.
Fertilizer Recommendations: Resources for Growing Entrepreneurs


F-1: Use the bully pulpit—proclaim the value of entrepreneurship
a. Develop a named and branded local entrepreneurship initiative.
b. Communicate Arcata’s entrepreneur-friendly policies through multiple channels.



F-2: Continue efforts to enhance quality of life
a. Establish a Quality of Life Indicators initiative that utilizes, in part, entrepreneurial
activity as a key metric for progress reporting.



F-3: Work with educational institutions and other organizations to enhance educational
opportunities, “PK-Gray”
a. Continue to support and expand involvement in existing entrepreneur education
programs such as the Decade of Difference, Junior Achievement, the Young
Entrepreneurs Business Challenge, the Humboldt Regional Occupation Program
(HROP), Lemonade Day, and the Economic Fuel business plan competition (among
others).
b. Continue to work with partners such as HSU, CR and area secondary schools to
develop new entrepreneurship education initiatives. Examples include:1) a
“Summer Institute for Entrepreneurship,” similar to the program offered by the
Stanford University School of Business, 2) “Entrepreneur Boot Camps” where
young, emerging entrepreneurs can spend a weekend exploring, through handson, problem-based activities, the basic question: what does it take to turn an idea
into a viable venture?
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Fertilizer Recommendations: Resources for Growing Entrepreneurs
c. Research other offerings, such as the Rural Entrepreneurship through Action
Learning (REAL) program, which provides curricula, training and resources for K-12
and community colleges, emphasizing experiential entrepreneurship learning for
people of all ages.


F-4: Help young firms grow, while helping “winners” too
a. Develop and circulate a list of contacts at local institutions where startups can
apply for financing and other business planning assistance (such as SBDC, AEDC,
RREDC, etc.),
b. Evaluate procurement policies and ensure that they encourage the use of project
teams that include local businesses for City-funded projects, to assist in capacity
building for young firms, and
c. Assist young and/or small firms in the evaluation of insurance, permitting and
other exclusionary contractual requirements required to do work for the City of
Arcata.



F-5: Reduce business-related regulations and permitting
a. Train a City staffer or create an ombudsman position for permitting projects.
While the City has evaluated this idea in the past and not acted, this is a critically
important entrepreneurial support activity. This idea is currently under review in
Los Angeles. A permit ombudsman could help the City of Arcata attract and retain
businesses that are compliant with the City General Plan, the Economic
Development Strategic Plan and other City goals and policies.



F-6: Support service-and problem-based entrepreneurship education
a. Support entrepreneur events by providing City venues and facilities for free or at a
dramatically reduced cost.



F-7: Help foster an awareness of business opportunities and economic trends
a. Support research efforts through HSU and other partners to forecast business
trends and evaluate ways to influence business decisions and City policy based on
those forecasts.



F-8: Work to further develop the town/gown relationship
a. Expand the membership, scope and role of the City of Arcata-HSU Liaison
Committee to include entrepreneurial support and innovation in the local
economy.
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Seedbed Recommendations: Helping Entrepreneurs Make Connections


S-1: Support and Invest in the Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
Infrastructure
1. Continue to support and expand rural broadband redundancy and access
throughout Humboldt County.



S-2: Support the Development of a Regional Network through a Comprehensive
Entrepreneurship Development System (CEDS) and Web Portal
1. The City should support a regional CEDS initiative that integrates a wide range of
local and regional programs, and provides products and services customized to
the needs of a diverse range of entrepreneurs.
2. Evaluate the local and regional applicability of existing CEDS programs, including
the Kellogg Foundation-supported programs in Nebraska, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oregon, South Dakota and West Virginia.
3. Assist in the development of the Entrepreneur E-Zone (EEZ) with interactive
mapping of entrepreneurs, economic development resources, and other
relevant sites.
4. Develop and distribute entrepreneur profiles similar to those completed for this
report. This can be developed by high school students for hundreds of local
firms and posted on-line as part of the EEZ.
5. Research the applicability of virtual accelerators such as TechStars and Y
Combinator.



S-3: Help catalog local competencies and develop metrics to measure improvement
1. Work to catalog local and regional competencies in an accessible format for
easy electronic, multi-media distribution.



S-4: Listen to experts, but build local capacity!
1. Evaluate policies designed to retain qualified local experts first, or that create
contractual requirements that promote local/outside expert teams.
2. Evaluate the feasibility of local-preferencing on procurement (local-hiring
ordinances).



S-5: Support entrepreneur-supporting efforts and facilities
1. Develop a public/private funding mechanism for the development of Innovation
and Entrepreneur Zones (e.g. Arcata Innovator Space, Arcata Management and
Innovation Center).
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Seedbed Recommendations: Helping Entrepreneurs Make Connections
2. Evaluate the feasibility of developing zones within Redevelopment areas of the
city.
3. Evaluate the feasibility of relaxing zoning, planning and compliance
requirements, regulatory and permit streamlining, tax incentives or abatements
and reduced, or eliminated, permit application fees for businesses, particularly
start-ups.

Detailed Recommendations
The recommendations follow the themes and metaphors developed throughout the report:
a focus on human and social capital, and the garden metaphor. While the metaphor helps to
illustrate the idea of ―growing‖ entrepreneurs, we intend the recommendations to provide
more specific and actionable steps forward for the City of Arcata.

Fertilizer: Resources for Growing Entrepreneurs
F-1. Use the bully pulpit—create a culture of entrepreneurship
Developing a culture of entrepreneurship requires that City and regional leaders exert their
voice in support of the idea. While ―culture‖ can be hard to define and/or foster, the ―bully
pulpit‖ afforded leaders in various community-service roles can provide a mechanism for
vocally advocating for and visibly supporting the idea of entrepreneurship. City leaders can
play a key role in helping devise and support local and area events and programs in support
of bottom-up, entrepreneur-led efforts to reinvigorate the economy. All interested
parties—policymakers, civic leaders, the media, teachers, learners, and existing
entrepreneurs—can work to spread the message that entrepreneurship is a key community
strategy for social and economic health.
Actions:
1) Develop a named and branded local entrepreneurship initiative.
2) Communicate Arcata‘s entrepreneur-friendly policies through multiple channels.
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F-2. Continue efforts to enhance quality of life
Both the public and private sectors have an important role to play in helping foster a higher
quality of life that is attractive to entrepreneurs. People are attracted to this area for its
beauty and remoteness. As Gregg Foster of the RREDC notes: ―people like the ability to
live in the middle of nowhere and get the best of living in the middle of somewhere.‖4 The
City can work to enhance the quality of life for its citizens in part by establishing quality of
life goals and developing quality of life indicators that can help measure progress toward the
achievement of those goals.
Action:
1) Establish a Quality of Life Indicators initiative that utilizes, in part, entrepreneurial
activity as a key metric for progress reporting.
F-3. Work with educational institutions and other organizations to enhance
educational opportunities “PK-Gray”5
The City of Arcata can partner with area educational institutions and other organizations to
identify proven entrepreneurship education curricula and develop robust local
entrepreneurship education initiatives. As noted in the report, a number of communities
across the nation are finding success in partnering with local universities on service-learning
and other entrepreneurship-related initiatives. Several partnerships exist that could serve as
models for Arcata and HSU in developing a robust and mutually beneficial, ―win-win‖
entrepreneurship development program.
A key skill in today‘s economy is the ability to learn how to learn. Developing and/or
broadening access to existing educational offerings in Arcata that are ―PK through gray‖ (and
that involve vocational and technical schooling) will be important components of efforts to
foster local entrepreneurship.

4

Gregg Foster, personal communication.

5

PK-Gray = Pre-Kindergarten through ―gray hair.‖
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In addition to students in schools, the education initiatives can target concept-stage
entrepreneurs, laid-off professionals (businesspeople, college faculty, etc.) and others who
may be considering starting a business. In addition, these initiatives can be beneficial for
existing business owners and employers, who can reinvigorate their offering through socalled ―intra-preneurship.‖
As the research shows, opportunities for problem-based, experiential education are very
important for the formulation of entrepreneurial mindsets, the ability to identify
opportunities, and for the development of ―self-efficacy‖—the confidence in oneself and the
belief that ―I can be an entrepreneur!‖ ―Real-world‖ entrepreneurship education
opportunities also introduce learners to uncertainty, risk, and failure—basically to the
realities of starting a business and, really, of living life.
The boot camps and similar programs can use proven (and readily available) curricula and
materials from organizations such as the National Collegiate Innovators and Inventors
Alliance (NCIIA) ―Innovation to Venture‖ (I2V) program (inventiontoventure.org), Bench
to Boardroom, Garage.com, the Entrepreneurial Effect, RUPRI‘s Energizing Entrepreneurs
program, marketplaceforkids.org, Innovate North Dakota (www.innovatend.com), and
myriad other programs. The Humboldt County Office of Education Decade of Difference
youth innovation and entrepreneurship subcommittee has developed a lengthy compendium
of resources for youth entrepreneurship that can be utilized locally.
Actions:
1) Continue to support and expand involvement in existing entrepreneur education
programs such as the Decade of Difference, Junior Achievement, the Young
Entrepreneurs Business Challenge, the Humboldt Regional Occupation Program
(HROP), Lemonade Day, and the Economic Fuel business plan competition (among
others).
2) Continue to work with partners such as HSU, CR and area secondary schools to
develop new entrepreneurship education initiatives. Examples include:1) a
―Summer Institute for Entrepreneurship,‖ similar to the program offered by the
Stanford University School of Business, 2) ―Entrepreneur Boot Camps‖ where
young, emerging entrepreneurs can spend a weekend exploring, through hands-on,
problem-based activities, the basic question: what does it take to turn an idea into a
viable venture?
3) Research other offerings, such as the Rural Entrepreneurship through Action
Learning (REAL) program, which provides curricula, training and resources for K-
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12 and community colleges, emphasizing experiential entrepreneurship learning for
people of all ages.
F-4. Help young firms get started, while helping “winners” grow
It takes a village to raise an entrepreneur. A major theme of this report has been the
importance of creating a healthy seedbed in which the entrepreneurial ecosystem can
flourish. A holistic view of the ecosystem suggests that we look at all its members, from
seedling to old growth entrepreneurs, and the conditions that help them thrive.
A healthy economy has a ―pipeline‖ of businesses across the life cycle, from younger to older
and smaller to bigger; the health of a local economy can be gauged (in part) by looking at
the distribution of firms across age and size. Business needs for advice and funding will vary
depending in where they are in the lifecycle (birth, growth, maturity, and decline).
Entrepreneurship training across businesses is important to help start the new, and renew
the old.
There is often a gap at the stage where firms start to spend but before they make money. It
is here that entrepreneurs often struggle to find ―follow-on capital‖: the money they need to
keep their ideas afloat after they have run out of their initial investment funds (e.g., this
stage is known as the ―valley of death‖).
It is also important as the City develops new growth areas that it also continues to assist
those businesses already doing well relative to the rest of the economy (e.g., the Targets of
Opportunity businesses). These businesses have developed a strong track record, but can
also benefit from attaining an entrepreneurial attitude to remain competitive and successful.
It is critical for existing firms to stay on top of opportunities to be innovative and remain
competitive.
Actions:
1) Develop and circulate a list of contacts at local institutions where startups can apply
for financing and other business planning assistance (such as SBDC, AEDC,
RREDC, etc.),
2) Evaluate procurement policies and ensure that they encourage the use of project
teams that include local businesses for City-funded projects, to assist in capacity
building for young firms, and
3) Assist young and/or small firms in the evaluation of insurance, permitting and other
exclusionary contractual requirements required to do work for the City of Arcata.
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F-5. Reduce business-related regulations and permitting
A common refrain from the business community in Arcata is that the political and
regulatory process slows both innovation and entrepreneurial activity. In Arcata, a series of
confusing and often contradictory City reviews and approvals are required for many
entrepreneurs as they attempt to initiate their venture, and entering the City review
process can be a labyrinthine, confusing and often discouraging process for emerging
entrepreneurs.
Action:
1) Train a City staffer or create an ombudsman position for permitting projects. While
the City has evaluated this idea in the past and not acted, this is a critically important
entrepreneurial support activity. This idea is currently under review in Los Angeles.
A permit ombudsman could help the City of Arcata attract and retain businesses that
are compliant with the City General Plan, the Economic Development Strategic
Plan and other City goals and policies.
F-6. Support service-and problem-based entrepreneurship education
The City can work with formal and informal learning organizations to promote
entrepreneurship education that enhances motivation, curiosity, and belief in self (selfefficacy). Initiatives that seek to improve thinking in learning, business and public agency
environments can be developed, promoted and implemented locally and regionally.
Learning achieved through service-and problem-based approaches, such as the popular
Lemonade Day program, or HSU service-learning initiatives, have proven to be particularly
effective in creating an entrepreneurial mindset.
Action:
1) Support entrepreneur events by providing City venues and facilities for free or at a
dramatically reduced cost.
F-7. Help foster an awareness of business opportunities and economic trends
One economic challenge that is particular acute in the knowledge economy is the ability of
Arcata businesses to outsource certain functions (to reduce costs and improve customer
service) to find the best place to do business. This could lead to locally based companies
outsourcing work outside of Arcata or the region and could lead to unemployment of local
workers and economic impacts. The decisions of individual businesses can add up to
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significant impacts on other local businesses, particularly if a key business pulls up and
moves (as has happened).
Having a sense of such trends is important to help anticipate change and to make needed
adjustments—either to work to develop alternatives for the existing business contemplating
leaving, or to identify ways to effectively respond in the aftermath of change. In effect, by
envisioning possible futures and identifying realistic strategies going forward, Arcata can
―re-invent itself proactively‖ by anticipating and meeting change proactively with creativity,
energy and realistic strategies.
Action:
1) Support research efforts through HSU and other partners to forecast business trends
and evaluate ways to influence business decisions and City policy based on those
forecasts.
F-8. Work to further develop the town/gown relationship
HSU plays a significant role in Arcata‘s economy, and creating more opportunities for
faculty and students to get involved, make connections, and contribute to the region can
benefit both the City and HSU. Greater collaboration between HSU and local business
owners can facilitate these connections. The City can collaborate with HSU‘s Service
Learning initiatives, and also with the Institute for Entrepreneurial Education (IEE) as it
ramps up its program over the years ahead.
Action:
1) Expand the membership, scope and role of the City of Arcata-HSU Liaison
Committee to include entrepreneurial support and innovation in the local economy.

Seedbed: Helping Entrepreneurs Make Connections
S-1. Support and Invest in the Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
Infrastructure
Continuing regional efforts to close the digital divide and to develop redundant broadband
capabilities will be essential for economic vitality. An increase in entrepreneurship and
economic development activity is directly relatable to access to information and
communication technology. Rural areas like Arcata that can provide the necessary ICT
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infrastructure to emerging entrepreneurs enable them to interact with other businesses and
customers and to develop the connections necessary for growth.
Action:
1) Continue to support and expand rural broadband redundancy and access throughout
Humboldt County.
S-2. Support the Development of a Regional Network through a Comprehensive
Entrepreneurship Development System (CEDS) and Web Portal
Looking beyond Arcata, a well-designed regional innovation and entrepreneurship system
includes connections among local, regional and outside-the-area networks. A regional
network would support collaborative initiatives involving business, educational institutions,
financial institutions, workforce training and economic development agencies, local, state,
and federal governments, and other economic stakeholders.
A Comprehensive Entrepreneurship Development System (CEDS) is a strategy that
provides ―comprehensive, flexible, culturally sensitive, and integrated‖ solutions that
―require providers to collaborate rather than operate independently or in isolation.‖6 An
important function of a CEDS is to fill gaps in and coordinate existing services and provide
entrepreneurs with access to services more efficiently; this coordination can increase the
chances of the services being used and quicken the pace of entrepreneur-led growth.
A key role of a CEDS is to facilitate connections among entrepreneurs and the other entities
in the entrepreneurial ecosystem. Helping entrepreneur identify and access capital and
other resources (people, ideas) is important, and can be facilitated through a CEDS and
such tools as a web portal (see below).
As noted in the report, a key element in the making of connections is the person or
organization that serves as a ―bridging asset‖ to bring ideas together with the means, the
entrepreneurial skill set, to turn those ideas into real products and services. ―And these

6

Dabson, Brian (2005), ―Fostering Entrepreneurship Development Systems in Rural America: First Review of the
Results of the Request for Proposals,‖ report to the W.K. Kellogg Foundation. CFED and the Rural Policy Research
Institute (RUPRI).
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bridging assets are typically people: passionate, proactive professionals whose mission is to
connect.‖7 Arcata has plenty of people who can and do act as such connectors.
The report discusses the development of a web portal—the so-called ―Entrepreneur EZone‖ (EEZ)—that would provide a first-stop, one-stop virtual shop accessible to
entrepreneurs throughout the City and region and serve as a gateway for entrepreneurs to
programs and people. The report notes several benefits of a web portal, including the
ability to digitally connect with other web portal initiatives, other networks (local, regional
and otherwise), and other communities of innovators, experts, and investors—a
particularly critical need for people in remote, rural areas like Arcata to access the
resources they need.
The EEZ could be developed to facilitate both formal and informal connections within the
entrepreneurial ecosystem. Formal services such as ―entrepreneurs-in-residence‖ could be
created, and forums and discussion boards for informal connecting could also be offered.
There are existing technical business services available to entrepreneurs (e.g. SDBC,
AEDC). However, business owners are not always aware of the types of services available
or of the benefits of accessing such services. They may have industry specific needs that
could be facilitated by being connected with other industry professionals. A web portal such
as the EEZ could help to increase exposure to the types of services available (business
planning, financial, marketing, etc.).
The EEZ could also provide a map of the local entrepreneurial ecosystem, incorporating
information from such resources as the AEDC‘s service provider database (see Appendix 6).
Other functions could be to provide a spot for every request-for-proposal (RFP) in the
region for public projects to be posted, helping to ensure equitable access to information for
small and large firms.

7

Krueger, Norris, Brian Cummings, Steven Nichols, ―From Traditional Tech Licensing to Entrepreneurial Tech

Commercialization,‖ http://www.eda.gov/pdf/8_academics_Univ%20of%20Utah%20Case%20Study.pdf.
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Actions:
1) The City should support a regional CEDS initiative that integrates a wide range of
local and regional programs, and provides products and services customized to the
needs of a diverse range of entrepreneurs.
2) Evaluate the local and regional applicability of existing CEDS programs, including
the Kellogg Foundation-supported programs in Nebraska, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oregon, South Dakota and West Virginia.
3) Assist in the development of the Entrepreneur E-Zone (EEZ) with interactive
mapping of entrepreneurs, economic development resources, and other relevant
sites.
4) Develop and distribute entrepreneur profiles similar to those completed for this
report. This can be developed by high school students for hundreds of local firms
and posted on-line as part of the EEZ.
5) Research the applicability of virtual accelerators such as TechStars and Y
Combinator.
S-3. Help catalog local competencies and develop metrics to measure improvement
Arcata and the region have a long list of ―knowledge and competencies‖ skill sets that are
not clearly defined or catalogued. Developing a deeper awareness of the regional skills
sets—and the businesses and people with the expertise and providing the needed services—
would allow both private and public entities to engage within and across the regional
entrepreneurial ecosystem. Building an awareness of our strengths and making them more
visible can inspire younger entrepreneurs who may see a different future possibility—the
idea that maybe there is a future here!
Cataloging local and regional competencies would allow us to drill down deeper into the
sectors profiled in this report, but all sectors—particularly those with skills sets that are
―cross-sectoral‖ and difficult to group—should be a part of a rigorous competency
cataloging.
An important piece of identifying area competencies is that it allows us to better understand
our strengths and weaknesses. To this end, the development of measurable metrics can help
the City and region both catalog competencies but measure their condition and assess
trends. Where are we weak? What capacities do we need to build? These sorts of questions
are difficult to answer without a better sense of the skills and expertise we have here.
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Action:
1) Work to catalog local and regional competencies in an accessible format for easy
electronic, multi-media distribution.
S-4. Listen to experts, but look local first and build local capacity!
An ―open innovation‖ atmosphere should be cultivated in both the public and private
sectors. Bringing in world-class experts where local expertise does not exist is an excellent
approach to build capacity in local businesses to deliver similar services and training (and we
should be exporting our services to other areas with similar arrangements). But hiring an
expert from outside of the region without first determining whether local experts exist who
can do the work, or at the very least pairing the outside experts with a local professional
(for capacity building purposes), essentially takes local money and sends it out of town and
does nothing to prevent future outward streams of money.
This occurs all too often in procurement and prevents two critical economic development
actions from occurring: 1) the retention of money in the local economy, through local
experts, which provides an economic multiplier effect, and 2) the development of local
entrepreneurial capacity and the development of connections and relationships with outside
firms that can enable more opportunities to develop for local firms.
Actions:
1) Evaluate policies designed to retain qualified local experts first, or that create
contractual requirements that promote local/outside expert teams.
2) Evaluate the feasibility of local-preferencing on procurement (local-hiring
ordinances).
S-5. Support entrepreneur-supporting efforts and facilities
Lastly, the City should continue to improve the functionality of the Foodworks facility, and
work with stakeholders to determine the needs of and best uses for additional facilities such
as the Arcata Innovator Space and the Arcata Management and Innovation Center, described
in detail in Appendix 2 and 3.
Actions:
1) Develop a public/private funding mechanism for the development of Innovation and
Entrepreneur Zones (e.g. Arcata Innovator Space, Arcata Management and
Innovation Center).
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2) Evaluate the feasibility of developing zones within Redevelopment areas of the city.
3) Evaluate the feasibility of relaxing zoning, planning and compliance requirements,
regulatory and permit streamlining, tax incentives or abatements and reduced, or
eliminated, permit application fees for businesses, particularly start-ups.
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Foreword
Key Entrepreneurship Drivers: Human and Social Capital
Cities like Arcata benefit greatly from entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs provide a more
diverse economic base and create wealth that is more likely to ―stick around‖ and remain
local. A key purpose of this study is to identify ways in which Arcata can create a supportive
social and economic infrastructure, and culture, in which people learn how to: 1) think
about and see opportunities like an entrepreneur, and 2) act on opportunities like an
entrepreneur.
In short, the purpose of this report is to suggest ways to get more people in Arcata to think
and act like entrepreneurs.

Human and Social Capital
Determining what it means to think and act like
an entrepreneur is not straightforward. We can
start with the basic idea that fostering local
entrepreneurship capacity involves working
with both human and social capital:

The purpose of this study is
to suggest ways to get more
people in Arcata to think
and act like entrepreneurs.

Human capital: the way an entrepreneur thinks
and the skills they possess. Research suggests that entrepreneurs think in ways that reveal
opportunities and prompts them to act on those opportunities. And acting on
opportunities—developing and executing a plan to turn ideas into marketable
innovations—requires specific skills. Fortunately, research also suggests that
entrepreneurial ways of thinking, and entrepreneurial skill sets, can be taught and learned.
One of the key pieces of human capital that entrepreneurs possess is: they think and act like
an entrepreneur. While this seems obvious, what is not clear is how an entrepreneur learns to
think that way. The question of who perceives, assesses and exploits entrepreneurial
opportunities is not trivial.
An entrepreneur develops and acts on an opportunity if they think that the outcome is
desirable and feasible—that is, whether the action is likely to lead to a value–adding
outcome. This is the identification of opportunity. But it is not just being able to identify an
opportunity, but having the motivation and ability to act on that opportunity, that defines an
entrepreneur. So there are two components that define the human capital component of
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entrepreneurship: 1) the ability to identify an opportunity, and 2) the motivation and ability
to act on that opportunity. We will come back to these points later.
Social capital: the support system that allows entrepreneurs to get connected and flourish.
Growing entrepreneurs in a community is similar to growing plants in a garden. In a
garden, plants grow best in well–prepared, fertile seedbeds where they can make the
connections they need to flourish, by accessing nutrients and other essential components of
growth. Similarly, entrepreneurs can grow their ideas into innovations with the right
nutrients and the connections to people and
resources (the fertilizer) they need to grow.

There are two components that
define the human capital
component of entrepreneurship:
1) the ability to identify an
opportunity, and 2) the
motivation and ability to act
on that opportunity.

The social capital component of entrepreneurship
constitutes the ―seedbed‖ in which entrepreneurs
grow their ventures. The seedbed both fosters
entrepreneurial thinking (i.e., it helps with the
human capital), and provides the nutrients and
connections that make growth possible. A healthy
garden has a seedbed that is well–networked and
responsive to the needs of a diversity of plants. In
short, the City of Arcata needs to create the seedbed
and fertilizer that works for a diversity of
entrepreneurs, and spread it around to create a healthier, more diverse and robust seedbed
for growth.
The figure below represents five basic relationships of an idea (the seed) and the seedbed. In
this representation, ―niches‖ represent the opportunity spaces where seeds can be planted.
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Column A: the seedbed is receptive, with an open niche, but no seeds, or ideas, are present.
No growth occurs.
Column B: someone has an idea, but they either do not see the open opportunity space, or
their idea is ill-suited to the seedbed. No growth occurs.
Column C: the seed finds the niche! The entrepreneur either: 1) has her perceptive goggles on
and has found and exploited an opportunity, or 2) she has developed the niche (created the
opportunity space) for her idea to grow. Either way, there is a potential for growth.
Column D: the seedbed is mediocre at best. The seed (idea) makes a hearty go of it, but soon
withers and decays.

Column E: this is a fertile seedbed. The seed takes root and grows. Soon the flowers bloom.
The garden is beautiful.

This study aims to identify ways that Arcatans can better tend their economic and
entrepreneurial garden, and grow more entrepreneurs of greater variety (not just garden
variety entrepreneurs).
Research has shown that education—both formal (in school) and informal (from family,
peers, others)—plays a key role in developing entrepreneurs. Further, research into
entrepreneurship suggests that immersive, problem–based educational methods, combined
with mentoring from expert entrepreneurs and entrepreneur peers, are extremely effective
in teaching the mindset and skills of entrepreneurship. In other words, immersion in solving
the problems of running a business—even if it is a lemonade stand—is almost always more
effective than learning about entrepreneurship from a book.
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The figure below illustrates a key point about entrepreneurs: they make connections.
Entrepreneurs know how to connect to the resources they need to grow their idea from
inspiration to reality. As we will show later in this report, a key role in this growth process
is played by ―bridging assets‖: people or organizations that facilitate the connection between
an idea and the entrepreneurial skills needed to turn the idea into reality. Just like plants
growing in a garden, entrepreneurship is a bottom–up process, as are the ways in which
those plants are grown.
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I. Introduction
Example Entrepreneurs
Brett started his small Bayside green building business in 2008 after he was laid
off from his traditional construction job. He has stayed afloat, but just barely, for
the past two years.
Gail has owned a consulting firm in Arcata for the past 12 years. At one point her
staff numbered six people, but now she is down to herself and a part-time
assistant.
Jeff is a student at Humboldt State majoring in Geography. After graduating he
hopes to stay in the area, get a job, and after a few years start his own business in
video production.
Maria is an 11th-grader at Arcata High. She is trying to decide if she wants to go
to college or go into the family food business after high school.

Each one of the fictional people in the above box is representative of an existing, emerging,
or potential entrepreneur in Arcata. The purpose of this study is to explore the ways in
which the City of Arcata can help create a seedbed in which entrepreneurs such as these can
grow successful enterprises. And just as there are many different nutrients needed for
entrepreneur seeds in the garden, so are there many ways to foster and grow
entrepreneurship.
As John Kao, author of Innovation Nation, notes: ―those who would design a strategy for
next–generation innovation would be well advised to create the conditions for what is new
and valuable to emerge. . . . For it is the richness and tolerance of the seedbed that is
fundamental to innovation.‖8 In some cases, new growth emerges spontaneously, with little
assistance, and in other cases, new growth needs to be cultivated and nurtured. Here we
explore what it means to create a nutrient–rich and tolerant seedbed for innovation and

8

Kao, John (2007). Innovation Nation, Free Press, p. 190.
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entrepreneurship—and what conditions are helpful for both spontaneous and nurtured
economic growth.
Fostering innovation and entrepreneurship holds great potential for local economies, from
helping to diversify the economic base to creating businesses that stay local, grow and create
jobs.9 The value of local entrepreneurs creating wealth locally and staying local with their
enterprises cannot be underestimated. Business owners that have an attachment to a place
and to its people tend to be ―stickier‖ and more deeply rooted in the economic seedbed.
Many of the business owners contacted for this study noted the desire to live in a beautiful,
rural location as a key consideration in conducting business here—they are attached to this
place, and want to be able to make a go of it here.

Business owners that have an
attachment to a place and to its
people tend to be ―stickier‖ and
more deeply rooted in the
economic seedbed. Many of the
business owners contacted for
this study noted the desire to
live in a beautiful, rural
location as a key consideration
in conducting business here—
they are attached to this place,
and want to be able to make a
go of it here.

9

This study is guided by the insights of local
entrepreneurs, educators, and economic
development professionals, as well as by
research on innovation and entrepreneurship.
One of the recommendations to come out of
this work is that inquiries into how to develop
a rich entrepreneurship ecosystem should be an
ongoing part of economic development efforts
for both Arcata and the surrounding region.
This study works from the following
assumptions:
• Innovation and an entrepreneurship are
skills that almost everyone possesses in some
manner, and which can be learned.
• Innovation—as in ―to renew or
change‖—begins with how people view
themselves and how they fit into the places
they live.

Collins-Williams, Maureen (2009), ―Entrepreneurship: Grow Your Own,‖ UNI Business Development and
Incubation UNI Regional Business Center.
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• An ―entrepreneur‖ is someone who takes (measured) risks with an idea or ideas—in
essence someone who dares to succeed but is prepared to fail.
• People working together can foster innovation and create positive change.
It is innovation that drives job creation, and innovation requires entrepreneurs who can
identify and develop the opportunities that can add value. As Norris Krueger, director of
Entrepreneurship Northwest (Boise, Idaho), notes, increasing the entrepreneurial potential
of cities like Arcata requires that we increase the quality and quantity of potential
entrepreneurs here.10 Entrepreneurship research suggests that efforts to grow
entrepreneurs should focus on the required entrepreneurial mindset and ask the following
questions: how do novice entrepreneurs become experts? How can we create a community
ecosystem that supports the growth of entrepreneurs? Just what is entrepreneurial thinking,
and how can it be cultivated?

The Psychology of Entrepreneurship
Everyone has a vision of who they are and beliefs about what they are capable of: this is
known as ―self-efficacy.‖ Self-efficacy is a part of our ―role identities,‖ which are often
constructed from available experiences, such as what our parents or the parents of our
friends did. These experiences can be both empowering and limiting. The decision to
become an entrepreneur can depend in part on one‘s role identity, belief in oneself, and
experience with and knowledge of entrepreneurs, as well an environment that is supportive
of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial activity.
In short, if someone does not see themselves as an entrepreneur—based on their
understanding (or lack thereof) of what an entrepreneur is—then they are less likely to
become one. It is in this context that well-structured entrepreneurship education can
significantly influence attitudes and intentions toward ―entrepreneurial self-efficacy,‖
hopefully changing perceptions of role identities and fostering the development of young
people who can see themselves as entrepreneurs.11

10

11

Op. cit., Krueger and Brazeal.

Krueger, Norris (2007), ―What Lies Beneath? The Experiential Essence of Entrepreneurial Thinking.‖
http://sn.pronetos.com/profiles/NorrisKrueger
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As shown in the figure below, movement along the line from a novice to an expert
entrepreneurial mindset requires changes in knowledge content (about entrepreneurship),
but, more importantly, changes in knowledge structures. It is these structures—how we receive
and store information—that are affected by the ―critical developmental experiences‖ that
shape our role identities. The following figure illustrates this point.
Cognitive Entrepreneurial Development

As Krueger notes: ―To understand and assist the development of entrepreneurs as expert
professionals, we need to devote significant attention to how expert entrepreneurial
thinkers structure and learn to structure their knowledge, tacit or otherwise.‖ 12

One important function of entrepreneurship education may be to develop more accurate
attitudes and intentions toward entrepreneurship. For example, Maria (one of the fictitious
example entrepreneurs above) has grown up surrounded by her parents’ business. She has
witnessed entrepreneurship first-hand, and since she has a good relationship with her
parents, she has a positive view of the business world. In addition, her parents have given her
responsibilities that have allowed her to develop confidence in her abilities. In short, she has
positive role identities regarding entrepreneurship, and a high degree of belief in herself
(high self-efficacy). Research suggests that she would be more likely (based on these
characteristics) to become an entrepreneur than someone without this background.

12

Ibid.
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In other words, entrepreneurs are not just people who have greater knowledge of potential
opportunities that are there for all to see. Entrepreneurs are people who can take knowledge of the
world and structure it in ways that reveal potential opportunities. They see things others don‘t.
And this is a skill that can be taught and supported by the public sector.

Entrepreneurship Education
Research has shown that entrepreneurship
education is critical for creating this knowledgestructuring ability. Further, Krueger notes the
importance of working with experienced, expert
entrepreneurs as mentors and role models: ―[I]t is
very hard indeed to create entrepreneurial activity
from a bureaucratic mindset,‖ he notes. ―[It] can
only be done effectively from an entrepreneurial
mindset, and an expert mindset at that.‖13

Entrepreneurs are people who
can take knowledge of the world
and structure it in ways that
reveal potential opportunities.
They see things others don’t.
And this is a skill that can be
taught and supported by the
public sector.

Research also suggests that expert entrepreneurs
have above-average skills in self-directed learning
and are more able to (i.e., structure knowledge to) perceive and shape opportunities—to
―connect the dots‖ of opportunity. Deliberate practice is often a good way to learn this skill,
and project-based learning (PBL) is an excellent way to provide deliberate practice (this is
why many entrepreneurship education programs use problem-based learning methods).
Programs such as Lemonade Day14 allow young potential entrepreneurs to structure

13

Krueger, Norris, Brian Cummings, Steven Nichols, ―From Traditional Tech Licensing to Entrepreneurial Tech
Commercialization,‖ http://www.eda.gov/pdf/8_academics_Univ%20of%20Utah%20Case%20Study.pdf
14

―Lemonade Day is a nation-wide event that teaches kids the skills they need to be successful in life. Kids learn to set
goals, develop a business plan, establish a budget, seek investors, provide customer service, save for the future, and
give back to the community. Youth of all ages, from pre-K through high school, can register to set up an official
Lemonade Day stand.‖ http://northcoastsbdc.org/lemonade
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business problems and identify important questions to ask (rather than simply answering
questions given to them), beginning, of course, with the proper ratio of lemonade mix to
water!

Local Economic Development
The Arcata Economic Development Strategic Plan (EDSP) states:
Our mission is to enhance and sustain quality of life, broadly defined to include both meaningful and
well-paying work and business opportunities as well as the preservation and enhancement of the natural
and community environment for present and future generations.
This mission statement articulates the broad vision of economic development that is critical
for successful business enterprises and broader economic health; it recognizes that
entrepreneurial and job creation opportunities exist in a broader social system, where
quality of life and a strong concern for the health of human and natural communities are at
the forefront of economic development planning efforts.
In addition, the mission addresses what may be a fundamental purpose of community and
economic development: to think about and plan for the future, and to create a future in
which people can make purposeful lives, find meaningful employment, and thrive. Creating
an entrepreneurial society where innovation is a normal and continuous, life-sustaining
activity is a critical part of having the capacity to create that future.
Local and regional economic development strategies acknowledge the importance of
entrepreneurship. Section BSR-8 of the EDSP states that ―The City shall collaborate to
encourage entrepreneurism, to identify local entrepreneurs interested in starting up small
business enterprises, and provide them with business startup assistance.‖15 BSR-8
encourages entrepreneurs to work with local economic development organizations, private
investors, and educational institutions as they learn the skills of entrepreneurship. The
Humboldt County Prosperity! Network‘s Targets of Opportunity report also notes the
importance of ―encouraging entrepreneurship and support[ing] innovation in each target of

15

Arcata Economic Development Strategic Plan.
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opportunity—focusing on business creation and expansion of existing firms in sectors with
a track record of growth in the North Coast region.‖16
The question of how best to foster innovation and entrepreneurship—in essence, to get
start-ups started—is not straightforward. The public sector can help to create an attractive
business environment by providing amenities and physical infrastructure, good schools that
help create well educated and skilled citizens, economic development services, and so on.
The development of human and social capital and the capacity for trust and cooperation
among members of a community, including the stories, visions, and myths people share, are
also components of healthy communities.
Entrepreneurship and business startups are key factors in job creation and economic
growth. Startups and young companies have dominated net job creation in the United States
for the last 30 years, perhaps in part because of the lower costs associated with starting
companies in the information-based businesses more common in today‘s knowledge
economy. As the Kaufmann Foundation notes: ―without startups, there would be no net job
growth in the U.S. economy. . . . Job growth is driven, essentially entirely, by startup firms
that develop organically.‖17

16

North Coast Prosperity! (2007), ―Targets of Opportunity.‖ http://www.northcoastprosperity.com/localeconomy/targets.
17

Kaufmann Foundation of Entrepreneurship (2010), ―Causes for Firm Formation and Job Creation Reveal Keys to
Growing Economy, According to New Kauffman Study,‖ shttp://www.kauffman.org/newsroom/causes-for-firmformation-and-job-creation-reveal-keys-to-growing-economy.aspx; and (2010), ―The Importance of Startups in Job
Creation and Job Destruction‖: ―To be sure, Survivors create zero to 7 million net jobs (half of which are at
establishment births), while Deaths account for a net loss of 4 million to 8 million jobs, which are large flows for the
context of the steady job creation of 3 million startup jobs. But, in terms of the life cycle of job growth, policymakers
should appreciate the astoundingly large effect of job creation in the first year of a firm‘s life. In other words . . .
effective policy to promote employment growth must include a central consideration for startup firms.‖
http://www.kauffman.org/uploadedFiles/firm_formation_importance_of_startups.pdf.
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The Knowledge Economy
―Central to much thinking about how organizations should be restructured for the 21 st
century is the idea that innovation and growth will depend more and more on socalled knowledge workers, the sort of people who, to quote the title of a recent
book…find themselves ―Thinking for a Living.‖18
Example Entrepreneurs, continued
Brett is exploring ways to use e-marketing to raise his firm’s visibility along the North Coast.
He does not consider himself very internet-savvy, but he has developed a web-site and is
working with a local e-marketing consultant to drive customers to the site.
Gail’s staff has shrunk during the recession, but she still keeps busy consulting on natural
resource management projects throughout the state. Her e-newsletter and webinar series
have raised her visibility, and she has been involved as a partner on many projects
throughout California and beyond as either the lead contractor or as a sub.
Jeff and a friend from New York hope to work together to develop video shorts for
educational institutions and businesses. For the past two summers they have interned with
an outdoor clothing store developing training videos for the company’s intranet.
Maria is helping her parents establish a web site and a Facebook presence. Her parents are
skeptical, but after a month they have over 50 Facebook friends, and her parents are
sharing recipes and other information with customers.

The Arcata economy has seen trends toward more information-rich and knowledgeintensive businesses and business practices. And we are fortunate to have some of the
infrastructure already in place to support more knowledge-intensive businesses, from
economic development assistance to research laboratories, schools (K-18), and workforce
training programs.

18

Economist (January 2006). ―A survey of the company: Thinking for a living. Knowledge workers need a new kind of
organization.‖ http://www.economist.com/node/5380450?story_id=E1_VPRDQVD.
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Later, this study looks into four business sectors to assess the opportunities the knowledge
economy may present. Three of the four sectors—Film and Digital Media (FDM), Green
Technology and Innovation (GTI), and Management & Innovation (M&I)—are knowledgeintensive industries that have essentially grown up (or substantially changed their business
practices) with the knowledge economy. As will be shown, the fourth industry, Specialty
Agriculture, Food and Beverage (SAFB), provides an example of the ways in which a more
traditional industry can be more innovative and productive, using the tools of the
knowledge economy to identify, develop and expand markets and create jobs.
Information and communication technologies (ICTs) play an important role in the business
world today. Many Arcata businesses have found value by tapping into and capitalizing on
the new resources, connections and markets provided by the ever-more connected
worldwide web. This trend is noted in the (draft) Economic Development Element of the
Humboldt County General Plan Update:
New local industries have emerged that export more knowledge-based, specialty,
and technology-driven products and services. In fact, our traditional industries have
provided the basis for many of these emerging businesses. Habitat restoration,
sustainable forest management, organic milk production, and computer network
services are all examples of innovative local products and services that the world
needs and wants to buy.19
Today‘s more information- and knowledge-based economy has fundamentally altered
traditional job characteristics and the value of knowledge: dozens of new occupations that
did not exist five or ten years ago have become the fastest and highest paying positions in
the U.S. It used to be that you had much of the knowledge needed to do a job in your head,
but now much of the knowledge must be acquired on the go.
The knowledge economy is creating new business dynamics, with shorter average company
lifetimes and a dynamic revision of traditional business models. In 1955, the average
business lifespan was 45 years, but today it is 11 years. In addition: one in four workers

19

Humboldt County General Plan Planning Commission Hearing Draft, ―Chapter 9. Economic Development Element.‖
http://co.humboldt.ca.us/gpu/documentsplan.aspx
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In addition, a variety of Web
2.0 applications are allowing
local entrepreneurs to bring
the power of more minds (from
both within and outside of
Arcata) to anticipate the
demands of and opportunities
provided by changing
economic conditions. Digital
platforms are growing and
creating new places for people
to collaborate on-line—places
that could be considered
―virtual coffeehouses.‖

remains with an employer less than a year, and one in
two less than five years, and on average today‘s
workers will likely have 10 to 14 jobs by the time they
are 38 years old.20
Information now flows through new channels,
allowing for greater networking and connectivity
among businesses. More businesses today are making
investments in ―knowledge-based assets‖ (R&D,
software, design, brand equity, human and
organizational capital) and demanding an increasingly
well-qualified and educated workforce that knows
how to utilize those assets.21

Another feature of the knowledge economy is flatter
organizational structures and more inter-regionally
distributed value chains (more outsourcing). In many
such flat business models, low-and mid-level
employees are seen as valuable knowledge and
innovation assets and are more often involved with ―Clevel‖ (e.g., CEOs, CFOs, CTOs, COOs) strategy
22
than in the past. More businesses are (wisely) exploiting the human capital potential of
their ―intrapreneurs.‖ Further, business operations are increasingly being outsourced and
distributed across, in addition to within, regions and countries. Tomas Jewelers is an
example of an Arcata company that has distributed its functional units across the world and
the United States in efforts to reduce costs and improve efficiency, while retaining
management, customer service and technical professionals in-house here in Arcata.

20

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, http://www.bls.gov.

21

Brinkley, Ian (2009). ―Manufacturing and the Knowledge Economy,‖ The Work Foundation. the
workfoundation.com.
22

Merchant, Nilofer (2010), The New How, O‘Reilly Media.
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In addition, a variety of Web 2.0 applications23 are allowing local entrepreneurs to bring the
power of more minds (from both within and outside of Arcata) to anticipate the demands of
and opportunities provided by changing economic conditions. Digital platforms are growing
and creating new places for people to collaborate on-line—places that could be considered
―virtual coffeehouses‖:
―New kinds of online resources . . . have allowed people with common interests to
meet, share ideas, and collaborate in innovative ways. Web 2.0 is creating a new kind of
participatory medium that is ideal for supporting multiple modes of learning.‖ 24

Back to one of our example entrepreneurs: Gail’s natural resource management business could
conceivably create a business network with other firms, and each person in that network might
also have their own network, and so on. It would thus be possible for Gail to grow a complex,
networked learning community with both local and outside participants. Such a community
network is more “agile”: Gail would have greater knowledge of potential partners and
innovation opportunities, and also, importantly, of potential future economic changes. The
ability to anticipate change is a key business skill that can reduce disruption and help create
smoother transitions to new economic conditions.

The value of making connections is a timeless business skill. Today, such connections can be
made both through face-to-face and through virtual networking. Networking can help
businesses speed up the cycle of learning and innovation (i.e., of identifying what works)
significantly, and reduce costs and improve productivity.
In the business world, informal learning happens all the time, of course, but the best
answers or experts are often not available to the person asking the question. Social learning
networks can address that issue by giving each worker a much larger group of people to
help get work done. This ―enterprise social learning‖ can be achieved through such avenues

23

For example, Facebook, LinkedIn, Flickr, Dopplr, Twitter, Appropedia, Yammer, Mzinga, Activenetworker,
Tungle, etc.
24

Seely Brown, John and Richard P. Adler (2008), ―Minds on Fire: Open Education, the Long Tail, and Learning 2.0,‖
Educause Review. http://www.educause.edu
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as a company blog, a central on-line discussion space, and through profiles that allow
employees to share information on career progress, learning and development, and other
related matters.
ACE Hardware, for example, set up a web-based social learning platform for its 4,600
independent hardware dealers to share and seek advice. By using the platform, the dealers
were able to look for new sales leads, find rarely used items, and share business strategies.
This ―social learning community‖ strategy resulted in a 500 percent return on investment in
just six months.25

E-Marketing
In addition, business ―e-marketers‖ can use online social media to truly ―connect‖ with
customers in more real ways than an advertisement that goes in only one direction (seller to
buyer). Content can be made more relevant to the target audience, and a sense of
community can be created through the more interactive possibilities of social media. In
other words, people are less marketed to than with—that is, information goes in both
directions (e.g., crowdsourcing) with exchanges of ideas, information and innovations. In
effect, this is social learning in the context of the business world—buyer and seller together
figuring out where the most value-adding opportunities (for both parties) exist.

Local Trends in the Knowledge Economy
Expansion of the knowledge-intensive sectors of the Arcata economy will play an important
role in the growth and the development of new export-based industries here. Evidence of
this trend can be seen in EDD data,26 which projects that the fastest growing occupations in
the North Coast region through 2016 will be strongly knowledge-intensive. These include:
 Computer Software Engineers
 Pharmacy Technicians

25

Jarche, Harold, ―The Evolving Social Organization,‖ http://www.socialearning.fr/en/blog/133-the-evolving-socialorganization.
26

http://www.labormarketinfo.edd.ca.gov/
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Network Systems and Data Communications Analysts
Database Administrators
Financial Specialists
Personal Financial Advisors
Marketing Managers
Education Administrators
Market Research Analysts
Chemical Technicians

Even as the growth in the knowledge economy holds great promise for Arcata, the potential
also exists for the divide between well-paid knowledge workers and workers at the lower
end of the wage scale to increase. That is, while the expansion of the knowledge economy
can create entrepreneurial opportunities and jobs in knowledge worker fields, fewer new
jobs may be created for those with more traditional manual skills or unskilled manual labor.
In addition, many traditional positions are threatened by automation and technological
advances (as occurred in the logging and milling workforce in the last 30 years). Even so,
educational and workforce training programs can be created to help people develop the
skills needed to function in the knowledge economy. Providing such opportunities to those
presently excluded or marginalized because of a different skill set will be a critical
workforce development task in the years ahead.
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II. Fostering Entrepreneurship
―Entrepreneurs innovate. Innovation is the specific instrument of
entrepreneurship. It is the act that endows resources with a new capacity to
create wealth. Innovation, indeed, creates a resource.‖
—Peter Drucker27
There are few (if any) successful businesses that did not start as a small seed—an inspiration
and/or idea that grew into a thriving enterprise. No business would exist without someone,
somewhere, at some point in time seeing an opportunity and acting on it. And that is what
entrepreneurs do: they see and act on opportunities. To foster entrepreneurship in Arcata
and beyond, we need a better understanding of how people learn to see opportunities and
what factors are important in their decision and their ability to pursue them.
Studies of the entrepreneur‘s thinking processes suggest that there is a difference in how an
entrepreneur sees opportunities; for example, where some might lament the decline of a
longstanding industry, an entrepreneur will structure that information in a way that allows
them to see new opportunities and the potential for new growth.
Entrepreneurs in Arcata find themselves in a similar situation to other rural areas: a remote
location, somewhat more limited access to technology and the associated (redundant and
reliable) broadband infrastructure (the digital divide), more limited funding sources, poorer
connections to markets, and potentially fewer ready opportunities for networking. Despite
these initial conditions, however, innovation and entrepreneurship can and does flourish
here—in fact, innovation may flourish here (at least in part) because of these constraints.
The traditional definition of ―entrepreneur‖ is someone who sees an opportunity, starts a
business and assumes the risk that goes with it. Entrepreneurs are innovators—people who
create value and advantage by bringing together resources in new ways to exploit the
opportunities created by change.

27

Drucker, Peter (1993), Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Collins, p. 30.
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As ways of creating wealth along the North Coast are changing, new opportunities are
exposed. Entrepreneurs are the ones who respond to these changes by bringing ideas and
resources together to innovate new ways of growing wealth. We need entrepreneurs!
Of course, there are many ways to define innovation and entrepreneurship (as a trip to the
business section at any local bookstore quickly indicates). Entrepreneurs need not be people
starting a new business per se, but can also be people within existing businesses, so-called
―intrapreneurs‖ who are working to keep that business vital and relevant through continual
innovation and reinvention of products, processes and operations. Businesses at any stage of
their lifecycle can work to identify and develop the niches in an evolving economy where
new value can be added. Whether within existing businesses or in new and emerging
sectors, the entrepreneur is someone who ―upsets
and disorganizes‖ the status quo in the pursuit of
value-adding opportunity.28

A healthy innovation and
entrepreneurial capacity is a
vital component of a robust and
forward-looking community, and
creating an environment where
these attributes and skills are
aggressively fostered among all
people in all places should
remain a key goal of the City
through the years ahead.

And while the focus of this study is on business
creation and job growth, the conclusions—
identifying how we can support, foster, tap into and
unleash the innovative and entrepreneurial spirit of
individuals in Arcata—apply as well to nonprofits,
schools, government agencies, and other
organizations. A healthy innovation and
entrepreneurial capacity is a vital component of a
robust and forward-looking community, and creating
an environment where these attributes and skills are
aggressively fostered among all people of all ages in
all places should remain a key goal of the City
through the years ahead.

To this end, strategies for engaging youth in entrepreneurship (including our local college
students) are key, as they represent what is likely our greatest long-term resource for
economic growth and community sustainability. There are many strategies (many of which
are already in place) to engage youth and equip them with the skills, knowledge and support

28

Ibid., pp. 26, 30.
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they need to become successful entrepreneurs. Additional strategies will be outlined later in
this report.

Creating the Future
Economic gardening is an approach to economic development that begins with the premise
that most of what is needed for growth is already present in the community, including
passion, expertise, and motivation. Identifying and building on what a community already
has is an ―asset-based approach‖ that seeks to create opportunities and jobs by supporting
businesses and entrepreneurs (actual or waiting in the wings) already here, not courting
those from the outside.29
John Kao, author of Innovation Nation, defines innovation as ―the ability of individuals,
companies, and entire nations to continuously create their desired future.‖ 30 As he notes,
―innovation flows from shifts in mind-set that can generate new business models, recognize
new opportunities, and weave innovations throughout the fabric of society.‖ The key for
Kao is to create ―new approaches that blend facilitation and collaboration processes, new
kinds of places, technology, tools, knowledge management practices, and more into a
different way of working.‖
Kao stresses the importance of needing to continuously create our desired futures. In others
words, the work of the innovative, entrepreneur enterprise never ends, for without it
economies would become stagnant. The ability to perceive change as normal and as ripe
with opportunities is a key entrepreneurial skill that requires both a flexible mind and an
understanding of the need for continual learning and relearning. In fact, innovation often
occurs as a natural and necessary response to change, as well as to declining return on
assets! Many Arcata businesses are already rethinking the roles and relationships that allow
them to take advantage of the knowledge flows in today‘s interconnected economy. They
are doing so because they have to.

29

While we use the garden metaphor throughout this report, we are not following the ―economic gardening‖ approach
per se.
30

Op. cit., Kao.
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The slow decline of the resource extraction industries over the past decades has created
somewhat of an identity crisis along the North Coast. Where once it was common for a
high school student to know that a job likely awaited them upon graduation in timber or
fishing, the future is now much more uncertain for many local youth. As with all periods of
structural economic change (in all places), the skill sets required in today‘s more diversified
and rapidly changing economy do not match those
of just a few years ago.

Can the public sector do more
than provide economic
development services? That is, can
it also provide a motivational
kick to potential entrepreneurs
and help prepare the seedbed?

It is the million-dollar question (perhaps literally)
as to what motivates a person to get up off the
couch, put down the remote, roll up their sleeves,
and begin to cultivate opportunities—to create
their futures—in changing economic times. What
separates the entrepreneur from the couch potato?
(The evidence suggests that you can‘t be both!) Is
it a lack of faith in one‘s abilities? Laziness? An
inability to see opportunities? An inability to
follow-through and stick to a program—to endure repeated failures while keeping one‘s
eyes on the prize?
Aside from the motivational aspect of entrepreneurship there are the very real, practical
aspects of getting a venture off the ground. The ―transaction costs‖ of information,
contracting and enforcement are often so high that the would-be entrepreneur is
intimidated right from the start. Simply knowing where to begin to go for help, whether
from area economic development services or one‘s peers, can be a stumbling block in the
early stages. Often the resources and skills needed are available or can be acquired through
business counseling and mentorship opportunities, but the motivation to seek them out is
lacking. Can the public sector do more than provide economic development services? That
is, can it also provide a motivational kick in the pants to potential entrepreneurs?
The skills of the entrepreneur are many and varied. Some are innate, others can be learned.
The ability to see opportunities is one thing, but the motivation to initiate and to follow
through on a project is quite another. Some people don‘t see opportunities at all (they
haven‘t learned how, perhaps), others see but don‘t act, and others see and act. The latter
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are the entrepreneurs—people who are not shaken by failures but rather are quick to learn
from them and take corrective action.31
Entrepreneurs come in all shapes and sizes, including:
 aspiring entrepreneurs, who are attracted to the idea of starting a business,
 survival or necessity entrepreneurs, who start a business for needed income or because of
a lack of other work,
 lifestyle entrepreneurs, who create businesses that allow them to pursue certain
lifestyles or live in particular places/environments (such as Arcata),
 growth or opportunity entrepreneurs, who want to develop and expand their businesses
to create jobs and wealth,
 serial entrepreneurs, who create several growth businesses, and
 social entrepreneurs, who create and grow enterprises for public and community
purposes.32
As noted earlier, developing entrepreneurs is a bit like
cultivating a part-domesticated, part-wild garden.
While you can help to prepare the seedbed for
cultivation, and while you can plant seeds, you may
never be able to control all of the variables that are
conducive to growth. As Jacqueline Debets (Economic
Development Coordinator for Humboldt County)
notes, economic activity is driven by the private sector,
can be supported by the public sector, but is also
strongly affected by chance.33 What opportunistic seeds might blow in from afar to make
this garden their home? What storms might wreak havoc in the garden? How can we make
the garden healthy and resilient, amenable to growth from private, public and even chancerelated factors, and resistant to occasional economic storms?

31

Margaret Gainer, personal communication, February 2011.
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Entrepreneurship Development Systems for Rural America, www.eshipsystems.org/crit_definitions.html.
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Jacqueline Debets, personal communication, February 2011.
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Perhaps one of the strongest themes that ran through our discussions with local
entrepreneurs and economic development professionals was the importance of fostering a
culture of entrepreneurship. A culture of entrepreneurship is important because it can help
create the belief (the self-efficacy) among people of all ages that they have the ability to see,
create, act on and develop business opportunities.
There are several components of successful
efforts to support the growth of the
The challenge for the City in the
entrepreneur garden, including a supportive
entrepreneurial culture, education, technical
years ahead will be to identify,
assistance, and access to resources. One of the
inventory, better understand and
more intangible factors in support of growing
help improve the skills and expertise
local entrepreneurial potential, of course, is
its citizens need to compete in and
how actually to effect change in the local
adapt to an increasingly
entrepreneurial culture. Cultural change is a
complex and slow process, often requiring
knowledge-intensive world.
generations to play out. Education plays a key
role in ―passing on the culture,‖ and education
explicitly designed to teach entrepreneurship
and allow for entrepreneurial experiences can help foster this culture change, but it can be a
long process.
A part of speeding up the process of culture change is marshaling the available economic
development resources, and creating new ones as needed. A number of local and area
partners play important roles in growing entrepreneurs, from the North Coast Small
Business Development Center (SBDC) and other economic development agencies to area
K-18 (or better yet, ―PK through gray‖) education institutions. Proposed spaces such as the
Arcata Innovator Space (See Section IV) will provide places where entrepreneurs can start and
grow their enterprises and work with others to develop strategic, collaborative partnerships
around new initiatives. Recommendations provided in this report for the exploration of
entrepreneurship education initiatives and the development of a ―comprehensive
entrepreneurship development system‖ (CEDS) can also play an important role in
furthering this shift.

Resilience and Adaptation
A recession or decline in a long-standing Arcata business can change the local economy just
like a forest fire changes a forest ecosystem. In both cases, the change carries destruction
and upheaval, but also creates opportunities for new growth in a cleared out but nutrient-
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rich seedbed. Social and economic change can often produce fear and uncertainty and a
desire to hold on to the good old days—but, as they say, change happens. Forest fires are not
always preventable, and are often healthy for the ecosystem, particularly if we are prepared
to take advantage of the new seedbed for growth that is created. Like succession and cyclical
change in nature, the Arcata economy experiences business cycles and successional change.
Anticipating and embracing change through continual, adaptive innovation is a sign of a healthy and
resilient economy.
On the other hand, change that is poorly anticipated, resisted and not adapted to can be
destructive (of course, not all change can be anticipated, but some change may be more
predictable). Because of the inevitability of change, the economic development task
becomes in part:
1) adapting what is already being done to the new
circumstances, and
2) doing something different that takes advantage of
new opportunities for growth.

Anticipating and embracing
change through continual,
adaptive innovation is a
sign of a healthy and
resilient economy.

The capacity of Arcata entrepreneurs to innovate new
ways of doing business is a key factor in the economic and
social health of the City, as a healthy innovation capacity
allows communities to be more responsive and adapt better to ever-changing economic
conditions. In dynamic economies, businesses must anticipate and adapt to change through
innovation or risk being outcompeted. And all economies—from the relatively stable ones
to those experiencing disruptive change like Arcata and the North Coast has experienced
over the last several decades—have opportunity spaces continually opening up in which
innovators can add value.

The ability to identify existing and emerging opportunities and use unique knowledge and
skills to create new economic niches, however, is the key to business survival and overall
economic health. Langdon Morris, author of Permanent Innovation, believes that innovation is
a fundamental, core-competency issue for all businesses at any stage of their lifecycle. As he
notes: ―Innovation is essential to survival, and all innovation is strategic. Since innovation is
literally how organizations create their own futures, innovation as a process and an
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organizational priority cannot be separated from the development and implementation of
strategy.‖34
It is critical that Arcata develop a broad portfolio of businesses and sectors, as diversification
can help foster community social, economic and environmental resilience. Innovations
often emerge in adjacent or emerging sectors (at the edges), or as a vibrant economy
attracts outside people who want to capitalize on the local infrastructure and available
talent. In short, following Kao‘s prescription, Arcata should both strive to focus on the
strength of its existing businesses and remain alert to high-value opportunities yet to
emerge from both within and from the outside
world.

Like young plants, businesses
start-up, grow and evolve by
attracting resources (e.g.,
knowledge, capital, partners,
suppliers, customers) and by
creating networks that seek to
optimize how these resources can
be combined to create value.

The challenge for the City in the years ahead will be
to identify, inventory, better understand and help
improve the skills and expertise its citizens need to
compete in and adapt to an increasingly knowledgeintensive world. As many of the people interviewed
for this study noted, a key factor that drives
innovation across all businesses is a well-qualified
workforce—a workforce that includes
entrepreneurs who understand the value of
innovation, know how to practice it, and are given
the opportunity to do so. And innovation—the skill
by which entrepreneurs find and exploit
opportunities in times of change—can be taught,
learned, and practiced intentionally and systematically.

The Economy as a Complex, Adaptive System
Like ecosystems, economies grow and evolve by finding, creating, and sharing value. The
Arcata economy is a complex, adaptive system, with multiple and diverse components
interacting and growing through the exchange of information and resources. And just as
economic change can make existing niches obsolete, it also creates opportunities. The
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Regions with certain niche
skill sets, and the ability to
market those skills
globally, can cultivate
links with other businesses
around the world that they
are complementary with.
These worldwide
relationships can foster
specialization in higher
skill and wage jobs while
revealing new markets for
products and services.

ability of entrepreneurs in Arcata to perceive the
opportunities created by change, to act on that knowledge
to adjust to, minimize the harmful effects of and take
advantage of change can make our local economy more
adaptable and resilient.
A business‘s ecosystem consists of all the companies and
organizations that both directly and indirectly affect it,
including (among others):

 distributors,
 technology providers,
 creditors,
 regulators,
 outsourcing companies,
 complementary product manufacturers or service
providers,
 competitors,
 customers, and
 economic development agencies.

The health of such ecosystems can be gauged by examining their productivity (e.g., wages
and job growth) and by how good they are at creating niches. As in a natural ecosystem, a
successful niche player—that is, an entrepreneur—is someone who has surveyed the
seedbed and can specialize through accessing the resources they need to create value and
differentiate their offering from other members of the ecosystem. As Iansiti and Levien
note: ―When they are allowed to thrive, niche players represent the bulk of the ecosystem
and are responsible for most of the value creation and innovation.‖35
The ecosystem metaphor can help in understanding business sectors in a systemic way and
help define the relationships between businesses, customers and technologies and the
potential opportunities created by their interaction. New partnering arrangements that
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leverage different interfaces and platforms to develop new products and services, value
propositions and revenue-sharing agreements are dynamic features of today‘s economy. The
film industry, for example, utilizes a unique business partnership model to aggregate
numerous small-to medium-sized businesses through different phases of pre, during and
post-production. The days of one studio being vertically integrated and managing
production, distribution, marketing, licensing, etc., have given way to single-purpose
entities (such as LLCs) that have negotiated roles and discrete expertise spread between
multiple businesses. This type of partnership allows for the participation of companies in
more rural areas, like Arcata, in what has been a largely exclusive network.
Like young plants, businesses start-up, grow and evolve by attracting resources (e.g.,
knowledge, capital, partners, suppliers, customers) and by creating networks that seek to
optimize how these resources can be combined to create value. The fragmentation of
businesses into geographically dispersed functional units and the strategic partnering with
other businesses (that perform functions formerly conducted in-house) are features of the
global economy that impact existing local businesses, but that also sets up the opportunity
to specialize in one of the discrete functional niches. That is, a ―cluster‖ may be less the
totality of an industry‘s value chain and more of a niche player, with portions of businesses
and their functions (e.g., data processing) located regionally, and other components located
elsewhere.
When examining the seedbed for enterprise growth, an entrepreneur may assess such
factors as a qualified, skilled and educated workforce, a high quality of life, the quality of
the infrastructure, availability of land, good incentives, broadband capacity, and a good
environment in which to live and work. While these are all important and perhaps
necessary conditions for a healthy entrepreneurial economy, they are not sufficient. As
businesses are increasingly outsourcing key functions to obtain higher levels of efficiency
and profitability, Arcata is now competing with regions all over the world for businesses,
portions of businesses, and jobs. Regions with certain niche skill sets, and the ability to market
those skills globally, can cultivate links with other businesses around the world that they are
complementary with. These worldwide relationships can foster specialization in higher skill
and wage jobs while revealing new markets for products and services.36
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Most ―competencies‖ in the knowledge economy serve multiple businesses and
organizations. The Management & Innovation (M&I) sector is a good example of this crossfunctionality, providing consulting and intermediary (brokerage) services for a diverse
range of businesses. A formal assessment of the unique cross-functional competencies in the
City of Arcata, and the types of businesses served by those competencies, would provide
insight into the local and outside markets those competencies serve and help identify
opportunities for local entrepreneurs.
And there are many unique competencies in Arcata that can be identified and leveraged to
foster local innovation and entrepreneurship. Each of the sectors profiled in this report has
competencies that are unique and valuable locally, regionally, and as exportable services.
An important question is: how do we already export our particular competencies to other
regions that benefit from them—and who may offer their own complementary
competencies in return—and how can we create more of these relationships?

The Networked, Learning Economy
―The rate at which individuals and organizations learn may become the only sustainable competitive
advantage, especially in knowledge-intensive industries.‖
—Ray Stata, Chairman, Analog Devices37
The world is changing fast, with the production of information quickly outpacing the
effective processing ability of both individuals and organizations. In such a world, people
who have certain ―habits of mind and skill sets‖ abilities may have an advantage, including:
 Collaborators and orchestrators who can mobilize and manage a multidimensional,
multicultural workforce,
 Synthesizers who create unexpected combinations of people and ideas,
 Explainers who bring ideas together and who make the complex simple,
 Leveragers who bring together the right people, resources, and/or ideas to make
them more effective,
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 Adapters who bring their depth of skills to a widening range of situations and
experiences,
 ―Green‖ people who see the value in sustainable and renewable economic growth,
 Passionate personalizers who understand that even in a globalized world, people need a
personal touch, personally delivered services and customized products, and
 Localizers, who understand the new and evolving global infrastructure and can adapt
ideas to local needs and demands.38
Norris et al point to the need for individuals to accept greater responsibility for building
these capacities, noting that they will be even more important as methods of knowledge
creation, sharing, and use continue to evolve. As they note, ―individuals will need to
demonstrate their capabilities to perpetually incorporate and interpret new knowledge by
participating effectively in . . . knowledge networks.‖39 In essence, they argue for the
importance of autonomous, self-directed people who are motivated to engage continually
with others in continuous learning and innovation.
Responding to the ongoing changes in our local and regional economy requires investments
in people. Identifying successful entrepreneurs and learning from their stories can help
point the way for others. Events such as Fire in the Belly,40 where area entrepreneurs tell
their stories, can serve to inspire would-be entrepreneurs who may be (for whatever
reason) sitting on their hands. As Michael Summers notes:
[C]reate a positive buzz in the community and draw out those retired engineers who
have that ―special little project I was tinkering with‖; the food industry professional
wanting to do it ―my way‖; or the student developing disruptive software. 41
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Norris, Donald, Linda Baer, Joan Leonard, Louis Pugliese, and Paul Lefrere (2008), “Action Analytics: Measuring
and Improving Performance That Matters in Higher Education,‖ Educause Review.
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Continual Learning through Networks
The terms ―cluster,‖ ―ecosystem,‖ and ―network‖ are all about basically the same idea: that
businesses can effectively ―coevolve‖ connected and networked capabilities around good
ideas, and work cooperatively and competitively to identify and develop the innovative
products and services that arise from these ideas. And continual learning is a key component
of this coevolving, self-organizing process. As Robert Rycroft notes (emphasis added):
The most valuable and complex technologies are increasingly innovated by networks
that self-organize. Networks are those linked organizations (e.g., firms, universities,
government agencies) that create, acquire, and integrate diverse knowledge and skills
required to innovate . . . . [I]nnovation
networks are organized around constant learning.
Self-organization refers to the capacity these
One entrepreneur characteristic
networks have for combining and
noted by interviewees was the
recombining these learned capabilities
ability to see beyond our market
without centralized, detailed managerial
area, and to adopt and adapt—
guidance.42
Informal learning happens all the time in a
business, but often the best answers or experts
are not directly connected to the person with
the problem. Informal, unplanned, face-to-face
communication can be important to gather ideas
and make the mental connections that lead to
innovation.43 In this sense, geographic
concentration can be an advantage, because
when firms, suppliers, and buyers are
geographically concentrated the feedback loops

borrowing methods, models,
systems, technologies from other
fields and apply in new ways to
your own needs: people who know
technology, who can figure it out,
who like to learn and who are
ready to learn.
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for ideas and innovations are much shorter and opportunities for knowledge spillover are
enhanced. This would be the case for most of the ―Targets of Opportunity‖ clusters as well
as other local business ecosystems.
The ability to absorb knowledge from the outside can help extend a business‘s lifecycle, as a
lack of connectedness to industry best practices can lead to a downward cycle of path
dependence and, ultimately, obsolescence. In network theory, the idea is that businesses
need to build bridges between networks (so-called ―weak ties‖), absorbing new knowledge
from outside sources while also reciprocating by sharing what they know.44 From the
entrepreneur‘s perspectives, networking can help in the critical early stages of growth by
connecting them with the human, technical and financial resources that they need to get
started and to grow.
The figure below discusses the difference between weak and strong ties, and highlights the
value of networking across groups:

Source: http://bokardo.com/archives/weak-ties-and-diversity-in-social-networks/
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One valuable entrepreneur characteristic noted by interviewees was the ability to see
beyond our market area, and to adopt and adapt—borrowing methods, models, systems,
and technologies from other fields and apply in new ways to your own needs. These are
―people who know technology, who can figure it out, who like to learn and who are ready
to learn.‖45

Collaborative Advantage and the Role of “Bridging Assets”
A strong theme to come out of our discussions with local entrepreneurs and economic
development professionals was that good ideas are needed, and good ideas come from
collaboration—that in addition to comparative advantage in Arcata we must also foster
―collaborative advantage.‖46
Sometimes it is in the ―conceptual
collisions‖ of differing disciplines
A strong theme to come out of our discussions
where new ideas that lead to
with local entrepreneurs and economic
innovations are created—the crossdevelopment professionals was that good
fertilization that occurs in a healthy
ideas are needed, and good ideas come from
garden. So too, the tools of the
entrepreneur—among them market,
collaboration—that in addition to
financial and product/service
comparative advantage in Arcata we must
creation—tend to be hard to find all
also foster ―collaborative advantage.‖1
in one person, so in this sense a
Sometimes it is in the ―conceptual collisions‖
collaborating, team-based
of differing disciplines where new ideas that
entrepreneur mindset can be critical.

lead to innovations are created—the cross-

Occupations that combine several
fertilization that occurs in a healthy garden.
skills and competencies—sometimes
within one person, but more often
among a team of people with
knowledge and expertise from various
fields and disciplines—will be an important piece in defining Arcata‘s comparative (and
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collaborative) advantage in the years ahead. That is, in a knowledge economy, strengthening
unique and diverse local knowledge and cross-functional skill sets will be a critical part of
providing more career pathways and directions for workforce training.
―[A] region‘s ability to innovate can only be determined by the individuals‘ ability to
innovate.‖47 For Norris Krueger, the key to entrepreneurial economic development is a
bottom-up, individual-oriented approach that relies on three key types of assets:
1) innovation assets (the stocks and flows of ideas),
2) entrepreneurial assets (the stocks and flows of human and organizational capital—
the ability to execute an idea), and
3) bridging assets (people and mechanisms that coordinate and foster the connection
and interaction of ideas and entrepreneurs)
The figure below represents an Entrepreneurial Ecosystem,48 with the entrepreneur at the
center surrounded by supporting institutions.
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Krueger, Norris, ―A ‗Molecular Biology‘ of Regional Innovation Systems: A Supervenient Approach To Developing
Technology Entrepreneurship.‖ http://sn.pronetos.com/documents/0000/0208/13_krueger.pdf
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Krueger, Norris (2008), ―Fire and Ice ,‖ Border Conference, El Paso.
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The bridging assets (top middle) work to help combine ideas (innovation assets) and
execution skills (entrepreneurial assets). Innovation assets are not innovations per se, but
the ideas that lead to innovations; entrepreneurial assets (execution and implementation
skills) are needed to bring ideas to fruition in the market.
Bridging assets help entrepreneurs to access networks and technologies, assist with
organizational change and learning initiatives, and provide other forms of assistance in
promoting networked learning and growth. Individuals, business incubators, technology
centers, innovation spaces and other entities can help serve as the bridge to link ideas and
―competencies‖ in Arcata around specific opportunities. As noted earlier, one task that
could be developed to help facilitate this
process is the creation of ―asset maps‖ or
Bridging assets help entrepreneurs to access
other form of ―competency cataloging‖
that identifies and categorizes local
networks and technologies, assist with
49
entrepreneurial strengths.
organizational change and learning

initiatives, and provide other forms of
The idea of a bridging asset is not unlike
the ―enterprise facilitator‖ idea of Ernest
assistance in promoting networked learning
Sirolli. The enterprise facilitator does
and growth.
not initiate projects or promote his or
her ideas, but rather works with the
unique interests of entrepreneurs. For
Sirolli, people should focus on what they do best, whether it is
invention/innovation/production, marketing, or financial management.
Many of the entrepreneurs interviewed for this report noted that they enjoyed doing one of
these functions (most often the creative, inventor side), but had no particular interest or
skills in developing the marketing component or in managing their finances. The enterprise
facilitator can help with the networking needed to bring teams together with
complementary skills. For Sirolli, bottom-up, people-centric economic development is the
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New Economy Strategies (2007), ―From Clusters of Industry to Clusters of Knowledge & Competency,‖ Briefing
Paper 1, Washington, D.C.
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way to go. As he writes, ―the future of every community lies in capturing the energy,
imagination, intelligence, and passion of its people.‖50

Fostering Regional Innovation and Entrepreneurship
There are issues and concerns common to Arcata and other communities in the region that
can be best addressed through coordinated regional solutions. Ideas for developing a
regional innovation network coincide with many of the other findings in this study, namely,
that it should have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a community-and place-based focus,
public processes that enables quick decision making,
a creativity and innovation focus,
both physical (spaces) and a digital presence,
collaboration and networking opportunities,
entrepreneur training/mentoring,
multiple forms of business assistance,
focused business-sector development (e.g., Targets of Opportunity, others),
leveraged resources (e.g., AEDC, SBDC, RREDC, etc.), and
schools involvement, K-18.

As noted earlier, one of the important components of a regional innovation network is
access to local, regional and outside networks of people and resources. Networks allow
entrepreneurs to share ideas, learn from one another, conduct business together, identify
sources of capital, and so on.
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Op. cit, Sirolli. Sirolli‘s trinity of management concept notes that successful entrepreneurship is about knowing how
to market, knowing how to manage financially, and having the technical skills to produce and sell. The problem is that
few entrepreneurs go into operation knowing all three. They need a helper to fill one or more holes. The trinity
concept, when applied, saves many businesses just starting.it is virtually impossible for any potential entrepreneur to
supply expertise in all three areas of production, marketing and financial management.
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A Comprehensive Entrepreneurship Development System
One strategy that has been developed for broader regional innovation efforts is the
Comprehensive Entrepreneurship Development System (CEDS). A CEDS provides
―comprehensive, flexible, culturally sensitive, and integrated‖ solutions that ―require
providers to collaborate rather than operate independently or in isolation.‖51 An important
function of a CEDS is to fill gaps in and coordinate existing services and provide
entrepreneurs with access to services more efficiently; this coordination can increase the
chances of the services being used and quicken the pace of entrepreneur-led growth. CEDS
initiatives offer effective ways to combine a rural region‘s (often limited) resources by
integrating a wide range of local and regional programs and providing products and services
customizable to the needs of a diverse range of entrepreneurs.
In 2005, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation funded six pilot CEDS across the U.S. Over the
course of the pilot programs, nine principles were identified that can help to guide the
development of a CEDS. CEDS should be:










driven by entrepreneur needs,
inclusive of all kinds of entrepreneurs,
built on a region‘s assets,
collaborative,
comprehensive and integrated,
community-based and regionally focused,
linked to policy,
sustainable, and
based on continuous improvement.52
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Dabson, Brian (2005), ―Fostering Entrepreneurship Development Systems in Rural America: First Review of the
Results of the Request for Proposals,‖ report to the W.K. Kellogg Foundation. CFED and the Rural Policy Research
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Edgcomb, Elaine (2008), ―Entrepreneurship Development Systems: The W.K. Kellogg Foundation Demonstration,
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CEDS provide for both human and social capital needs through education, training and
technical assistance, access to capital and networks, and explicit efforts to build a culture of
entrepreneurship. Methods used in CEDS include coaching, peer support systems, and the
development of community support for more inclusive and diverse entrepreneurship.
Research suggests that coaching and peer support systems are key tools to help
entrepreneurs think strategically; peer
support systems range from communitylevel advisory boards and entrepreneur
Three goals guide the development of a
peer groups to broader regional and onComprehensive Entrepreneurship
line business networks. CEDS can also
help create community support for
Development System (CEDS):
entrepreneurship through events such as
1. Create a ―pipeline‖ of entrepreneurs by
―Energizing Entrepreneurs‖ trainings,
helping to nurture entrepreneurship in local
community surveys, and other events.53
youth, helping to identify and support
potential entrepreneurs, and foster a culture
and environment that attracts entrepreneurs.
2. Create a system of financial and technical
support for entrepreneurs with differing
motivations and skill sets.
3. Foster a policy and cultural environment
within the public, private and nonprofit
sectors that supports entrepreneurship.

Youth entrepreneurship is a key
component of a CEDS. In Arcata and the
surrounding region, youth
entrepreneurship is already being
addressed through many K-12 initiatives
such as the Decade of Difference, Junior
Achievement, 4-H, Lemonade Day, Plan
It Green, and other successful programs.
It may be worthwhile to explore
combining these efforts with something
similar to the ―Summer Institute for Entrepreneurship‖ offered by the Stanford University
School of Business. Students enrolled in the Institute‘s program work in teams to develop
business ideas and pitch them to venture capitalists.
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RUPRI Center for Rural Entrepreneurship: ―By supporting practice-driven research and evaluation and facilitating
shared learning among practitioners, researchers and policy makers, the Center works to encourage entrepreneurship
development as an effective route to building prosperous, dynamic, and sustainable rural economies.‖
http://www.energizingentrepreneurs.org/content/cr.php.
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An example of a successful CEDS is Nebraska‘s ―HomeTown Competitiveness‖ (HTC),
formed by three Nebraska nonprofits (the Nebraska Community Foundation, the Heartland
Center for Leadership Development, and the Rural Policy Research Institute Center for
Rural Entrepreneurship).54 Together these groups developed HTC to focus on:





leadership development,
youth engagement,
entrepreneurship, and
building community resources.

While CEDS are still in their infancy as an entrepreneur-development strategy, evaluation
of the six Kellogg Foundation pilot CEDS identified myriad successes that may make the
idea worth exploring here as a regional effort. The six pilot CEDS:
 advanced youth entrepreneurship initiatives substantially and elevated their profile,
 supported curriculum development and teacher training, emphasizing experiential,
problem-based learning,
 helped create new structures to promote youth entrepreneurship,
 helped get entrepreneurship education included in one state‘s mandatory financial
literacy curriculum,
 supported the integration of entrepreneurship education into college-level
curricula,
 modeled entrepreneurial development strategies, with initial results that
demonstrate their potential for increasing business formation and growth,
 introduced coaching as a key tool to help entrepreneurs think strategically and
progress their ventures,
 created peer support systems, from community-level task forces and advisory
boards to entrepreneur peer groups to broader business networks,
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 fostered greater community support for entrepreneurship through educational and
consciousness-raising events,
 worked to make entrepreneurship opportunities more inclusive,
 made substantial investments in infrastructure and in services that strengthen their
ability to serve entrepreneurs and collaborate, and
 educated policymakers through formal and informal means to adopt entrepreneur
friendly programs, plans and policies.55

CEDs Web Portal—the EEZ
One resource mentioned by many interviewees was an easily accessible on-line portal
specifically for area entrepreneurs—something like an ―Entrepreneur E-Zone‖ (the EEZ,
designed to ease the start-up process). Similar informational web ―portals‖ are being
developed that allow entrepreneurs to more easily identify the key starting places to go for
assistance, whether for startup questions or for more specific subjects related to their
business.56 In the knowledge economy, entrepreneurs with an information advantage can
gain a competitive advantage; business support (particularly in the start-up stage) is
particularly helpful as business environments become more complex.57
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Examples include: mbac.biz, kickstand.org, pronetos.com, ideablob.com, marketplaceforentrepreneurs.org,
innovateND.com, entemp.ie, maineco.org, myownbusiness.org, mainebusinessworks.org, nbia.org,
targetincubator.com.
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Example Entrepreneurs, continued
Brett takes time out every week to participate on the EEZ message boards. He answers
questions and engages in conversations surrounding green construction, and is quickly
becoming the portal’s resident expert on the topic.
Gail made her e-newsletter and webinar series available to EEZ users and was contacted
by a Humboldt State professor who read one of her publications. The ensuing
conversation resulted in Gail agreeing to take on one student intern every semester as
part of the university’s service-learning program.

Jeff posted his resume and a few of his video shorts on the EEZ portal that were seen by
Gail. The two are now working together to add an enhanced visual component to her
webinar series.
Maria takes advantage of the food industry news links compiled by EEZ to stay abreast
of trends, challenges, and opportunities that may affect her family’s business. She
concluded that it is an opportune time to begin selling her mom’s sauces directly to
customers in local specialty grocery stores, and using the regional entrepreneur
database she was able to find a local printing company to produce the labels.

Using information technology to capture and provide knowledge during business startup
(and growth) can provide significant help to new ventures. While there are many excellent
support services in the area, some interviewees thought they were hard to locate and/or
navigate. The EEZ could provide:
 a first-stop, one-stop virtual shop accessible to entrepreneurs throughout the City
and region, serving as a gateway for entrepreneurs to programs and people,
 information about what businesses are doing: in essence serving as a virtual trade
show to promote businesses and networking,
 a map of the local and regional entrepreneurial ecosystem, including links that could
help facilitate networking among businesses, service providers and others: these
would be some of the needed ―bridging assets,‖
 self-help tools to assist clients in assessing their own needs accurately, using a
―diagnostic checklist‖ related to the stage of development (from idea to exit) of their
enterprise,
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 a video library where users can share stories and upload videos,
 distance learning (video and audio podcasts, webinars, classes) offerings,
 connections with other web portal initiatives, other networks (local, regional and
otherwise), and other communities of innovators, experts, and investors,
 improved access to educational (K-18) resources, including access to business and
technical information related to start-ups, for distribution of training materials, and
 easier (digital) access for people in remote, rural areas to the resources they need.
Greater local and regional business diversity and networking can provide greater resilience
and adaptability. The EEZ could be a part of developing a networked regional growth and
innovation infrastructure that can provide more coordinated and focused innovation efforts.
Entrepreneurs who develop more advanced social networks or invest more heavily in social
capital may be more successful than those who ―go it alone.‖ Networking allows
entrepreneurs to fill knowledge gaps and find more opportunities by leveraging the skills,
expertise, and knowledge of a broad cross section of entrepreneurs and service providers.
The ability to connect virtually via discussion forums of interest (either local or with the
outside world) and acquire, share and use knowledge from many different resources can
facilitate innovation, idea creation, and more efficient operations. 58
Another component of the EEZ could be a visual representation, or map, of the local
entrepreneurial ecosystem. This map would help current and potential entrepreneurs
identify how each participant (whether business or service provider) is connected to others.
The map could help identify key points in the regional entrepreneurial ecosystem for
leveraging change—so-called ―nodes of opportunity.‖ Members could have clickable links
to direct people to their web-sites.
A (secure, opt-in) database of local and regional entrepreneurs and providers following a
Web 2.0 model could increase the quantity and quality of communication among area
entrepreneurs. Social networking software such as Facebook or LinkedIn could be
integrated with the EEZ to help develop further connections within the regional
entrepreneurial ecosystem. An informal message board could also be offered that would
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allow people to leave questions for others to answer, post announcements to everyone,
share news, and so on.
In short, the development the EEZ could help in the ongoing, systemic assessment of social,
economic and environmental needs and opportunities of the region, including a thorough
assessment of the ―knowledge and competencies‖ in the City and region—a ―know-who and
know-how network‖ of businesses and service providers. To this end, the EEZ could also
serve as a repository of information (PowerPoint presentations, meeting minutes from the
conferences, etc.) about entrepreneurship.
Key EEZ Components: Communication and Information
Communication
 Linkages: The portal should help people participate in an entrepreneur‘s network of
people and resources—a ―yellow pages‖ of resources and expertise.
 Discussion forum: entrepreneurs should be able to register (at no charge) and
immediately join forums of interest. The forums could be monitored by volunteers
who were experts in those areas. In addition to networking and brainstorming about
solutions to specific business challenges, the forums can allow entrepreneurs to
share and evaluate resources such as attorneys, accountants and intellectual
property.
 Mentoring: The EEZ could provide a directory of expert ―coaches‖ who assist
entrepreneurs in applying effective business practices to their own business
operations (financial planning, marketing, etc.).
Information
 Assessment: A self-assessment diagnostic checklist would walk entrepreneurs through
a series of questions to assess their individual business situations; an ―if-then‖ model
could guide them to the resources they need based on the gaps identified and
connect them to the right resources in terms of both information and personal
expertise and guidance.
 Navigation: The EEZ would help entrepreneurs identify the resources they need
from the various business support services and resources (who they serve and the
services they offer). Explanations of the specific funding sources targeted to
different stages of business development would be provided. Entrepreneurs want
information on grants (advice about writing and critiquing grant applications).
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 Integrated calendar and forum: A centralized calendar of events relevant to
entrepreneurs would allow entrepreneurs to choose among seminars, networking
meetings, trade association meetings or shows across the City, region and state. The
forum could provide news and profiles about new or growing small firms, so
entrepreneurs could learn about others who have solved similar problems or be
pursuing similar goals.
 Special interest functions: Listings and advertising of resources in a classified sales
section could allow for the sale and purchase of equipment, or announcement of the
need for specific types of equipment or employee skills.

The Town/Gown (Arcata/HSU) Relationship
―Arcata needs a survey of everyone who is connected to HSU who is laid off or
underemployed. This is the richest source of well-educated entrepreneurs that this
County has ever had. Help them turn their ideas and expertise into businesses. Help
them form business alliances and partnerships.‖
—Maggie Gainer59
The seedbed for entrepreneurial activity requires connections among people and
resources—the creation of networks and relationships that foster the cross-fertilization and
development of the ideas that can turn into value-adding innovations. Studies of
entrepreneurship are unequivocal about the need to create connections that can add value:
connections between people, between people and ideas, between people and resources, and
so on.
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One connection that is often underutilized but which has high potential value is the
connection between a university and its host community. While the ―town/gown divide‖—
where little communication and interaction exists between the two entities—has long
defined the relationship for many communities and universities, the trend is slowly
changing, with a number of universities and their host communities across the nation
developing fruitful and mutually beneficial relationships. Many of these relationships are
focused on entrepreneurship.
The benefit of combining resources in times of limited budgets (for both town and gown) is
an important factor, but so are the very real benefits that can be achieved through a more
integrated approach that includes both
economic development and curriculum
Whether they stay after
enhancement. Toward this end, HSU‘s
Business School has been developing the
graduation or return after gaining
Institute for Entrepreneurial Education, which
experience elsewhere, having a
is hoping for increased funding and further
prepared seedbed for these young
development of programs and curricular
businesspeople wishing to make a
offerings in the years ahead. Other
opportunities, such as fee-for-service
life here is critical if we are to
arrangements for both faculty and students, are
grow the experienced entrepreneurs
in place across the campus. And service
of tomorrow.
learning (as discussed below) is a growing
component of many classes at HSU.
Universities are powerful and stable economic
engines, and can be a great source of jobs, income and wealth generation, and improved
quality of life for their host communities. The City of Arcata benefits in a number of ways
from Humboldt State University (and from College of the Redwoods to a lesser extent),
through combined efforts on infrastructure and other capital projects, to the economic
impact of the dollars that flow from students and faculty, and to the opportunities to
address community needs through project-based service-learning programs (among many
others). HSU faculty and students can also be a key source of talent and ideas for improving
and expanding existing businesses, and for creating new ones. Interviews with key
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stakeholders at HSU60 indicated great potential for spinoff private-sector businesses,
including faculty and students in biological, physical, and natural resource sciences, business
and economics, Environmental Resource Engineering, and Computing Science and
Art/Graphic Design faculty.
HSU benefits in a variety of ways from the Arcata community, from the value of being
located in a culturally dynamic ―place‖ to the provision of
housing for its students to retail and other services. Many
Arcata businesses have been started by graduates of
A part of creating a ―culture
Humboldt State University who fell in love with the area
of entrepreneurship‖ locally
and wanted to stay and make a living here. Some of these
includes developing the
business owners readily admit that they never saw
notion among HSU students
themselves as entrepreneurs, but were led down that path
by their desire to stay here combined with a lack of
(and faculty) that
available jobs. These early necessity entrepreneurs have
entrepreneurship is a viable
grown into the experienced entrepreneurs of today.

option that can allow them to
stay here and make a
living—and a path that will
find local support—even if it
appears that moving away is
the only good choice.

Whether they stay after graduation or return after gaining
experience elsewhere, having a prepared seedbed for
these young businesspeople wishing to make a life here is
critical if we are to grow the experienced entrepreneurs
of tomorrow. Quality of life considerations often is the
first attractor for HSU students, and also often the reason
many want to stay here; even so, it can be difficult for
students to remain in the area after graduation without a
job, their own (capitalized) start-up, or without entering the underground economy.
The short story for many who chose to stay is that they developed an emotional attachment
to the area that was strong enough so that they were willing to try to make a go of it. In this
sense, a part of creating a ―culture of entrepreneurship‖ locally includes developing the
notion among HSU students (and faculty) that entrepreneurship is a viable option that can
allow them to stay here and make a living—and a path that will find local support—even if
it appears that moving away is the only good choice.
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And just as Humboldt State University is in competition with other universities to attract
high-caliber students and faculty, so is Arcata in competition with other areas to attract,
grow and retain businesses. This relationship can create a virtuous cycle, where the
operating and academic activities of the university add value to the Arcata economy, and the
more vibrant local economy is in turn more attractive to higher-quality students and
faculty. Unleashing the economic development capacity of Humboldt State University need
not require significant funding, operational changes or formalized relationships, and can
utilize many of the existing programmatic offerings
already in place.
Experienced professionals in a variety of fields relocate
to this area to take advantage of a variety of quality of life
factors. In addition, the social and technical
infrastructure here is capable of supporting people with
both creative and technical talents that are critical skill
sets for the knowledge economy. In this regard, HSU
can help support and be a source of new business ideas
and collaborative possibilities. A variety of means exist
to develop a relationship that best combines the
strengths of HSU and the needs of businesses.

Experienced professionals in a
variety of fields relocate to
this area to take advantage of
a variety of quality of life
factors. In addition, the social
and technical infrastructure
here is capable of supporting
people with both creative and
technical talents that are
critical skill sets for the
knowledge economy.

For example, in addition to the natural connections HSU
has with the Management and Innovation (M&I) sector,
the university is also poised to offer the Green
Technology and Innovation (GTI) sector a range of
technical and research services. HSU offers advanced
academic degrees in a wide variety of engineering and
natural resource-related subjects, and is consistently recognized for its dedication to green
technology and education and its support of sustainability initiatives (energy efficiency and
LEED-certified buildings, hosting GTI-oriented institutes (e.g., the Schatz Lab) and
services, etc.).
In addition, the College of the Redwoods (CR) has been a leader in providing green
workforce training. In conjunction with Humboldt County Workforce Investment Board,
CR recently graduated over 100 individuals from three separate cohorts from the Clean
Energy Workforce Training Program. These students had been out-of-work tradespeople
who are now qualified to pursue green collar jobs.
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HSU and CR and other local businesses and organizations can collaborate to provide job
training, business/entrepreneur courses, mentorship programs, and a host of other
services. Technology commercialization and entrepreneur training and workshops can be
provided locally and throughout the region, with sessions geared to innovators and
entrepreneurs interested in developing a startup, or who may be already working with an
emerging or existing industry.

Service-and Project-based Learning
―One of the failings of higher education . . . over the last four or five decades has been
largely our failure to really involve ourselves in the communities that support us.
Service learning is a real way to do that and it is beginning to redirect higher
education to involvement with the community.‖
—Rollin Richmond, President, Humboldt State University61
Service learning is an educational method that promotes learning through active
participation in meaningful, education-focused, community-based service experiences. In a
service-or project-based learning format, students work with local organizations and
businesses and apply theory from classroom learning to real-life situations. Such
educational, professional, and personal experiences can add richness, depth and context to
what students are learning in class.
Through such experiences, students can gain greater understanding of course content while
developing a sense of civic responsibility and self-awareness and addressing important
community needs. Integrating Arcata and HSU through service-learning initiatives benefits
students and the community.
Importantly, the (hopefully positive) experiences students get through service learning can
foster a stronger attachment to Arcata and the region, and create a desire to remain here
after graduation. In effect, service-learning is one tool that can be used to counter the ―mini
brain drain‖ that occurs every year with HSU graduation by fostering connections and
relationships among students and local businesses and organizations while they are in school.
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For example, in Fall 2010, Humboldt State University engineering professor Lonny
Grafman developed a service-learning project for the class ―Technology and the
Environment‖ dealing with the impacts of plastic bag use in Arcata. The students‘ research
will be used by the City to inform its decision about whether to ban the estimated 3 million
single-use plastic bags used by Arcata residents each year. As noted by the Knowledge
Industry Partnership:
―By working to improve the number and quality of
students‘ off-campus experiences, we favorably influence
their post-graduation decisions. Recent surveys of
college students in the region strongly suggest their
eagerness to have meaningful off-campus experiences
that supplement their formal classroom education.
Furthermore, by encouraging more off-campus
experiences, we have the added benefit of increased
spending in the local economy.‖62

In effect, service-learning
is one weapon that can be
used to counter the ―mini
brain drain‖ by allowing
students to develop
connections and
relationships with local
businesses and
organizations while they
are in school.

Many universities are taking on entrepreneurship as a core
curriculum component. For example, Howard University
employs entrepreneur ―boot camps‖ each year at student
orientation, where all 1,700 freshmen participate in a
program that emphasizes how entrepreneurship has
benefited the black community. In East Lansing, Michigan, the Michigan State University
community is doing ―everything possible to jumpstart a new entrepreneurial vision for
itself, and the university is its key power source.‖63

At Juniata College, in Huntingdon, Pennsylvania, the Center for Entrepreneurial
Leadership (JCEL) has been created to help foster partnerships between the college and the
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local community, including government, businesses and other groups. Before the JCEL
began, the College had only one entrepreneurship class for senior business majors. Now,
Juniata offers what is basically a major in entrepreneurship, with courses open to
nonbusiness majors as well:
Steve Jobs, the entrepreneur who co-founded Apple Computer, once defined
creativity as ―just connecting things.‖ That‘s a succinct description of the role of the
Juniata College Center for Entrepreneurial Leadership (JCEL) in Huntingdon,
Pennsylvania. JCEL is the linchpin for a cluster of partnerships between the college
and local government entities, including a business incubator, state loan and tax
credit programs, and student participation in local business activities.64
Starting in the first semester, entrepreneurship students at Juniata develop business plans
for real or potential businesses; other classes provide consulting services for local business
owners who are struggling with issues like accounting rules or inventory control. Students
may also work as interns in start-up firms.
JCEL manages or works with a wide range of area economic development programs.
Huntingdon County (the home of Juniata) once had a strong manufacturing base, which
included brick making (not residential bricks, but fire bricks for steel-industry furnaces) and
textiles industries. Most of those businesses and the jobs they created had closed or moved
away by the 1960s. For two to three decades, the county often ranked at or near the
bottom of the state in terms of unemployment. As Michael Lehman, JCEL‘s assistant vice
president, notes:
―There‘s a lot of untapped potential for business startups and growth. A business that
has its roots in Huntingdon will more likely stay here through business cycles. And, in
addition to providing their own services, any business supports other businesses. Bit by
bit and step by step, we‘re strengthening the local business infrastructure.‖65

64

Baldwin, Fred (2006), ―Cultivating Entrepreneurship: A Pennsylvania Town-Gown Partnership,‖ Appalachia
Magazine, http://www.clemson.edu/town-gown/documents/collegetopics/Cultivating_Entrepreneurship.pdf.
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Ibid.

(footnote continued)
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The following are examples of potential areas of collaboration between HSU and the City of
Arcata:
Environmental Sustainability
• Alternative Transportation: Arcata and HSU can partner to reduce vehicle trips,
promote innovative alternative transportation options, address parking spillover
into residential neighborhoods, and create metrics and assessment techniques to
quantify program effectiveness.
• Integrated City-Campus Planning: Arcata and HSU can collaborate to ensure integrated
land use, neighborhood development and master plans.
• Coordinated Climate Action: projects and programs can be developed that are engaging
to both students and residents, helping people reduce their carbon footprints by
expanding clean energy, encouraging energy conservation and promoting recycling.
Social Sustainability
• Alcohol and Other Drug Issues: work to create culture change around alcohol,
marijuana and other drug issues, including innovative community-based programs
that address risky behaviors.
• Community Engagement: promote community engagement and relationships through
internships, service-learning and community building.
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III. Business Sector Summaries
Below we take a closer look into the following four sectors to identify trends, needs and
opportunities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Film and Digital Media (FDM)
Green Technology and Innovation (GTI)
Management and Innovation (M&I)66
Specialty Agriculture, Food and Beverage (SAFB)

The following table provides descriptive information about each of these sectors:

Sector

FDM

GTI

66

Business Products/Services














Advertising-Related Services
Animation
Commercials
Corporate Video Production
Film Production (including Support and Distribution)
Interactive Media And Games
Manufacturing Design
Photography, Photo Processing and Retail
Radio and Television Broadcasting
Sound Recording
Specialized Design Services
Streaming Services
Other Related Products and Services






Energy: Alternative Energy, Energy Efficiency, Renewables
Sustainability: Sustainable natural resource use
Natural Materials: Alternatives to persistent or toxic compounds
Waste Reduction: Reducing waste or lessening the impact of waste
disposal

The Humboldt County Economic Development Division is currently preparing a Management & Innovation sector
strategic work plan to help guide regional economic development efforts.
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Scientific and Technical Consulting: Environmental sciences and natural
resources management consulting; Economics consulting; Product design
specifications
Management Consulting: Strategic and organizational planning; Accounting
and bookkeeping; Financial planning and budgeting; Marketing objectives
and policies
Engineering, Planning and Design: Engineering services; Land use and
community planning services; Architecture services; Drafting services
Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering and Life Sciences:
Research in agriculture, electronics, environmental, biology, health,
mathematics, oceanography, physics, and others; Computer systems
design, management, operation and planning; Internet based services
including web design; Technology development
Producers (raw products)
Manufacturers (value added)
Retailers (merchants, wholesalers)
Warehouse and Storage
Support services (technical assistance, advisors)

Growth Potential/Trends
The four sectors each have enormous potential for innovation and entrepreneur-led growth
in the knowledge economy. Arcata includes a disproportionate share of creative, universityeducated, and technically competent people with skills in the areas of graphic arts, media,
internet design, computer services, green technology, natural resources and other related
skill sets.
FDM. Because of the growing use of digitized media across all business sectors, the FDM
sector plays an increasingly critical, cross-functional role in local innovation and
entrepreneurship. From film and video, to TV and games, the convergence of audiovisual,
interactive and communication technologies is increasing and becoming more mainstream.
There are virtually unlimited opportunities for new product and service development for
home, office, and mobile use in this sector.
GTI. From January 2008 to 2009, employment in the green business sector grew three
times faster than total employment in California. Green jobs are growing in every region
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across the state, outpacing other vital sectors, and generating business across the supply
chain. Arcata attracts and retains people with a strong commitment to renewable energy
and energy efficiency, and to environmental and natural resource sustainability. These
people are increasingly demanding access to quality green products and services.
M&I. Information and communication technology advances have made it possible for
consultants to serve customers anywhere. Local businesses have emerged that export more
knowledge-based, specialty, and technology-driven products and services typical of the M&I
sector. As the (draft) Economic Development Element of the Humboldt County General
Plan Update notes:
―With quality of life as a competitive advantage, Humboldt County is positioned to attract
and grow entrepreneurs and businesses with products and services marketed through the
Internet. Already, the county is home to numerous companies organized this way, with
employees and consultants who telecommute.‖
SAFB. Arcata is benefitting from the growing popularity of local and organic products. The
Arcata area and the broader North Coast region has ample farmland and experiences a long
growing season with many microclimates, allowing a wide variety of vegetable, grain, meat,
dairy, and horticulture products to be produced. The increase in farm jobs and CSAs, in
home and community gardens, in value-added product manufacturing, and in the continued
success of natural, local food retailers from Trinidad to Garberville indicates that customers
desire natural products with a sense of place. Humboldt County is capitalizing on this
market trend toward local and organic food with the development of the Humboldt Made
marketing initiative.

Human Capital Needs
Keeping capital costs manageable for new entrepreneurs in any business is greatly enabled
by dropping technology costs. Often, technology-related business can get started with offthe shelf technologies. It is not uncommon today for a business to be run by someone sitting
on their couch in their pajamas with a laptop, their feet up on the coffee table, and a dog on
the floor.
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But while capital costs can be low for technology-based businesses, knowledge economy
work can require higher levels of knowledge, work skills and educational credentials.
Colleges and universities can thus be key local providers of human capital by providing: 1)
new knowledge (e.g., through R&D), 2) highly skilled graduates, 3) contributing
faculty/administrators, and 4) various other industry-building partnering activities.67
FDM. Entrepreneurs in the FDM sector can get started with nothing more than the Adobe
suite, a decent digital video camera and a good computer (around $6,000 or less); digital
media content providers can produce relatively high-end content with the same software
and cameras used by experienced professionals. On-line training programs can also be
found that offer step-by-step instructions on a variety of key FDM-related software
programs. Depending on the product and service need, many local film and digital media
entrepreneurs have found success with the ―one-stop shop‖ offering, where all components
of a production are completed in-house. This can offer local producers and consumers of
commercials a strategy to minimize costs. As Malcolm Desoto notes:
―The more you know, the better chance you have of signing new clients and keeping them.
It used to be that you could just specialize in one thing like graphic design or typography or
cinematography or audio. Now that everyone‘s trying to save some money, the guy who‘s
the one-stop-shop—who can take care of all of your advertising needs—is the guy most
likely to get the job.‖ 68 On larger film and digital productions however, it is rare to find a
single entity that can produce, distribute and market content without support from
additional businesses either within or outside the region.
New media will require a level of added value like never before in the traditional markets.
As such, producers, consumers, syndicators, aggregators and distributors have to be
relentless in seeking out opportunities and being dynamic in their business relationships. In
digital media networks, important value drivers are attractive, quality content, consumer
appeal, and convenience factors such as portability.
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The National Business Incubation Association (2002), ―A National Benchmarking Analysis of Technology Business
Incubator Performance and Practices,‖ Report to the Technology Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce.
68

Malcolm DeSoto, personal communication, January 2011.
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GTI. Humboldt County has a number of educational and research institutions, nonprofits
and government agencies actively that offer training, certification, coursework, and other
technical assistance in green-related topics, including energy efficiency, green building, and
waste reduction. Efforts by these entities boost local capacity to transition to a more green
economy not only through the services they offer, but also because of the connections they
forge with other entities to leverage their impact in the community. By targeting different
audiences, their efforts are far-reaching and diverse.
Building a competitive and equitable green economy means investing both in highly skilled
positions as well as in ―green-collar,‖ middle-skill workers in traditional occupations. For
example, electricians installing solar panels, carpenters retrofitting buildings for energy
efficiency, machinists building components of energy efficient appliances, and technicians
maintaining them—are all jobs that do not require advanced degrees but do require specific
training and skill sets.
M&I. A majority of M&I sector jobs require a high level of education (bachelor‘s degree or
equivalent) and/or specialized skills; even for entry-level jobs. A review of the literature
and conversations with M&I sector stakeholders suggest the following workforce needs:
• Management level professionals with services management expertise. Managing
educated knowledge workers, especially for coordinated actions, requires strong
personnel management skills.
• Highly skilled technical people in areas such as computer networking and computer
system design, with knowledge of the most current programs for product design and
service delivery.
• Career-oriented people who are committed to business success and professional
growth.
• People who want to stay in the area, who are familiar with the lifestyle and want to stay
in this area.
• Quality staff and contractors that fit specialized needs such as administrators, meeting
recording specialists and computer technicians.
SAFB. The success of any new SAFB business depends on a mixture of creativity,
determination, financial backing, sales and marketing. The SAFB entrepreneur needs to
assemble a variety of different skill-sets to successfully grow a business, including an
operating plan that covers production operations, equipment and facilities, and the
organizational structure of the venture. A market analysis considers market characteristics,
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target customers, competitors, and legal and regulatory conditions. A marketing and sales
plan to promote and distribute products is vital to generating and increasing revenues.
Every agricultural producer needs to sell their product to succeed. The bottom line is that a
startup or emerging businesses needs to sell their goods and services. This involves both
identifying potential customers and reaching out to them. Product value is defined largely
by quality and price, but it relies on marketing and customer insight. Gaining entry to
market opportunities requires a knowledgeable, charismatic, and persistent salesperson (or
sales force).

Social Capital Needs
Entrepreneurs face challenges in any start-up enterprise, including management and
organizational structure, locating capital to make their vision a reality, assessing market
conditions and targeting customers, and dealing with myriad legal and regulatory
considerations. Reducing barriers to entry by lowering overhead and operating costs during
a business‘s critical formative years are important considerations across all sectors. One
local business owner stated that ―it was hard to find an appropriate space with affordable
rent‖ when he made the decision to move the business out of his home. Facility space,
flexible leases, direct business assistance and guidance, mentoring, networking to capital,
and other technical resources are all commonly-identified needs of local startups. Indeed,
although there are businesses services available, creating greater awareness of these services
is also needed among all sectors.

Photo Courtesy of Film Humboldt

FDM. FDM entrepreneurs need to understand both the emerging market spaces and
emerging business models, which range from individual, one-stop shops to highly
distributed, collaborative team models. A particular issue locally is financing. More flexible
arrangements cold allow producers to work through the slim margins of profitability and
lack of access to financial markets for working capital. A unique local challenge for FDM
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businesses is the ability to cost-effectively produce content that is profitable on mediumvolume sales. Leveraging private sector working capital would allow producers more
opportunity to innovate better, to partner and collaborate, and to create higher-quality
productions.
The FDM sector professionals interviewed for this study identified several varying needs
that, if met, could improve the business climate for this industry, including offices, storage
facilities, leasable equipment, rental houses, cameras, lights, grip trucks, etc., for visiting
production companies, crews trained in film production, workstations with licensed
programs on which local digital media specialists (e.g., computer graphic artists) could do
paying work, and professional training in such software as Blender (3D), Maya, Photoshop
and several other programs.
Other recommendations included creating an awareness about the value of digital media in
the community at large, and promoting Humboldt County as a place where high-quality
cutting edge computer graphics (CG) can be produced. CG takes the most training of any of
the digital game development fields and requires constant retraining. Good CG artists are in
very high demand. It is no surprise that the video game industry has taken root in places
where there is a thriving artist population with CG skills.
At the other end of the spectrum, projects can be produced by of collaboration among
interconnected businesses each with their own skill set in geographically dispersed
collaborations. For example, one production component may be managed in Arcata while
other components are outsourced and managed elsewhere through a coordinated network.
In reality, it is conceivable to grow elements of an FDM industry anywhere:
―In Hawaii, one of the top film executives of TriStar pictures, the studio that
brought Jurassic Park and similar blockbusters to the screen, has returned home
from Hollywood to be closer to his elderly parents. But in going ―native‖ from the
back lots of Los Angeles, his expertise in digital media and the newer technologies
of computer-generated film-making has led to the creation of a high school and
college program for students and young adults to participate in the delivery of
content and services to his former employer and network. Remotely, Hawaiians
ARE the new back lot for the multi-billion industry, but inside former warehouses,
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lofts, and academic campuses—working under contract to the larger studios and
forming their own ‗independent‘ production companies.‖ 69
GTI. The Green Employers Council (GEC) was formed in 2010 to provide a private sector
perspective on how Humboldt County can take maximum advantage of and fully participate
in the emerging green economy.70 The GEC‘s mandate was to examine national, state, and
local trends, identify potential local economic development opportunities, and to
determine the workforce training needs related to those opportunities. The group is
developing a Strategic Action Plan to help facilitate measurable changes in the markets for
green industries. The goals of the GEC include:
1. Create stronger local demand for improved building performance in the residential
and commercial sectors.
2. Develop local renewable energy resources (solar, wind, micro-hydro, biomass, and
wave).
3. Strengthen linkages between local educational institutions and local industries.
4. Improve transportation networks (motorized and non-motorized, local and
regional).
5. Expand and strengthen local capacity to produce, process, and distribute food.
6. Increase outside world‘s perception of Humboldt County being a center for
sustainable development.
7. Increase the capabilities and capacity of local niche manufacturing industries to
produce solar equipment and green building materials for local use and export.
8. Encourage local manufacture of building materials and durable goods using rapidly
renewable, recycled, and reused materials.
Most of the local niche manufacturing companies face similar challenges including lack of
available investment capital, business coaching and marketing/sales expertise, attraction
and retention of qualified employees, and transportation issues. Other ideas to help develop
this sector include:
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New Economy Strategies (2007), ―From Clusters of Industry to Clusters of Knowledge & Competency,‖ Briefing
Paper 1, Washington, D.C.
70

The GEC reports to the County Board of Supervisors, the local Workforce Investment Board, and the Humboldt
County Economic Development Department.
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 Develop marketing programs to expand knowledge of the home energy
performance industry and the benefits of upgrading residential, commercial, and
municipal buildings.
 Identify rebates, subsidies, tax credits, and other incentives offered by government
programs and public utilities and get the word out. Access available funding streams
to complete energy conservation projects for low income qualified homeowners.
 Design and construct a demonstration building. Open it up public inspection then
sell it to finance the next one.
 Develop a Green Industrial Park, which could take waste products for one industry
as the feedstock for another industry; industries would co-locate to enjoy the
benefits of common services.
 Initiate a Green Building Academy to showcase green technologies and lifestyles.
This would be marketed to attract people to our region to learn about and
experience green buildings and associated systems.
Various existing entities provide opportunities for the public to experience and gain
knowledge of green building, energy conservation, and renewable energy systems. They
include (but are not limited to) the Redwood Coast Energy Authority (RCEA), Humboldt
Plan It Green, HSU‘s Campus Center for Appropriate Technology (CCAT), the Schatz
Energy Research Center (SERC), and the Redwood Community Action Agency (RCAA).
A number of local contractors, RCEA, and Plan It Green have collaborated to produce the
Solar Homes Tour over the last few years, and the Humboldt Regional Occupational
Program has built green homes as high school projects.
M&I. Aside from the expertise and the educational infrastructure needed to develop the
M&I sector‘s human capital, the key piece of infrastructure needed for the M&I sector is (as
is well known) redundant broadband and associated access to the virtual infrastructure of
the internet. The Redwood Technology Consortium has been a key regional leader working
with area governments, educational institutions and businesses to increase the knowledge
base and the capacity of our local workforce through better use of technology and through
access to affordable and ubiquitous broadband services, seeking to promote the effective use
of technology and create ―a socially and physically networked community that is a magnet
for high tech startups and high tech collaborations.‖ RTC plays an important role in the
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Broadband Forums held (almost) every year to discuss issues surrounding bridging the
regional digital divide.71
Providing access to financially sustainable, on-demand computing services would support
education, strengthen workforce opportunities and generally help promote economic
development. More accessible wireless would give students the opportunity to better
prepare for entering the knowledge economy workforce. Community computing initiatives
(more widely available and inexpensive wireless, for example) can help with networking
and information sharing among businesses, governments, educational institutions, and other
civic groups. Virtual and cloud computing initiatives reduce the need for IT hardware by
using remote resources accessed through a network, enabling access to advanced
educational materials, select software applications and computing and storage resources
worldwide (e.g., see blade.org),72 something which may particularly benefit rural areas that
often have more limited resources.
SAFB. Humboldt County freight is shipped largely by truck and to do so is expensive. To
minimize marginal shipping costs, area producers need to ship a sufficient volume of
product either themselves or in cooperation with another business. However, coordination
of sales of specialty and niche products can be difficult as compared with aggregation and
co-packing operations.
The food industry has a notoriously high cost of entry: the fees for licensed and insured
commercial kitchen space, the start-up costs to open a restaurant, and the standards set to
compete for shelf space at specialty stores and large retailers are all cost-prohibitive. Such
restrictive barriers often discourage food entrepreneurs from launching a business. Those
who do venture into the market often struggle for success in a crowded marketplace.
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Other local organizations are also involved in supporting the Broadband Forum, including the Redwood Region
Economic Development Commission (RREDC), Access Humboldt, Redwood Coast Connect, and the California
Emerging Technology Fund.
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―Cloud computing refers to the provision of computational resources on demand via a computer network. In the
traditional model of computing, both data and software are fully contained on the user‘s computer; in cloud
computing, the user‘s computer may contain almost no software or data (perhaps a minimal operating system and web
browser only), serving as little more than a display terminal for processes occurring on a network of computers far
away. A common shorthand for a provider‘s cloud computing service (or even an aggregation of all existing cloud
services) is ―The Cloud.‖‖ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_computing
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Fortunately, there are many area services available to SAFB entrepreneurs including
business planning, management, finance, record keeping, and market analysis, and how to
navigate the complex regulatory environment. This variety of support services is key to the
success, and successful growth, of new and emerging SAFB businesses.
At some point growth opportunities in local markets will be mostly taken advantage of, so if
an emerging business is to grow it must expand its product distribution. In addition to an
effective sales force, industry-specific marketing assistance is needed. A typical approach has
been to partner with a firm in the Bay area, but this solution can be expensive and may
result in less attention paid to the small business because it does not possess a large volume
of sales. Arcata products need a strong marketing strategy to match products with out-ofcounty markets.
Coordination and co-marketing are important components of the SAFB sector. SAFB
entrepreneurs can work with the Made in Humboldt brand to help create a market presence.
The City can reach out to sector businesses and provide (co-)marketing services through the
Foodworks facility.
Local agricultural producers can get connected with Arcata entrepreneurs, processors, and
manufacturers to increase value-added production. Greater collaboration (and increased
trust) among producers could facilitate these connections; collaboration within the sector is
important to its continued expansion. Cooperative buying groups would save money with
bulk pricing and shared shipping costs (without cooperative purchasing, each producer
bears the full cost of marketing and distributing their products). The City can facilitate the
formation of industry working groups to build existing relationships and increase trust.
The City can also work to understand the infrastructure, transportation, and entrepreneur
networking needs within the food distribution system. An agriculture industry hub in the
City of Arcata near the existing Foodworks site (see Appendix 3) could offer
aggregation/distribution, co-packing and manufacturing, dehydrating, flash freezer,
canning, and bottling, among other services.
Hospitals, K-16 educational institutions, and various municipal/governmental buildings can
support local agricultural entrepreneurs by purchasing their products and services. The City
of Arcata can explore mandates and policies that support institutional purchasing measures.
Repeatedly, industry leaders call for the collection and analysis of existing SAFB sector data.
Specifically, SAFB players would like to understand production capacity and market
saturation, create an accurate agriculture land inventory, determine sector technology
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needs, and distribution and agricultural hub feasibility. Doing this requires stakeholder
coordination, more stakeholder involvement, and access to existing data.
One important way to empower farmers in the knowledge economy, and to participate in
high-value-product (HVP) export markets, is to support the development and adoption of
information systems that enable the traceability of crops and livestock.
Whether it be which suppliers have the lowest prices or how best to comply with a new
regulation, information is essential for any business. Local business networking
opportunities allow small SAFB businesses to interact with other local firms which can
provide insight into the local business climate. Industry trade groups (the Cattlemen‘s
Association) are an important source of industry specific news and knowledge for
entrepreneurs that inform them about market trends and innovations, connect producers
with suppliers, and foster relationships between entrepreneurs and industry experts.
Agencies that compile and maintain lists of information, resources, and industry contacts
offer their clients additional tools for success.

Opportunities
FDM. The case for an economic focus on FDM is stronger than ever. Future work for local
FDM businesses can come from the public (government and education) sector and
commercial enterprises, so stronger links between FDM businesses and both the public and
private sectors should be developed. FDM can promote the region‘s knowledge economy
and support inward investment and attract creative individuals and businesses to the area.
The FDM industry is popular among youth, including college students, who typically must
leave the area if they want advanced training or work experience in this field. Addressing
this training need will be critical to retain and grow local FDM businesses in Arcata and the
region.
An incubator or ―hub‖ for FDM entrepreneurs could tie together existing resources such as
College of the Redwoods and the Humboldt Regional Occupational Program (HROP),
Access Humboldt and HSU, provide editing software (e.g., Final Cut Pro), casting, actor
training, and other needs. It is important to attract entrepreneurs to a space where startups
can share services and infrastructure.
One issue is whether the City and County can make it worth the while of production crews
to come here. To this end, advertising to get production companies up here is important,
but these crews will need to find such things here as a lighting and grip rental house and
fully trained crews. One key will be to attract production groups here not just for filming
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locations, but for the entire run of show. Indeed, being ―film-friendly‖ can attract outside
production teams and provide more work to film-related businesses. The ability to follow
through on requests from production companies is critical, and suggests both opportunities
as well as the need for capacity building.
GTI. Humboldt County has many sources of renewable energy including the sun, wind,
biomass, hydro power, wave power, and methane digesters. The region has long been
known for its interest in and adoption of clean energy resources and sustainable business
practices and lifestyles. There are a number of industries, businesses, and service providers
that have built their operations around energy conservation, green building, renewable
energy systems, and sustainable development.
Even with significant financial incentives to upgrade the energy performance of homes and
businesses, the demand remains low due to the recession and the fact that people have lost
their jobs and their equity has evaporated. They do not have the money to invest in their
building energy performance improvement projects. Even in good economic times, it is
difficult getting building owners to take advantage of incentives and programs designed to
save them money.
As the economy recovers the demand for green building, renewable energy systems and
home performance upgrades is expected to increase as well. The key part of this strategy is
to be prepared to take advantage of the upswing as it occurs.
M&I. M&I sector products and consulting services can be exported throughout the state,
nation, and beyond due to increasing reliability of new communications technology (e.g.
broadband internet, remote meeting services, etc.). A growing number of talented
professionals stay here for quality of life reasons, and specialties have developed due to
location (e.g. environmental consulting). This results in opportunities for growth and
export of expertise, products and services outside of the area.
Although not necessary entirely export-based, many M&I sector firms either already export
their products and services or see it as a great opportunity for future growth. For example:
 scientific, engineering and technical consultants use local knowledge and experience
to cater to national and global natural resource-related issues,
 management consultants that are based locally have clients all over the state and
nation,
 engineering and design firms work on projects throughout the state,
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 computer system developers can build and manage systems here and export them
anywhere, in addition to providing remote assistance to customers, and
 marketing companies have already seen a shift to internet based marketing methods
and provide services and marketing plans to all types of businesses all over the
world.
SAFB. Although many specialty agriculture local products do enter into the local market,
there is room for growth locally. Surprisingly, capacity does exist to increase SAFB product
supply, and demand for these products is also high. Creating new connections, or
improving upon existing SAFB networks to bring supply and demand stakeholders together,
is a major opportunity.
Focusing on out-of-county markets is also essential to regional growth. Currently, there is a
small but successful group of producers shipping refrigerated product out of the area,
including breweries and wineries, cheese and dairy, eggs, meat, and fish. These businesses
have developed ways to overcome the challenges raised by outward-oriented business
opportunities.
Specialty agriculture businesses can improve their capabilities in new information
technologies where applicable. As shown by Eddie Tanner and DeepSeeded farm, the use of
a web-site, blogging, and other uses of social media to stay in touch with customers is
increasingly critical. Appendix 3 provides more information about the SAFB sector in the
context of the proposed Foodworks expansion.
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IV. Facilities Plan Summaries
Below we present summaries of two private ventures proposed for the City of Arcata:
 The Innovator Space, to be developed in and from the Arcata Technology Center
complex by GreenWay Partners, and
 The Arcata Management and Innovation Center, developed by Planwest Partners.
Complete plans for both projects are included in the Appendices.

Arcata “Innovator Space”
The Arcata Innovator Space (AIS), developed by GreenWay Partners (See Appendix 2 for full
plan), will be a center for innovation and entrepreneurship serving individuals, businesses,
and organizations in the North Coast region.
The AIS will provide a unique, immersive environment for
emerging and existing entrepreneurs to work, meet, learn,
innovate and collaborate. With an affordable and flexible pricing
structure and high-value service offerings, the AIS facility will be
accessible and attractive to start-ups, social enterprises, and nonprofit organizations alike.
While the space will provide offerings similar to a traditional
business incubator, the primary aim is to create opportunities for
users interested in collaborating, networking, and leveraging
limited resources to identify, develop and share value through ideas,
innovations and new ventures.
As a model for economic and business development, the AIS will
help to fill gaps in local business needs. It will seek to develop
qualified and creative business people through education and training, open sourcing of
innovations (see text box below), by providing professional connections between users and
key community stakeholders, and enabling access to financing opportunities for business
ventures. The AIS will be a community resource because of its unique offerings and its
position as a nexus of collaboration between successful businesses, higher education, local
government, and creative thinkers and do-ers.
The AIS will provide shared business services similar to a traditional business incubator, but
will also be a place:
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to learn and innovate,
where creative collaboration is fostered,
to have meetings and seminars,
where people can make things, and
to meet and to talk about what‘s going on locally and in the broader world.

Open Sourcing Social Solutions
Charlie Brown

“Democratizing the processes of finding social solutions and judging their worth
creates a market place where beneficiaries can spell out what they need and how
they think those needs can be met, and where investors can play a more active role
in selecting, refining, replicating and scaling up projects. This process not only
provides a larger pool of solutions but allows the criteria for what makes a great
solution more clear and multi-pronged.
“Open innovation allows us to join social problems with solutions in many possible
ways. A plurality of voices proposes, critiques, and refines possible innovations, and
a plurality of stakeholders brings to bear an equally broad spectrum of criteria in
judging them. The process does not apply a single criterion to find an optimal
solution. It does not winnow out a single winner. Instead, it allows all those who
participate in the process to offer, and to take away, something of value, be it an
idea that can be applied to a different problem in a different context; an expert
opinion; advice from a peer who has already made it past a barrier, connections
with peers; or access to a growing archive of social solutions to social problems.”
Charlie Brown, “Open Sourcing Social Solutions: Building Communities of Change.” Innovations,
Summer 2007.
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Features
Key offerings of the AIS will include:










Individual and shared office facilities
Coaching and mentoring
Education and professional development
Connections to capital
Networking
R&D support and outreach
Talent recruitment
Technology transfer assistance
Commercialization expertise

Services
As a hub for the commercialization of innovation, one of the key goals of the AIS is to make
connections within the local business community through a series of networking and
professional development events, as well as peer-to-peer learning exchanges. The AIS will
also help foster cluster development by building a critical mass of businesses and helping
make connections among researchers, entrepreneurs, and businesses within and across
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target clusters. The AIS will work with local and regional economic development service
providers to develop a range of services to meet entrepreneurs‘ needs.
In addition to providing professional development and education services, the AIS will
conduct outreach to local school boards to assist high school students in planning for a wide
range of possible careers, while encouraging careers in science, engineering, technology,
and mathematics as well as entrepreneurship.
Examples of some services that can be offered through the AIS include:
 Business Model Innovation
 Collaborative Planning Processes
 Creative and Lateral (Design)
Thinking (Idea Generation)
 Facilitating Complex Projects
 Film and Digital Media Hub
 Innovation Consulting
 Innovation Workshops and Labs
(Maker Spaces)
 Metrics, Processes, Tools
 New Venture Design
 Project Management
 Scenario and Strategic Planning
 Youth Entrepreneurship Training,
Boot Camps

Themes of the Innovator Space
Innovation = New Ideas
Technology = Connecting
Mentoring = Shedding Light
Collaboration = Gathering, Scheming
Action = Doing, Prototyping
Flexibility = Responding
Creativity = Imagining

Design and Function
Housed in the Arcata Technology Center, near downtown Arcata, the physical space of the
AIS will be designed to optimize creative thinking, output of ideas and innovations, and
collaboration. This will include:
 5,000 square feet of open, reconfigurable floor space designed to inspire creativity
and collaboration,
 a suite of expert resources including entrepreneurs in residence, project manager
support, marketing and branding expertise,
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 venues for gatherings where knowledge, tools and expertise can converge, evolve
and grow,
 lab and technology space outfitted with platforms and tools provided by established
partner companies, and
 audio-visual production studios, including advanced equipment such as scalable
sensors, cameras and media-capture equipment.

Strengths and Resources
Several unique advantages position the AIS success, including:
 in-house experts in business, organizational management, design thinking,
engineering and technology, digital media, marketing, project facilitation, education
and learning,
 established professional networks with business, non-profit, government, and other
entities, and
 affordable work and gathering space near downtown business core.

Revenues and Costs
The AIS will develop revenues through traditional leases for ―anchor‖ tenants, flexible leases
for co-work spaces, membership fees, programming fees (workshops, trainings, seminars,
etc.) and other space and resource rental options. The AIS will be a place to work, attend
events, run salons and meet ups, access funders, and source clients and ―co-conspirators.‖
Like an incubator, it will seek to lower barriers to access what people need to start and run
a business. Unlike a traditional incubator, it will serve more than individual, insular
businesses–it will enable its tenants, members, and the larger community to create ideas for
change, and then combine tools and resources to transform ideas into action.
To serve users best, the space requires an environment that is conducive to both creativity
and creation: inspiring work spaces, versatile meeting spaces and functional maker spaces.
These spaces will need furnishings, equipment, and infrastructure that is dynamic, movable,
comfortable, and stimulating. State-of-the-art technology, such as video-conferencing and
digital audio-visual production, will also be critical resources to offer. While providing
basic office and meeting space features of the AIS are feasible with the lease and
membership revenue model, additional support for more unique space design and
furnishings is needed.
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Arcata Management and Innovation Center
The Arcata Management & Innovation Center (Center) business plan (Appendix 3),
developed by Planwest Partners, addresses the key structure and operations issues for a
management and innovation business incubator. The Center would ideally be located near
the Humboldt State University (HSU) Campus. The plan is for a privately owned and
privately-and/or non-profit-operated Center.
The management and innovation business incubator would attract new and emerging
management, technology and compatible businesses by offering an environment that
supports their start-up phase and increases their likelihood of success. The incubator
includes facility space, flexible leases, shared use of common office and telecommunications
equipment, direct business assistance and guidance, mentoring, networking to capital, and
other technical resources. A network of existing community resources would be developed
to support incubator client needs. The incubator would be staffed by a Mentor Manager
whose responsibilities would be to provide and/or facilitate access to value-added services
needed by incubator clients, recruit and screen potential new incubator clients, and manage
the overall operations of the incubator.
The Arcata Management & Innovation Center‘s mission is to:
Facilitate a supportive, interactive environment, where management and innovation businesses
and other complementary & compatible businesses succeed.
By fulfilling this mission, the incubator would
contribute to job creation, and provide for
enhanced economic health to the region. The
incubator would serve as a hub for
management and innovation start-ups and
would actively identify and provide for the
value-added services required to support
incubator clients‘ success. Objectives that
provide measurable outputs and outcomes to
support the incubator‘s mission may include
the following:
1. create new job opportunities,
2. create higher wage jobs,
3. better leverage intellectual property from the university and other sources,
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4. contribute to the growth and success of emerging technology businesses, and
5. generate new tax revenues for Arcata and Humboldt County.

Themes
Proposed management and innovation, and complementary business types include, but are
not limited to: scientific and technical consulting services, land use/ community/
environmental/ economics planning consulting, accounting and bookkeeping, academic
research at university level, architecture, ecological design and environmental engineering
services, management and organizational consulting, computer services, internet based
services including web design, technology development, renewable energy research,
environmental sciences and natural resources management consulting, legal and paralegal
services, and technology research and development.

Services
Incubator services and programs are designed to increase a client‘s likelihood of successful
development and growth beyond what the client company could achieve on its own.
Offering value-added services is key to the incubator‘s ability to successfully spinout
graduates into the community and generate jobs and wealth in the region. Incubator
offerings are divided into four categories:
• Direct business development assistance-Business development assistance is the direct
support provided to clients from the time of acceptance through graduation. The
Center‘s Mentor Manager would provide oversight and facilitate access to resources
that meet client needs as those needs arise over the course of their incubation.
• Professional network and relationship support-Networking and relationship support
describes the active role an incubator takes to develop connections to resources that
incubator clients might not otherwise have access to as small, emerging businesses.
o Mentoring
o Professional network
o Capital and financing network
o Program referral service
o Intern network
• Educational programs-Training, Business Development Programs and Equipment.
o Hot topic seminars
o Business topic trainings
o Commercialization/ licensing seminars
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o Resource library
o Onsite equipment
• Facility-based services
o Office space that includes telephone, local area network, high-speed
Internet access, and basic office furniture. Incubator clients would have
access to shared conference rooms, restrooms and a kitchen/lounge.
Security, janitorial, landscaping, and parking would be included in the rent.
o Shared office systems support, common copier, fax, and postage meter, and
be billed a usage charge only
It is important to underscore that the proposed incubator would work to develop
cooperative agreements and referral relationships with existing resource partners
throughout Humboldt County who provide services that support the growth of early stage
technology businesses. Such cooperation seeks to avoid redundancy and redirect valuable
time/resources toward services that address specialized and unmet needs of incubator
clients.

Facility Recommendations
The ideal facility would have a flexible layout with sufficient space for anchor tenant(s) and
at least six individual offices with common area for all tenants. Flexibility is necessary to
provide modest sized spaces for new incubator clients but allow for internal expansion and
contraction as client business needs change during tenure in the incubator. The common
area would have equipment such as printers and copiers for common use, as well as a
furnished meeting space for users. The ideal facility would also provide common outdoor
space, bicycle parking, and be in proximity to transit routes.

Regional Economic Benefits
The incubator would benefit a wide range of stakeholders in Humboldt County and beyond.
Key stakeholders include incubator companies and their employees, the management and
innovation target industry, the community at large, and Humboldt State University. Major
benefits expected to accrue to each of these stakeholder groups include:
Benefits to Incubator Companies. Companies that are accepted into incubators enjoy
dramatically improved success rates as their business enterprises are nurtured through early
development years. Specific benefits include:
• Reduced barriers to entry into desired markets
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• Networking and mentoring from individuals and organizations with management
and innovation expertise
• Increased visibility and stature through being part of a larger operation
City Benefits. The overarching city benefit is increased economic health and vitality, which
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Job creation
Enhanced City image as small business friendly
Increased entrepreneurism
Business development
Increased tax revenue

Benefits to HSU. The business incubator complements the mission of both educational
institutions and will efficiently leverage existing initiatives. Specifically, benefits include:
• Expanded outreach
• Enhanced image
• Improved structure for knowledge/ technology transfer
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V. Recommendations
This report identifies many ways in which entrepreneurship is a valuable if not critical
economic development strategy. The report identifies several tools that can be used by
entrepreneurs, educators, economic development professionals, public officials, and
residents to identify and translate Arcata and regional assets into entrepreneurial
opportunities that create new jobs and new wealth.
The following two tables outline the complete list of recommendations from this report.
Following along with the garden idea, we provide recommendations for: 1) fertilizer:
resources for growing entrepreneurs, and 2) seedbed: helping entrepreneurs make
connections.
Fertilizer Recommendations: Resources for Growing Entrepreneurs


F-1: Use the bully pulpit—proclaim the value of entrepreneurship
a. Develop a named and branded local entrepreneurship initiative.
b. Communicate Arcata’s entrepreneur-friendly policies through multiple channels.



F-2: Continue efforts to enhance quality of life
a. Establish a Quality of Life Indicators initiative that utilizes, in part, entrepreneurial
activity as a key metric for progress reporting.



F-3: Work with educational institutions and other organizations to enhance educational
opportunities, “PK-Gray”
a. Continue to support and expand involvement in existing entrepreneur education
programs such as the Decade of Difference, Junior Achievement, the Young
Entrepreneurs Business Challenge, the Humboldt Regional Occupation Program
(HROP), Lemonade Day, and the Economic Fuel business plan competition (among
others).
b. Continue to work with partners such as HSU, CR and area secondary schools to
develop new entrepreneurship education initiatives. Examples include:1) a
“Summer Institute for Entrepreneurship,” similar to the program offered by the
Stanford University School of Business, 2) “Entrepreneur Boot Camps” where
young, emerging entrepreneurs can spend a weekend exploring, through handson, problem-based activities, the basic question: what does it take to turn an idea
into a viable venture?
c. Research other offerings, such as the Rural Entrepreneurship through Action
Learning (REAL) program, which provides curricula, training and resources for K-12
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Fertilizer Recommendations: Resources for Growing Entrepreneurs
and community colleges, emphasizing experiential entrepreneurship learning for
people of all ages.


F-4: Help young firms grow, while helping “winners” too
a. Develop and circulate a list of contacts at local institutions where startups can
apply for financing and other business planning assistance (such as SBDC, AEDC,
RREDC, etc.),
b. Evaluate procurement policies and ensure that they encourage the use of project
teams that include local businesses for City-funded projects, to assist in capacity
building for young firms, and
c. Assist young and/or small firms in the evaluation of insurance, permitting and
other exclusionary contractual requirements required to do work for the City of
Arcata.



F-5: Reduce business-related regulations and permitting
a. Train a City staffer or create an ombudsman position for permitting projects.
While the City has evaluated this idea in the past and not acted, this is a critically
important entrepreneurial support activity. This idea is currently under review in
Los Angeles. A permit ombudsman could help the City of Arcata attract and retain
businesses that are compliant with the City General Plan, the Economic
Development Strategic Plan and other City goals and policies.



F-6: Support service-and problem-based entrepreneurship education
a. Support entrepreneur events by providing City venues and facilities for free or at a
dramatically reduced cost.



F-7: Help foster an awareness of business opportunities and economic trends
a. Support research efforts through HSU and other partners to forecast business
trends and evaluate ways to influence business decisions and City policy based on
those forecasts.



F-8: Work to further develop the town/gown relationship
a. Expand the membership, scope and role of the City of Arcata-HSU Liaison
Committee to include entrepreneurial support and innovation in the local
economy.
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Seedbed Recommendations: Helping Entrepreneurs Make Connections


S-1: Support and Invest in the Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
Infrastructure
1. Continue to support and expand rural broadband redundancy and access
throughout Humboldt County.



S-2: Support the Development of a Regional Network through a Comprehensive
Entrepreneurship Development System (CEDS) and Web Portal
1. The City should support a regional CEDS initiative that integrates a wide range of
local and regional programs, and provides products and services customized to
the needs of a diverse range of entrepreneurs.
2. Evaluate the local and regional applicability of existing CEDS programs, including
the Kellogg Foundation-supported programs in Nebraska, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oregon, South Dakota and West Virginia.
3. Assist in the development of the Entrepreneur E-Zone (EEZ) with interactive
mapping of entrepreneurs, economic development resources, and other
relevant sites.
4. Develop and distribute entrepreneur profiles similar to those completed for this
report. This can be developed by high school students for hundreds of local
firms and posted on-line as part of the EEZ.
5. Research the applicability of virtual accelerators such as TechStars and Y
Combinator.



S-3: Help catalog local competencies and develop metrics to measure improvement
1. Work to catalog local and regional competencies in an accessible format for
easy electronic, multi-media distribution.



S-4: Listen to experts, but build local capacity!
1. Evaluate policies designed to retain qualified local experts first, or that create
contractual requirements that promote local/outside expert teams.
2. Evaluate the feasibility of local-preferencing on procurement (local-hiring
ordinances).



S-5: Support entrepreneur-supporting efforts and facilities
1. Develop a public/private funding mechanism for the development of Innovation
and Entrepreneur Zones (e.g. Arcata Innovator Space, Arcata Management and
Innovation Center).
2. Evaluate the feasibility of developing zones within Redevelopment areas of the
city.
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Seedbed Recommendations: Helping Entrepreneurs Make Connections
3. Evaluate the feasibility of relaxing zoning, planning and compliance
requirements, regulatory and permit streamlining, tax incentives or abatements
and reduced, or eliminated, permit application fees for businesses, particularly
start-ups.

Detailed Recommendations
The recommendations follow the themes and metaphors developed throughout the report:
a focus on human and social capital, and the garden metaphor. While the metaphor helps to
illustrate the idea of ―growing‖ entrepreneurs, we intend the recommendations to provide
more specific and actionable steps forward for the City of Arcata.

Fertilizer: Resources for Growing Entrepreneurs
F-1. Use the bully pulpit—create a culture of entrepreneurship
Developing a culture of entrepreneurship requires that City and regional leaders exert their
voice in support of the idea. While ―culture‖ can be hard to define and/or foster, the ―bully
pulpit‖ afforded leaders in various community-service roles can provide a mechanism for
vocally advocating for and visibly supporting the idea of entrepreneurship. City leaders can
play a key role in helping devise and support local and area events and programs in support
of bottom-up, entrepreneur-led efforts to reinvigorate the economy. All interested
parties—policymakers, civic leaders, the media, teachers, learners, and existing
entrepreneurs—can work to spread the message that entrepreneurship is a key community
strategy for social and economic health.
Actions:
1) Develop a named and branded local entrepreneurship initiative.
2) Communicate Arcata‘s entrepreneur-friendly policies through multiple channels.
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F-2. Continue efforts to enhance quality of life
Both the public and private sectors have an important role to play in helping foster a higher
quality of life that is attractive to entrepreneurs. People are attracted to this area for its
beauty and remoteness. As Gregg Foster of the RREDC notes: ―people like the ability to
live in the middle of nowhere and get the best of living in the middle of somewhere.‖73 The
City can work to enhance the quality of life for its citizens in part by establishing quality of
life goals and developing quality of life indicators that can help measure progress toward the
achievement of those goals.
Action:
1) Establish a Quality of Life Indicators initiative that utilizes, in part, entrepreneurial
activity as a key metric for progress reporting.
F-3. Work with educational institutions and other organizations to enhance
educational opportunities “PK-Gray”74
The City of Arcata can partner with area educational institutions and other organizations to
identify proven entrepreneurship education curricula and develop robust local
entrepreneurship education initiatives. As noted in the report, a number of communities
across the nation are finding success in partnering with local universities on service-learning
and other entrepreneurship-related initiatives. Several partnerships exist that could serve as
models for Arcata and HSU in developing a robust and mutually beneficial, ―win-win‖
entrepreneurship development program.
A key skill in today‘s economy is the ability to learn how to learn. Developing and/or
broadening access to existing educational offerings in Arcata that are ―PK through gray‖ (and
that involve vocational and technical schooling) will be important components of efforts to
foster local entrepreneurship.

73

Gregg Foster, personal communication.

74

PK-Gray = Pre-Kindergarten through ―gray hair.‖
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In addition to students in schools, the education initiatives can target concept-stage
entrepreneurs, laid-off professionals (businesspeople, college faculty, etc.) and others who
may be considering starting a business. In addition, these initiatives can be beneficial for
existing business owners and employers, who can reinvigorate their offering through socalled ―intra-preneurship.‖
As the research shows, opportunities for problem-based, experiential education are very
important for the formulation of entrepreneurial mindsets, the ability to identify
opportunities, and for the development of ―self-efficacy‖—the confidence in oneself and the
belief that ―I can be an entrepreneur!‖ ―Real-world‖ entrepreneurship education
opportunities also introduce learners to uncertainty, risk, and failure—basically to the
realities of starting a business and, really, of living life.
The boot camps and similar programs can use proven (and readily available) curricula and
materials from organizations such as the National Collegiate Innovators and Inventors
Alliance (NCIIA) ―Innovation to Venture‖ (I2V) program (inventiontoventure.org), Bench
to Boardroom, Garage.com, the Entrepreneurial Effect, RUPRI‘s Energizing Entrepreneurs
program, marketplaceforkids.org, Innovate North Dakota (www.innovatend.com), and
myriad other programs. The Humboldt County Office of Education Decade of Difference
youth innovation and entrepreneurship subcommittee has developed a lengthy compendium
of resources for youth entrepreneurship that can be utilized locally.
Actions:
1) Continue to support and expand involvement in existing entrepreneur education
programs such as the Decade of Difference, Junior Achievement, the Young
Entrepreneurs Business Challenge, the Humboldt Regional Occupation Program
(HROP), Lemonade Day, and the Economic Fuel business plan competition (among
others).
2) Continue to work with partners such as HSU, CR and area secondary schools to
develop new entrepreneurship education initiatives. Examples include:1) a
―Summer Institute for Entrepreneurship,‖ similar to the program offered by the
Stanford University School of Business, 2) ―Entrepreneur Boot Camps‖ where
young, emerging entrepreneurs can spend a weekend exploring, through hands-on,
problem-based activities, the basic question: what does it take to turn an idea into a
viable venture?
3) Research other offerings, such as the Rural Entrepreneurship through Action
Learning (REAL) program, which provides curricula, training and resources for K-
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12 and community colleges, emphasizing experiential entrepreneurship learning for
people of all ages.
F-4. Help young firms get started, while helping “winners” grow
It takes a village to raise an entrepreneur. A major theme of this report has been the
importance of creating a healthy seedbed in which the entrepreneurial ecosystem can
flourish. A holistic view of the ecosystem suggests that we look at all its members, from
seedling to old growth entrepreneurs, and the conditions that help them thrive.
A healthy economy has a ―pipeline‖ of businesses across the life cycle, from younger to older
and smaller to bigger; the health of a local economy can be gauged (in part) by looking at
the distribution of firms across age and size. Business needs for advice and funding will vary
depending in where they are in the lifecycle (birth, growth, maturity, and decline).
Entrepreneurship training across businesses is important to help start the new, and renew
the old.
There is often a gap at the stage where firms start to spend but before they make money. It
is here that entrepreneurs often struggle to find ―follow-on capital‖: the money they need to
keep their ideas afloat after they have run out of their initial investment funds (e.g., this
stage is known as the ―valley of death‖).
It is also important as the City develops new growth areas that it also continues to assist
those businesses already doing well relative to the rest of the economy (e.g., the Targets of
Opportunity businesses). These businesses have developed a strong track record, but can
also benefit from attaining an entrepreneurial attitude to remain competitive and successful.
It is critical for existing firms to stay on top of opportunities to be innovative and remain
competitive.
Actions:
1) Develop and circulate a list of contacts at local institutions where startups can apply
for financing and other business planning assistance (such as SBDC, AEDC,
RREDC, etc.),
2) Evaluate procurement policies and ensure that they encourage the use of project
teams that include local businesses for City-funded projects, to assist in capacity
building for young firms, and
3) Assist young and/or small firms in the evaluation of insurance, permitting and other
exclusionary contractual requirements required to do work for the City of Arcata.
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F-5. Reduce business-related regulations and permitting
A common refrain from the business community in Arcata is that the political and
regulatory process slows both innovation and entrepreneurial activity. In Arcata, a series of
confusing and often contradictory City reviews and approvals are required for many
entrepreneurs as they attempt to initiate their venture, and entering the City review
process can be a labyrinthine, confusing and often discouraging process for emerging
entrepreneurs.
Action:
1) Train a City staffer or create an ombudsman position for permitting projects. While
the City has evaluated this idea in the past and not acted, this is a critically important
entrepreneurial support activity. This idea is currently under review in Los Angeles.
A permit ombudsman could help the City of Arcata attract and retain businesses that
are compliant with the City General Plan, the Economic Development Strategic
Plan and other City goals and policies.
F-6. Support service-and problem-based entrepreneurship education
The City can work with formal and informal learning organizations to promote
entrepreneurship education that enhances motivation, curiosity, and belief in self (selfefficacy). Initiatives that seek to improve thinking in learning, business and public agency
environments can be developed, promoted and implemented locally and regionally.
Learning achieved through service-and problem-based approaches, such as the popular
Lemonade Day program, or HSU service-learning initiatives, have proven to be particularly
effective in creating an entrepreneurial mindset.
Action:
1) Support entrepreneur events by providing City venues and facilities for free or at a
dramatically reduced cost.
F-7. Help foster an awareness of business opportunities and economic trends
One economic challenge that is particular acute in the knowledge economy is the ability of
Arcata businesses to outsource certain functions (to reduce costs and improve customer
service) to find the best place to do business. This could lead to locally based companies
outsourcing work outside of Arcata or the region and could lead to unemployment of local
workers and economic impacts. The decisions of individual businesses can add up to
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significant impacts on other local businesses, particularly if a key business pulls up and
moves (as has happened).
Having a sense of such trends is important to help anticipate change and to make needed
adjustments—either to work to develop alternatives for the existing business contemplating
leaving, or to identify ways to effectively respond in the aftermath of change. In effect, by
envisioning possible futures and identifying realistic strategies going forward, Arcata can
―re-invent itself proactively‖ by anticipating and meeting change proactively with creativity,
energy and realistic strategies.
Action:
1) Support research efforts through HSU and other partners to forecast business trends
and evaluate ways to influence business decisions and City policy based on those
forecasts.
F-8. Work to further develop the town/gown relationship
HSU plays a significant role in Arcata‘s economy, and creating more opportunities for
faculty and students to get involved, make connections, and contribute to the region can
benefit both the City and HSU. Greater collaboration between HSU and local business
owners can facilitate these connections. The City can collaborate with HSU‘s Service
Learning initiatives, and also with the Institute for Entrepreneurial Education (IEE) as it
ramps up its program over the years ahead.
Action:
1) Expand the membership, scope and role of the City of Arcata-HSU Liaison
Committee to include entrepreneurial support and innovation in the local economy.

Seedbed: Helping Entrepreneurs Make Connections
S-1. Support and Invest in the Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
Infrastructure
Continuing regional efforts to close the digital divide and to develop redundant broadband
capabilities will be essential for economic vitality. An increase in entrepreneurship and
economic development activity is directly relatable to access to information and
communication technology. Rural areas like Arcata that can provide the necessary ICT
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infrastructure to emerging entrepreneurs enable them to interact with other businesses and
customers and to develop the connections necessary for growth.
Action:
1) Continue to support and expand rural broadband redundancy and access throughout
Humboldt County.
S-2. Support the Development of a Regional Network through a Comprehensive
Entrepreneurship Development System (CEDS) and Web Portal
Looking beyond Arcata, a well-designed regional innovation and entrepreneurship system
includes connections among local, regional and outside-the-area networks. A regional
network would support collaborative initiatives involving business, educational institutions,
financial institutions, workforce training and economic development agencies, local, state,
and federal governments, and other economic stakeholders.
A Comprehensive Entrepreneurship Development System (CEDS) is a strategy that
provides ―comprehensive, flexible, culturally sensitive, and integrated‖ solutions that
―require providers to collaborate rather than operate independently or in isolation.‖75 An
important function of a CEDS is to fill gaps in and coordinate existing services and provide
entrepreneurs with access to services more efficiently; this coordination can increase the
chances of the services being used and quicken the pace of entrepreneur-led growth.
A key role of a CEDS is to facilitate connections among entrepreneurs and the other entities
in the entrepreneurial ecosystem. Helping entrepreneur identify and access capital and
other resources (people, ideas) is important, and can be facilitated through a CEDS and
such tools as a web portal (see below).
As noted in the report, a key element in the making of connections is the person or
organization that serves as a ―bridging asset‖ to bring ideas together with the means, the
entrepreneurial skill set, to turn those ideas into real products and services. ―And these

75

Dabson, Brian (2005), ―Fostering Entrepreneurship Development Systems in Rural America: First Review of the
Results of the Request for Proposals,‖ report to the W.K. Kellogg Foundation. CFED and the Rural Policy Research
Institute (RUPRI).
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bridging assets are typically people: passionate, proactive professionals whose mission is to
connect.‖76 Arcata has plenty of people who can and do act as such connectors.
The report discusses the development of a web portal—the so-called ―Entrepreneur EZone‖ (EEZ)—that would provide a first-stop, one-stop virtual shop accessible to
entrepreneurs throughout the City and region and serve as a gateway for entrepreneurs to
programs and people. The report notes several benefits of a web portal, including the
ability to digitally connect with other web portal initiatives, other networks (local, regional
and otherwise), and other communities of innovators, experts, and investors—a
particularly critical need for people in remote, rural areas like Arcata to access the
resources they need.
The EEZ could be developed to facilitate both formal and informal connections within the
entrepreneurial ecosystem. Formal services such as ―entrepreneurs-in-residence‖ could be
created, and forums and discussion boards for informal connecting could also be offered.
There are existing technical business services available to entrepreneurs (e.g. SDBC,
AEDC). However, business owners are not always aware of the types of services available
or of the benefits of accessing such services. They may have industry specific needs that
could be facilitated by being connected with other industry professionals. A web portal such
as the EEZ could help to increase exposure to the types of services available (business
planning, financial, marketing, etc.).
The EEZ could also provide a map of the local entrepreneurial ecosystem, incorporating
information from such resources as the AEDC‘s service provider database (see Appendix 6).
Other functions could be to provide a spot for every request-for-proposal (RFP) in the
region for public projects to be posted, helping to ensure equitable access to information for
small and large firms.

76

Krueger, Norris, Brian Cummings, Steven Nichols, ―From Traditional Tech Licensing to Entrepreneurial Tech

Commercialization,‖ http://www.eda.gov/pdf/8_academics_Univ%20of%20Utah%20Case%20Study.pdf.
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Actions:
1) The City should support a regional CEDS initiative that integrates a wide range of
local and regional programs, and provides products and services customized to the
needs of a diverse range of entrepreneurs.
2) Evaluate the local and regional applicability of existing CEDS programs, including
the Kellogg Foundation-supported programs in Nebraska, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oregon, South Dakota and West Virginia.
3) Assist in the development of the Entrepreneur E-Zone (EEZ) with interactive
mapping of entrepreneurs, economic development resources, and other relevant
sites.
4) Develop and distribute entrepreneur profiles similar to those completed for this
report. This can be developed by high school students for hundreds of local firms
and posted on-line as part of the EEZ.
5) Research the applicability of virtual accelerators such as TechStars and Y
Combinator.
S-3. Help catalog local competencies and develop metrics to measure improvement
Arcata and the region have a long list of ―knowledge and competencies‖ skill sets that are
not clearly defined or catalogued. Developing a deeper awareness of the regional skills
sets—and the businesses and people with the expertise and providing the needed services—
would allow both private and public entities to engage within and across the regional
entrepreneurial ecosystem. Building an awareness of our strengths and making them more
visible can inspire younger entrepreneurs who may see a different future possibility—the
idea that maybe there is a future here!
Cataloging local and regional competencies would allow us to drill down deeper into the
sectors profiled in this report, but all sectors—particularly those with skills sets that are
―cross-sectoral‖ and difficult to group—should be a part of a rigorous competency
cataloging.
An important piece of identifying area competencies is that it allows us to better understand
our strengths and weaknesses. To this end, the development of measurable metrics can help
the City and region both catalog competencies but measure their condition and assess
trends. Where are we weak? What capacities do we need to build? These sorts of questions
are difficult to answer without a better sense of the skills and expertise we have here.
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Action:
1) Work to catalog local and regional competencies in an accessible format for easy
electronic, multi-media distribution.
S-4. Listen to experts, but look local first and build local capacity!
An ―open innovation‖ atmosphere should be cultivated in both the public and private
sectors. Bringing in world-class experts where local expertise does not exist is an excellent
approach to build capacity in local businesses to deliver similar services and training (and we
should be exporting our services to other areas with similar arrangements). But hiring an
expert from outside of the region without first determining whether local experts exist who
can do the work, or at the very least pairing the outside experts with a local professional
(for capacity building purposes), essentially takes local money and sends it out of town and
does nothing to prevent future outward streams of money.
This occurs all too often in procurement and prevents two critical economic development
actions from occurring: 1) the retention of money in the local economy, through local
experts, which provides an economic multiplier effect, and 2) the development of local
entrepreneurial capacity and the development of connections and relationships with outside
firms that can enable more opportunities to develop for local firms.
Actions:
1) Evaluate policies designed to retain qualified local experts first, or that create
contractual requirements that promote local/outside expert teams.
2) Evaluate the feasibility of local-preferencing on procurement (local-hiring
ordinances).
S-5. Support entrepreneur-supporting efforts and facilities
Lastly, the City should continue to improve the functionality of the Foodworks facility, and
work with stakeholders to determine the needs of and best uses for additional facilities such
as the Arcata Innovator Space and the Arcata Management and Innovation Center, described
in detail in Appendix 2 and 3.
Actions:
1) Develop a public/private funding mechanism for the development of Innovation and
Entrepreneur Zones (e.g. Arcata Innovator Space, Arcata Management and
Innovation Center).
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2) Evaluate the feasibility of developing zones within Redevelopment areas of the city.
3) Evaluate the feasibility of relaxing zoning, planning and compliance requirements,
regulatory and permit streamlining, tax incentives or abatements and reduced, or
eliminated, permit application fees for businesses, particularly start-ups.
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Conclusions
―Innovation is the specific tool of entrepreneurs, the means by which they exploit change as an
opportunity for a different business or a different service. It is capable of being presented as a
discipline, capable of being learned, capable of being practiced. Entrepreneurs need to search
purposefully for the sources of innovation, the changes and their symptoms that indicate
opportunities for successful innovation. And they need to know and to apply the principles of
successful innovation.‖77
The world is changing all the time, and survival and growth for entrepreneurs and the
communities in which they do business means they must always be looking for
opportunities amongst the changes, even if those opportunities require that they stretch
their existing capabilities. Increasing the innovation and entrepreneurial capacity of Arcata
thus requires that we increase the number of individuals who can identify opportunities,
perceive them as viable, and act on them.
Why do some people see a prospective course of action as an opportunity? Why do some
businesses find it difficult to pursue new opportunities, while others do not? Research
suggests that perceptions of opportunity depend a lot on whether a situation is considered
both positive and controllable. Perceptions of threat, conversely, arise when a situation is
seen as negative and out of one‘s control.78 As many of the entrepreneurs interviewed for
this study indicated, most threats are less true ―deal killers‖ than merely something to deal
with in the course of doing business.
Innovative thinking is something that everyone can do, and to the extent it is not valued or
encouraged in a business it essentially becomes a lost resource. For example, some local
businesses may let people go because they cannot find profitable growth opportunities. But
are there no opportunities, or is the business‘s worldview clouded by perceived threats? As
Norris Krueger notes, ―An inadequate level of entrepreneurial activity may reflect an
inadequate supply of opportunities perceived by organization members, not enough
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‗entrepreneurial‘ thinking.‖79 In other words, if we want to understand how business
ventures are created we need to know more about how opportunities emerge in the mind in the
first place.

Growth from the Seedbed
Jobs come from the expansion and contractions of existing firms and the births of new
firms. While we tend to think of entrepreneurship in terms of new businesses, it is key for
existing firms, as well. Key strategies locally for fostering innovation and entrepreneurship
include:







foster contact and networking with peers who are exploring the same issues,
work together to develop solutions, and create and identify local expertise,
identify investors with the material resources to move good ideas forward,
investing in IT and networking infrastructure,
providing quality education,
supporting innovative firms with collaborative programs at area schools and
universities,
 developing partnerships and networks with other businesses and areas, and
 assuring adequate support (assistance, capital) for startup companies.
Within a networked system, entrepreneurs can work together to form a diverse range of
innovations through a process of variation (e.g., learning by doing, rapid prototyping) and
selection (trial and error). City policies can play a key role in innovation-led growth by
helping to strengthen links—the bridging assets—within the Arcata economy. Publicprivate partnerships can play an important part by aligning the actions of universities,
research laboratories, nonprofits, businesses, and other organizations.
Businesses do not innovate—people within businesses do. Simply put, to increase a business‘s
entrepreneurial capacity you need to increase the number of entrepreneurial thinkers in that
business (thereby increasing the number of potential opportunities perceived). How do
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people identify opportunities, and what is the role of individual perceptions in the
opportunity-identification process?
Arcata can develop the social capital—the community infrastructure—that supports the
entrepreneurial pursuit of opportunities. And opportunities are as much constructed as
found. The ―heart of entrepreneurship‖ may be in finding (perceiving), constructing and
acting on opportunities despite the available resources.
Ideas and inventions are hardly ever the limiting factor for a local economy. The issue for
growth is the ability to turn ideas into value-adding products and services. Entrepreneurs
are thus critical components of a healthy and resilient Arcata economy because they turn
ideas into reality.
Entrepreneurs can also foster a deeper sense of the value and uniqueness of a given ―place.‖
Kristin Johnson, Director of the Norcal SBDC Lead Center at HSU, and a Humboldt
County native, believes that a ―sense of place‖ is a critical component of fostering
entrepreneurship. For Johnson, connection to geography and a sense of belonging in an area
is a critical component of making the commitment needed to make a local business venture
work. As she notes, ―businesses are part of a community, they help create the fabric of the
community, and like other community members they need to show care, concern and
stewardship for the community.‖80
Lastly, it is often the case that rural communities fall into the trap of seeing themselves as
needing to play catch-up, of needing to bring in expertise from the outside world so we
don‘t fall behind too far. While it is true that maintaining connections to the outside world
is important, both for identifying best practices and in ensuring that we continue to build
local capacity, the reality is that businesses in Arcata and the wider region—far from
playing catch-up—have been and continue to be leaders in innovation and entrepreneurship
in a variety of business sectors. The only thing that could keep us from continuing to
develop our leadership ability in innovative and creative entrepreneurship is the mindset
that we can‘t do it.
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Example Entrepreneurs in 2020
Brett’s Bayside green building company is firmly established with over 30
employees. He partnered with several area green businesses to construct a “net
zero” model home that incorporates the highest standards of efficiency from
materials to energy generation to appliances to landscaping. Showcasing these
green features results in his company building a few of these more expensive
homes every year, and additional sales for his partners.
Gail created a partnership with a Bay Area firm and grew her business back to its
original size. In order to retire in 2018, she sold her interest to a senior employee
who, incidentally, was one of her early student interns.
Jeff quit his career in video production but used the operations knowledge he
acquired while developing training videos to obtain an advanced degree in
organizational systems renewal. He is now a management consultant to small- and
medium-sized firms in the midst of expansion.
Maria did end up in the family food business after high school and also attended
HSU to study business and marketing. After she graduated she expanded the
distribution of her mom’s sauces into metropolitan markets throughout the Pacific
Northwest, including San Francisco, Portland, and Seattle.
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Entrepreneur Profiles

Renata Maculans

Photo credit: North Coast Journal

Business: Renata’s Creperie
Owner/Entrepreneur: Renata Maculans
Staff: 15
Business age: 11 years
Renata Maculans was teaching in Los Angeles in 2000 when she decided to move to Arcata to realize
her dream of opening a creperie. Her idea was that people wanted inexpensive, nutritious food that
was interesting and tasty. With limited funds, Renata purchased an old mail truck and refitted it as a
mobile kitchen. With early help from the North Coast SBDC, she was soon selling crepes out of a fully
permitted, albeit wildly painted, truck on the Arcata Plaza. She even took her truck on the road, selling
crepes throughout Northern California.
Even without the steep costs of a brick and mortar location, she still needed access to a commercial
kitchen. An hourly rental opportunity at Arcata’s Foodworks Culinary Center was critical for her early
success.
Still, her dream was to own her own restaurant. In 2005, Renata enlisted the SBDC to help her with her
business plan, so when the right location opened up she was ready to get moving. She secured
financing for her business using financial projections from the plan, and the SBDC’s Biznet program
provided additional assistance with Health Department and Planning Department permitting and with
bookkeeping.
Renata’s Creperie opened in December 2005, quickly going from one employee to 10. In addition to
her determination and SBDC assistance, Renata credits her start as a mobile creperie as key to her
success. The truck operation was a stepping stone to the restaurant that allowed her to build a
customer base with low upfront costs. And she still has a space at the Foodworks facility, where her
staff prepares large-batch menu items.
Renata is also an accomplished artist, and her creperie serves as a gallery space for her and other’s art.
She also hosts music shows and special events, which helps with revenues.
After nearly 10 years in business, five with her own restaurant, Renatahas this advice: “if the passion is
there and you are willing to do the work, have faith that you can succeed.”

Nate McKeever

Business: McKeever Energy & Electric
Owner/Entrepreneur: Nate McKeever
Website: www.mckeeverenergyandelectric.com
Staff: 4
Business age: 6 years
Nate McKeever started Arcata-based McKeever Energy and Electric while still a student at Humboldt State,
working on several large projects on campus as a subcontractor. As he says, “I needed to work to pay the
bills, and wanted to do something I loved.” The work experience helped him build his knowledge not just
of his craft, but also about the nuts and bolts of bidding and contracting. After graduation, McKeever
stayed in Arcata and now has three full-time employees in his growing business.
As Nate sees it, the green technology and innovation sector can only grow into the future, in part because
“we are left with no other choice” from an environmental perspective, but also, as he notes, because it is
increasingly the economically efficient route for homeowners and businesses alike.
Nate’s business involves “anything and everything to do with energy and electrical services, focusing on
four areas: Energy Consulting, Documentation and Field Verification, Energy Efficiency and Sustainability,
Electrical Contracting and Design, and Renewable Energy.
Nate relies on three attributes he considers vital for an entrepreneur: 1) a good attitude, 2) knowledge,
and 3) experience. The attitude he brings to his work is “do no harm, and leave the planet better when I
arrived.”
As for knowledge and experience, they often go hand in hand. Nate readily admits that he needs help
with the “business stuff,” but he is not afraid to ask for help, whether from area agencies or even from his
competitors, of whom he is not afraid to ask questions (although he may not always get an answer!). His
works with an area business coach provides “checks and balances,” he notes. He has also learned a lot
from his customers, some of whom are included among the premier emerging entrepreneurs in the area.
An innovator and data hound at heart, Nate has developed a timecard for himself and his employees that
serves as a form of intelligence gathering that allows him to better understand his business and the
potential opportunities that may exist in the area for growth and innovation. Interestingly, this data
acquisition is paying off in better business instincts: “my gut is starting to align with the data.” Nate sees
the value of web-based marketing, and has a Facebook page and newsletter that is aimed at helping
people understand what his business does.
Why is he in business? As he says, “I wanted to do something I loved, and make a living doing it.”

Emanuel Rose
Business: Strategic eMarketing
Owner/Entrepreneur: Emanuel Rose
Websites:
www.strategicemarketing.com
www.humboldtelocal.com
www.steelheadonly.com
Staff: 1
Contractors: 6
Business age: 2 years
Emanuel moved to Humboldt County over 15 years ago to fly fish and backpack, hike the redwoods and
live in a rural area. He has worked as a manager and coordinator for a number of Humboldt-based
businesses including HealthSPORT, Tomas Jewelry and the C. Crane Company. He has developed
successful programs to sell products and services ranging from LED light bulbs and Internet radios to
health club memberships and personal training. Whether he's working with clients as big as Amazon.com
or as small as a local pawnshop, he is always goal oriented and persevering.

Emanuel started Strategic eMarketing out of a strong desire to improve local business branding and to
help local business expand into markets outside of Humboldt. He runs his business entirely on the Web,
using cloud services like Skype, Google, Google docs, box.net, Shopify, Freshbooks, Paypal, and Ratepoint,
to name a few. Emanuel realizes that without Internet connectivity and the cloud this type business would
not be possible.
Marketing has changed, and Emanuel is committed to guiding clients through the wild, dynamic ride of
the Internet, Social Media marketing and delivering personalized products to each customer. As people
have become more focused on the Internet as their primary source of information, he has been guiding
his clients to do the same. He helps clients implement Email marketing campaigns, search engine
optimization and local search to replace direct mail letters, cold calling and the yellow pages. As Emanuel
tells his clients, “doing business today means leveraging social media services like Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Yelp and Youtube for marketing.” He’s also finding that tools like Salesforce, Basecamp and
Box.net might become indispensable for running a business.
Emanuel works with contractors who live throughout California, and who collaborate on projects online
through cloud storage and editing sites. Skype and Google docs are probably among the most
indispensable tools Emanuel and his contractors work with when developing a project from start to finish,
having brain-storming sessions online, and editing and reviewing one anothers’ work online. On a more
immediate level, Emanuel’s ultra-portable netbook computer and his Android phone are his primary work
tools.
Through his work in marketing and management, Emanuel has seen first-hand how social media has
become an irreplaceable part of our lives and is interwoven not only into our daily lives on a social level,
but also on a business level. Checking Facebook or getting a LinkedIn request is a regular occurrence now,
and Emanuel believes that websites like Facebook have not only replaced the yellow pages but are also
likely to replace search engines as well. Emanuel started Strategic eMarketing to help companies take full
advantage of their online presence and their ability to interact with their customers through social media.

Rick St. Charles, Matt St. Charles
Businesses:
Circle Sound Productions
Great Minds Productions
Entrepreneurs:
Rick St. Charles
Matt St. Charles
Websites
ricksaintcharles.com
greatmindspro.com
Staff: 4
Business age: 29 years

S

Rick St. Charles has been producing award-winning radio and video productions in Humboldt County since 1982. Over the past 29
years he has created thousands of commercials and PSAs for businesses and non-profits, and dozens of extended productions
(those over sixty seconds). His productions include “Hooked on Humboldt” (a promo for the Humboldt County Convention and
Visitors Bureau), “We’re Open—You’re Invited” (TV ad campaign for Arcata Main Street), “We Do Such Beeyooteeful Work” (K & M
Glass), and “Grandpa” (T.P. Tire).
Before moving to Humboldt County, Rick worked as a comedy writer and filmmaker in Southern California, where he wrote for
Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman, and Benson. For many years, Rick served as Creative Services Director for local TV station KVIQ,
where his duties included overseeing all the advertising, promotion, and public service productions. He also produced several
Easter Seals Telethons and received the “Partners in Prevention, Partners with Youth” award for his work with Tapestry.
His time at the station allowed him plenty of opportunities to hone his skills. One of the benefits of working for a TV station was
having a sales team who brought in an abundance of production orders. “My strength is product. Partnering with a strong sales
associate is what I’m currently looking for.” When KVIQ sold and he was laid off in 2005, Rick knew it was time for a change. He
invested in his own digital equipment, relying on son Matt to teach him how to use the gear. “When I started out, I was working at
stations which had equipment worth tens of thousands of dollars.” Now, however, he can procure high-quality digital cameras and
editing software for a fraction of the cost. He continued to create local video productions, but his main goal was to fulfil a longtime ambition: to produce a feature-length comedy movie, which he proceeded to do with his wife and son as partners. The
movie, Remote Control Grandpa, can be purchased online or rented at local video stores.
Rick’s son, Matt St. Charles, also works locally in the digital media, following in his father’s footsteps. “Matt has shot four feature
movies in the past four years, two of which he also directed and edited. He recently shot a high-definition movie based in Arcata
(Flea) with an $800 Canon T2i camera body.” Matt’s body of work includes the spoofy Sole Savers ads, featuring manager Lee
Ritter as John Wayne, Ricardo Montalban, and a flying superhero. Rick and Matt enjoy working together as a dynamic team, a
relationship of “dual mentoring” (his words). Rick shares the creative wisdom from years of experience and benefits from Matt’s
deeper technical skills, particularly in the realm of post-production, where virtually anything you can conceive of is possible.
“Things have changed radically since I started shooting in 8mm film in the 60’s. Matt grew up with computers and has kept pace
with the new technology. Figuratively, he’s at the level of quantum physics while I’m still wrestling with how to dodge the turtles in
Super Mario. So I’m very grateful that we do a lot of work together.” Among the team’s favorite productions over the years are a
series of raise-the-bar comedy ads for Harper Motors wherein they pull out all the stops with special-effects humor, and several
phantasmagorical ads for Wildberries Marketplace in which animated vegetables are “so fresh they’re still trying to get away.”
Rick enjoys the freedom of being an entrepreneur. He and his wife of 31 years, children’s music recording artist Lisa Monet, have
co-produced five of her CDs in their home studio (Circle Sound Productions), three of which have won national Parents’ Choice
Awards. Their daughter Genevieve, also a video producer, lives in Seattle where she is employed as a Quality Analyst at Warner
Brothers Games.

Eddie Tanner

Business: DeepSeeded Community Farm
Owner/Entrepreneur: Eddie Tanner
Website: www.arcatacsa.com
Staff: 5
Business age: 3 seasons
In November 2008, Eddie Tanner started DeepSeeded Community Farm on nine acres of land in the
Arcata Bottoms. His goal is to make a living from a farm that is just small enough to allow him to stay
connected to all aspects of the operation.
DeepSeeded is a community hub. Eddie’s Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) members come to
the farm to pick up their baskets, and for most members the weekly visit is a field trip that includes upick flower bouquets, farm tours, and a chance for children to eat strawberries right off the plant.
Before starting the farm, Eddie was a manager of the Potawot Garden and the Arcata Educational
Farm, and also worked at Redwood Roots Farm and G-Farm. His understanding of production needs,
crop raising, farm management, and local industry expertise comes from more than a decade of direct
field experience.
He cites his extensive experience, a clear vision, and a solid plan as fundamental to his success. He
attended a “Business Plan Basics” event offered by the North Coast Small Business Development
Center, and began crafting his own plan based on their template. He then used the plan to compete in
and win the Economic Fuel Competition grand prize, as well as secure financing through CalCoastal, a
financial development corporation that focuses on family farmers and other rural agribusinesses.

A CSA share is a big commitment for people to make, and DeepSeeded Community Farm has grown
primarily due to word of mouth stemming from that commitment. This is just the sort of connection
Eddie strives to build with his members—one of confidence and trust.
Eddie has spent many years in the community establishing his reputation as a knowledgeable farmer.
He is the author of The Humboldt Kitchen Gardener, teaches an annual organic gardening class through
HSU extended education, and speaks at many area workshops.
In essence, Eddie is marketing himself, and to this end he also maintains a website and blog. These
resources provide potential customers the opportunity to read about the farm and view pictures. The
website is also a way for his existing customers to show off their farm involvement to others.
What’s his secret? As he says: “Some people are truly passionate enough about something to go out
and try it, and some of them are stubborn enough to make it work.”
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The Innovator Space
where ideas become innovations

The Innovator Space will be a center for innovation and
entrepreneurship managed by GreenWay Partners. Serving
individuals, businesses, and organizations that seek to develop ideas,
create new ventures, enhance operations, or design strategies for
actionable outcomes, the Innovator Space will help to drive
entrepreneurial change. It will address two specific problems which
limit entrepreneurship potential:
1. Limited social capital (connected external resources) focused
on enabling start ups and growing businesses and
organizations, and
2. A lack of individual human capital (internal resources) needed
to execute ideas into tangible products, services, or ventures.
By providing infrastructure, educational opportunities, and access to
networks and expertise, the Innovator Space will create value for
ideas, advancing entrepreneurship through a spectrum of unique
offerings, including:







Collaborative working and learning spaces
Entrepreneur E-Zone (EEZ) Web Portal
Mentorship and Professional Exchange programs
Business and idea development services
Center for Integrative Thinking and Innovation (CITI)
Innovator Network program

The primary purpose of this business plan is to answer the question of
whether the Innovator Space can be financially feasible while
achieving its simple mission: to create value for new, emerging and
existing businesses, projects, and the community as a whole.

1

The
Innovator
Space
The Innovator Space is a
value- generator for new,
emerging and existing
businesses and projects
and the community as a
whole.

One Center, Many Nodes
Innovation is essential for businesses to create new sources of value and new markets.
The Innovator Space aims to be a regional hub of innovation, improving economic
prosperity by creating new means for entrepreneurial development. Its activities will be
coordinated from one physical location, the Arcata Innovator Space (AIS), but it will
develop bridges to multiple community assets. These assets, including local businesses
and organizations, educational institutions, funding entities, and information networks,
will enhance the offerings of the
brick-and-mortar facility.
While the space will function similar to
a traditional business incubator, the
primary aim is to create opportunities
for users interested in collaborating,
networking, and leveraging limited
resources to identify, develop and
share value through ideas, innovations
and new ventures. The AIS will be a
community resource positioned as a nexus of collaboration between successful businesses,
higher education, local government, and creative thinkers and do-ers.
Housed in the Arcata Technology Center near downtown Arcata and operated by GreenWay
Partners, the AIS will be a space to work, meet and learn. The services and resources of the
AIS will be accessible based on a sliding-scale membership, as well as standard use fees. It will
provide its members and their organizations and communities with the resources necessary to
grow ideas, projects, and ventures through connections, training, asset sharing, and fund
development. The AIS facility will feature:






5,000 square feet of open, reconfigurable floor space designed to inspire creativity
and collaboration,
a suite of expert resources including entrepreneurs in residence, project manager
support, marketing and branding expertise,
venues for gatherings where knowledge, tools and expertise can converge, evolve
and grow,
lab and technology space outfitted with platforms and tools provided by established
partner companies, and
audio-visual production studios, including advanced equipment such as scalable
sensors, cameras and media-capture equipment.

In addition to the physical space of the AIS, the Innovator Space will create virtual and physical
network portals. These portals will enable off-site users to gain access to benefits of the
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Innovator Space and will broaden the span of the network as a whole. With a unique
facilitation and certification program, classrooms, business facilities, websites, or entirely new
spaces (like the AIS) can develop into independent Innovator Spaces elsewhere. We expect
the Innovator Space to become a replicable model that can be implemented anywhere, but
especially in communities similar to our own.

Exceptional Benefits
While local demand for an entity like the
AIS is evident and growing, several
unique advantages of its design position
it for success. One of the key strengths
of the AIS will be its tenancy of in-house
experts. From marketing specialists and
engineers to project and business
managers, AIS members will have access
to a spectrum of experts ready to guide
them through specific entrepreneurial
challenges or partner on new ventures.
Another advantage is GreenWay
Partners’ established professional
networks and our demonstrated

Themes of the Innovator Space
Innovation = New Ideas
Technology = Connecting
Mentoring = Shedding Light
Collaboration = Sharing, Scheming
Action = Doing, Prototyping
Flexibility = Responding
Creativity = Imagining

ability to forge new connections.
These connections will benefit AIS members through features such as networking and
professional development events, as well as peer-to-peer learning exchanges. Finally, with a
location near Arcata’s downtown business core, it will be close to the action and easy to
access.
The AIS is designed for:







Encouraging innovative ideas and exploring innovative thinking
Testing new ideas
Piloting and prototyping designs and products
Critiquing designs, products and ideas within an innovative community
Mentoring colleagues within a supportive community
Marketing innovative designs and products—that work!!!!
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Innovations arise from conceptual collisions and new ways of seeing. The AIS will be a place
where innovators can collaborate and develop new initiatives in an open environment
designed to advance the tools, technologies and applications of various industries and
organizational efforts. It will be a place where entrepreneurs can connect to the ideas and
resources they need to see and create new and sustainable innovations.

4

The People
The AIS is being developed to allow for the creation and development of ideas into valueadding initiatives. The AIS will be anchored by existing tenants and will foster the growth of
new, emerging and as-yet unimagined enterprises. Access to space, resources, connections,
knowledge, experience and investment are key offerings.
The AIS will look for people who are:




conceiving, developing or
running a creative and
enterprising initiative
committed to maximizing social
and environmental value
see the potential of
collaboration with others in the
network

AIS services and resources will be available to members, both tenant and non-tenant,
individual and corporate. Members will be screened through an intake process to determine
their service needs and their level of contribution to the initiativein a collaborative and
shared work environment, members need to be committed to the cause and able to play well
with others.
Not all members will be tenants, but all tenants receive a membership as a part of their lease
agreement. Tenants will be specifically selected to provide an integrated offering of expertise
to other members and space users; in particular, experts in sales/marketing, project
management, design, business/product development, and planning will be chosen. Tenants
will be self-reliant in their own endeavors, but also encouraged to partner together with other
members on individual projects or ventures.
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The Channels
The marketing plan for the AIS is based on social media marketing, word of mouth, and
partnerships with local institutions. Sales and marketing has already begun with five
committed tenants and many prospective members. A survey of potential members will be
used to fine tune the space design, develop additional service offerings, and determine
consumer willingness to pay. As the space develops, the following mechanisms will facilitate
the spread of our idea throughout the community:








Member to member invitations
Partnerships with networks and events
Academic and corporate sponsorships
Presence in related community events
Inviting people we admire
Scholarship and internship offerings

Pitch Points
The unique offering of hosted and collaborative workspaces and capital development
programs allow the AIS to provide:







Variable pricing: A flexible pricing scheme makes memberships and use fees
affordable to a wide variety of users.
Flexibility: Members can access work, maker, and meeting spaces during any open
hours throughout the week, depending on their membership arrangement.
Diversity: A diverse mix of members and users creates an environment in which new
solutions can be imagined and implemented.
Collaboration: The space will be designed to foster collaboration and provide an
enticing place to come and work.
Social impact: The AIS will support a wide range of initiatives from both the profit and
nonprofit sector.
Experience: A vibrant, exciting, unique and inspiring place to work.
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The Stuff
The AIS follows a model for “innovation hubs” that is well-established throughout the world.1 The basic
approach of these hubs is to adapt a well-conceived model to local needs and conditions. Many such
innovation hubs are found in large urban settings, so one of our goals is to identify and address the unique
needs of rural Humboldt County.
Like other innovation hubs, the AIS will offer unique interior design and functional, flexible and creative
offerings that redefine the way people think and work. The incorporation of gallery, studio, performance and
conference space will further the intent of providing venues for creativity, engagement and interaction.

The AIS will provide shared business services similar to a traditional business incubator, but will also be a
place:






to learn and innovate,
where creative collaboration is fostered,
to have meetings and seminars,
where people can make things, and
to meet and to talk about what’s going on locally and in the broader world.

Key features of the AIS include:










1

individual and shared office facilities,
coaching and mentoring,
education and professional development,
connections to capital,
networking,
R&D support and outreach,
talent recruitment,
technology transfer assistance, and
commercialization expertise.

Reference: hub-net.com
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Memberships and Partnerships
The AIS will provide individuals and organizations with memberships that allow them to use the different
spaces available for a certain amount of time each month. Co-lab spaces are open, collaborative and hosted
spaces configured for different working requirements. Anchor spaces are fixed desks and offices around the
perimeter dedicated to specific tenants. Members and nonmembers can access the lounge, as well as
meeting facilities.
The AIS will seek to partner with local and regional governments, K-18 educational institutions, and area nonprofits. Partners will have a package of services available that includes access to meeting rooms, event spaces
and facilitators to enable innovation and social impact. Business mentors will be available to provide
experienced advice and support to AIS members and partners.

Events and Meeting Room Bookings
Members and non-members are able to book any one of the rooms available for private use, with members
receiving reduced rates. Rooms available at the AIS will include small meeting rooms, conference / training
room, and an audio-visual studio. In addition to private room use, portions of the space may be available for
other event bookings, such as art shows / performances, mixers, or workshops/demonstrations.
Programming
In addition to hosting social and cultural events, formal programming will also be a part of AIS offerings. This
programming includes learning initiatives and intentional networking venues.






The Entrepreneur E-Zone (EEZ) Web Portal: A virtual hub to guide users through idea
development processes and connect them with resources to innovate and market those ideas.
User fees and advertising/sponsorships.
The Center for Integrative Thinking and Innovation (CITI): An array of training and development
offerings, as well as research and outreach, focused on teaching people how to think better
using logical/creative/lateral/design-thinking techniques. Fee-based participation and
contractual work products.
Mentorship and Professional Exchange Program: A constructive and structured professional
development program to advance participants’ knowledge and experience through exposure to
real situations. Participant fees and sponsorships.
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Shared Equity Projects
Innovation is often luck and serendipity dependent, whereby two or more parties manage to come together
in a partnership of mutual advantage. At the AIS, anchor tenants will work on their own revenue-generating
projects while seeking to develop partnerships that offer the possibility of new forms of value and wealth
creation.
The shared equity projects will be vetted for:





Scalability and the extent to which the business model allows for growth
The revenue generation and profitability potential
The degree to which the idea is smarter, faster and more disruptive than others
Potential barriers to competition, such as patents and IP protection

Knowledge into Value
AIS users will engage in both informal face-to-face and formal knowledge transfer networks to find
partnering opportunities and to access up-to-date knowledge on markets, technologies and funding sources.
The process will be designed to inspire new ideas, and to help business partners implement processes that
bring new products and services to market. The process will include elements such as:





targeting publicity, establishing networks and exchanging knowledge,
increasing engagement between universities and business,
connecting to communities in need at business and public sector levels, and
developing products or services with cross-functional capabilities and a low asset base.
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Design is Never Done!!
The AIS space will be designed to serve its function as a collaborative work space, partially flexible and open,
partially dedicated and fixed. With 5,000 square feet of space, a central open floor plan for work and meeting
space will be surrounded by several fixed offices and private meeting rooms. A nearby lounge area will also
function for casual meetings and conversations.

Space Dedicated to Different Functions:






Anchor Tenants (dedicated space): 50%
Collaborative and Member Space (flex space): 25%
Meetings and Events: 10%
Lounge/Gallery/Library: 15%
Inspiration Garden: 4000 square feet of outdoor garden and gathering space

The AIS will be accessible by all members during any hours between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. (hours may
change depending on member needs). Anchor tenants will have 24/7 access. Meetings or other events
attended by non-members must be hosted by AIS and can be arranged for any time during the week.
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The Numbers
The business model for the AIS offers unique, high-value and flexible arrangements that are affordable for
start-ups, social enterprises and non-profit organizations alike. The AIS will seek to generate financial, social
and environmental value aligned with its clients and investors.
The AIS has projected its income based on a low-risk model, with foundational revenue provided by “anchor”
tenants and additional revenues provided by member fees, programming (workshops and trainings, seminars,
etc.), and other space and resource use options. The majority of the sunk costs for the AIS are furniture,
equipment, space, and staffing. Facility modifications are captured in lease and membership pricing
structures.

Revenue Model
Memberships Income
Memberships contribute about ¼ of the revenue stream, and are recurring on a monthly basis. Membership
fees are scaled for different users: start-up, social enterprise, nonprofit, small or medium company, and
corporate.

Meeting and Events Income
Meeting and event space is available for booking by members and nonmembers, with nonmembers paying a
premium price. The AIS facility will offer technology equipment for use with meetings or events as needed,
including video-conferencing, audio-visual studio, digital projectors, and related equipment.

Partnerships Income
Partnerships with corporate, government and community organizations can generate income through fees
for package services from AIS facility use as well as sales revenue from collaborative projects. In-kind service
exchanges will also be mutally beneficial.

Programming Income
Events, presentations, world cafes, art shows, performances, films and similar events, will be hosted by AIS
and free to members. Income will be generated from door sales or lump usage fees charged to nonmembers.
The AIS will not be dependent on this revenue stream, but, will aim to break even on hosting costs, realizing
the gains from such activities as part of its marketing efforts.

Additional Revenue Streams
Several options for additional revenue streams exist – for instance, a coffee bar or café – but are as yet
undeveloped.

Start-Up Expenses
The development of the AIS space will require expenses for work and meeting space furnishings, equipment,
and additional elements (kitchen area, etc.).
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Overhead Expenses
Overhead expenses include mainly rent and utilities for the facility. Staffing needs are expected to be
minimal, as members and tenants will generate their own collaborations and projects in a lateral structure
rather than a vertical one.

Marketing Expenses
Publicity and marketing will be important for generating and keeping interest in the space. While we expect a
“buzz” to catch on and spread quickly, we will need to create material for various marketing platforms for an
initial push and to keep our targets informed.

The Success
Critical Success Factors
The most critical elements of the AIS that would indicate success are: high numbers of active members, full or
near full tenancy for the work space, and high participation in AIS programming. Apart from the ability of the
AIS to cover its expenses, however, success is also evidenced by:





Growth in numbers of start-ups that move from micro-enterprises to small or large businesses,
Growth in shared equity or single purpose entity business relationships that realize their goals,
New forms and mechanisms for creating value in ideas, and
Enabling of an entrepreneurial mindset or culture in the local region.

Risks
Apart from challenges of low tenancy or use rates of the AIS, a primary risk factor involves sharing and
securing intellectual properties (IP). There is legitimate concern for a business of losing competitive
advantage by sharing ideas with others before the idea can be implemented. Building trust among new
partners will be a critical challenge for the AIS participants. One way to ameliorate this risk is through the
adoption and use of memoranda of understanding, non-disclosure agreements, and so forth. Further,
establishing fair shared equity projects would enable stakeholders to take personal risks that are rewarded
with shared equity in successful endeavors.
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The Value
In healthy innovation communities, innovation productivity and knowledge creation is enhanced by linking
networks and communities of practice across disparate boundaries, showing people different ideas and ways
of thinking. Businesses must be able to create and manage complex, interwoven networks that allow them to
combine internal and external knowledge. The ability to recognize the opportunities in combining different
perspectives and identifying new sources of value can open up new markets and create new methods for
coping with change.
Our business will provide its clients and the larger community with the resources needed to grow ideas,
projects, and ventures through connections, training, asset sharing and fund development.
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Innovator Space
FORECASTED INCOME STATEMENT
2012
TOTAL ($)
REVENUES
Cash Sales
Acct. Rec.
Other Revenue
Miscellaneous
TOTAL REVENUES
COST OF GOODS SOLD
CASH DISBURSEMENTS
Equipment/Maintenance
Wages
Payroll Exp./Benefits
Business/Liability Insurance
License/Permits/Fees
Property/Land/Rent
Buildout/Maintenance
Professional Services
Office Equip/Supplies
Advertising
Telephone/Internet
Utilities
Spoilage/Returns/Bad Debt
Leases/Contracted Labor
Sales Tax
Depreciation
Miscellaneous
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
OPERATING INCOME
OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE)
Retained Earnings
INCOME BEFORE TAXES
Taxes
NET INCOME

2013
TOTAL ($)

2014
TOTAL ($)

2015
TOTAL ($)

2016
TOTAL ($)

84,000
1,400
3,000
3,000
88,400
4,560

92,400
1,540
3,300
97,240
5,317

110,880
1,848
3,960
116,688
6,763

144,144
2,402
5,148
151,694
9,320

187,387
3,123
6,692
197,203
12,842

2,400
12,000
2,100
1,800
18,000
3,600
6,000
3,000
6,000
2,400
3,000
1,680
6,000
1,270
6,000
79,810
8,590

2,693
12,600
953
2,142
1,836
18,360
3,672
6,120
3,060
6,120
2,448
3,060
924
6,120
924
1,558
6,120
84,055
13,185

3,296
13,230
1,050
2,185
1,873
22,950
3,745
6,242
3,121
6,242
2,497
3,121
1,109
6,242
1,109
1,878
6,242
92,930
23,758

4,370
13,892
1,199
2,229
1,910
28,688
3,820
6,367
3,184
6,367
2,547
3,184
1,441
6,367
1,441
2,256
6,367
104,993
46,702

5,795
14,586
1,385
2,273
1,948
35,859
3,897
6,495
3,247
6,495
2,598
3,247
1,874
6,495
1,874
2,708
6,495
120,170
77,033

8,590
1,890
6,700

6,700
19,886
4,375
15,511

15,511
39,269
8,639
30,630

30,630
77,331
19,956
57,375

57,375
134,409
45,078
89,331

DRAFT
INNOVATOR SPACE OCCUPANCY AGREEMENT (Lease)
Innovator Space, 1385 8th St., Arcata CA 95521
Made this ____ day of ________ , 201___ , by and between Innovator Space
and ____________________________________________________________ (Tenant),
with a mailing address at
__________________________________________________________.
Witnesseth, for and in consideration of the covenants contained herein, INNOVATOR SPACE and
Tenant, intending to be legally bound hereby, covenant and agree as follows:
1. INNOVATOR SPACE for and in consideration of the rent and other charges specified and in
consideration of the performance of the covenants and agreements of Tenant herein contained
agrees to provide Tenant with occupancy of an office in the Innovator Space at 1385 8th St.,
Arcata CA 95521.
2. The particular office to be provided to Tenant on each day of Tenant's occupancy shall be
within the sole discretion of INNOVATOR SPACE. An occupancy day shall be the period from
8:00 a.m. until 8:00 a.m. on the following calendar day.
3. In addition INNOVATOR SPACE will provide Tenant locked storage cabinets and conference
room space, subject to availability.
4. Tenant acknowledges receipt of and agrees to be bound by the Incubator/Tenant polices,
which policies may be amended from time to time in the sole discretion of INNOVATOR SPACE.
5. The office space, storage cabinets and conference rooms (hereinafter collectively “Facilities”)
shall be used for _____________________________________. Tenant shall comply with all
governmental laws, ordinances and regulations applicable to such use of the Facilities.
Tenant shall not perform any acts or carry on or permit to exist any practice that may injure the
building or its contents or be an unlawful nuisance or menace to the occupants of adjacent
areas.
6. Tenant shall pay the applicable charges as specified. The charges and other terms and
conditions are subject to change by INNOVATOR SPACE on thirty (30) days' written notice to
Tenant, but no change shall be made in charges for space which has previously been reserved
as of the date of the notice.
7. At the time of signing the Agreement Tenant shall pay the start-up fee, the security deposit
and all charges for Facilities reserved by Tenant through Tenant's first full calendar month of
occupancy. INNOVATOR SPACE will invoice Tenant on the 15th of each month for the charges
for the Facilities Tenant has reserved for the following month plus any service charges accrued
as of the time of the invoice such as for printing, faxing or copying. Payment is due by the first
day of the calendar month following the date of the invoice. In the event payment is not made
by the fifth of the month, Tenant shall pay a late charge equal to ten (10)% of the invoice.

8. The office space, storage cabinets and conference rooms (hereinafter collectively “Facilities”)
shall be used for _____________________________________. Tenant shall comply with all
governmental laws, ordinances and regulations applicable to such use of the Facilities.
Tenant shall not perform any acts or carry on or permit to exist any practice that may injure the
building or its contents or be an unlawful nuisance or menace to the occupants of adjacent
areas.
9. Tenant shall not sublease or assign its rights under this Agreement.
10. Tenant shall indemnify and hold harmless Innovator Space and INNOVATOR SPACE and
their respective trustees, officers, agents, servants, employees, indemnitors, insurers and
guarantors from and against any and all claims, actions, damages, liabilities and expense,
including but not limited to attorneys' and other professional fees in connection with the loss of
life, personal injuries and/or property damage arising from or out of Tenant's use of the
Facilities.
11. Tenant shall insure any personal property it brings to the Facilities against loss or
destruction. No claim shall be made against Innovator Space or INNOVATOR SPACE for loss or
damage to or destruction of Tenant’s personal property in the Facilities.
12. Tenant will be provided limited use of INNOVATOR SPACE’s computing, printing and
network services. Tenant shall hold Innovator Space and INNOVATOR SPACE harmless from
and against any damage Tenant may suffer from Tenant’s use of INNOVATOR SPACE’s
computing, printing and network services.
13. Tenant agrees to permit INNOVATOR SPACE to inspect or examine the Facilities at any
reasonable time and to permit INNOVATOR SPACE to make such repairs to the building of
which the Facilities are a part as INNOVATOR SPACE may determine are desirable or necessary.
Tenant agrees that INNOVATOR SPACE shall have continuing access to the Facilities and may
make or authorize emergency entrance to the Facilities in the event of fire, mechanical or
electrical breakdown or similar event. Tenant shall not alter locks on any of the Facilities.
14. Tenant may terminate this Agreement at any time with or without cause by written notice
to INNOVATOR SPACE effective immediately. No refund shall be made to Tenant for Facilities
previously reserved.
15. In the event Tenant fails to pay when due any applicable charges under this Agreement or
breaches any covenant of this Agreement, INNOVATOR SPACE may terminate this Agreement
on ten (10) calendar days' written notice to Tenant. By the end of such ten day period Tenant
shall remove all of its personal property located in the Facilities.
16. In the event Tenant fails to reserve at least five (5) days of office space in any calendar
month, INNOVATOR SPACE may terminate this Agreement on thirty (30) days' written notice to
Tenant. By the end of such thirty day period Tenant shall remove all of its personal property
located in the Facilities.

17. In addition to the rights granted under paragraphs 15 and 16 of this Agreement,
INNOVATOR SPACE may terminate this Agreement without cause upon one hundred and
twenty (120) days' written notice to Tenant. By the end of such one hundred and twenty day
period Tenant shall remove all of its personal property located in the Facilities.
18. Tenant's obligations to INNOVATOR SPACE for activities of Tenant relating to this
Agreement shall survive termination of this Agreement.
19. At the termination of this Agreement for any reason, Tenant shall remove its personal
property from the Facilities. Tenant shall be required to repair any damage caused by the
removal of Tenant’s personal property.
20. In the event Tenant has not removed its personal property from the Facilities within the
specified periods following termination of this Agreement, INNOVATOR SPACE may deliver
Tenant's personal property to ____________________________ at Tenant's expense. In the
event Tenant's personal property cannot be delivered to the foregoing address, INNOVATOR
SPACE may use or dispose of the personal property as it sees fit.
21. Tenant shall not make any alterations, changes or modifications to the Facilities without the
express written consent of INNOVATOR SPACE. In the event of any alterations, modifications or
changes to the Facilities, Tenant shall be responsible for the cost of restoring the Facilities to
their original condition.
22. In the event of damage to the Facilities by fire or other casualty, INNOVATOR SPACE shall
have no obligation to provide Facilities to Tenant and Tenant shall be refunded any charges for
Facilities for which it has an outstanding reservation.
23. Any notice herein provided for shall be considered as having been given if sent by United
States, postpaid, certified mail, addressed to the respective parties at their addresses first set
forth in this Agreement or by a nationally recognized overnight delivery service. Notice shall be
deemed given as of the date of mailing.
24. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of California.
25. This Agreement contains the complete agreement of the parties with regard to its subject
matter and supersedes all prior written or oral discussions or agreements between the parties.
With the exception of INNOVATOR SPACE's right to unilaterally change the terms and conditions
of contract, no modification of this Agreement shall be binding unless made in writing and
signed by representatives of both parties hereto.
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Executive
Summary
Introduction
This Arcata Management & Innovation Center (Center) business
plan addresses the key structure and operations issues for a
management and innovation business incubator in Arcata
California. The Center does not have a confirmed location at this
time, but would ideally be located near the Humboldt State
University (HSU) Campus. This business plan is for a privately
owned and privately and/or non‐profit operated Center.

Purpose
The Arcata Management & Innovation Center’s mission is to:
Facilitate a supportive, interactive environment where
management and innovation businesses and other
complimentary & compatible businesses succeed.
By fulfilling this mission, the incubator would contribute to local
job creation and enhance regional economic health.

Description
The management and innovation business incubator would attract
new and emerging management, technology and compatible
businesses by offering an environment that would support their
start‐up phase and increase their likelihood of success. The
incubator would include facility space, flexible leases, shared use
of common office equipment, direct business assistance and
guidance, mentoring, networking to capital, and other technical
resources. A network of existing community resources would be
developed to support incubator client needs.
Depending on the facility size, space for approximately six to ten
clients at a time would be available within the incubator, along
with a larger space for one or more anchor tenants. The facility
would include a mix of office, meeting, and shared facility space.

Proposed Organizational Structure
This business plan is based on a privately owned facility; incubator
operation could have flexible management by individuals with a
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mixture of entrepreneurial and technological skills or other
organizations. These individuals could be affiliated with
economic development organizations or HSU. The incubator
would be staffed by a Mentor Manager whose responsibilities
would be to provide and/or facilitate access to value‐added
services needed by incubator clients, recruit and screen potential
new incubator clients, and manage the overall incubator
operations.

Proposed Uses
Proposed management and innovation, and complimentary
business types include, but are not limited to: scientific and
technical consulting services, land use/ community/
environmental/ economics planning consulting, accounting and
bookkeeping, academic research at university level, architecture,
ecological design and environmental engineering services,
management and organizational consulting, computer services,
internet based services including web design, technology
development, renewable energy research, environmental
sciences and natural resources management consulting, legal and
paralegal services, and technology research and development.

Budget and Financial Estimates
Depending on the Center’s location, building renovations and
facility set‐up including furniture, phone system, etc. could be
necessary one‐time capital expenditures. The Center’s estimated
annual operating budget would be based on lease and operating
costs, equipment amortization and management fees.

Evaluation Factors
This business plan is focused on making the incubator an
important economic development asset and catalyst site for
creating new job opportunities for area residents, creating higher
wage jobs, better leveraging intellectual property from the
University and other research institutes, contributing to the
growth and success of emerging technology businesses, and as a
source to generate new tax revenue for Arcata and Humboldt
County. These factors would provide the long‐term metrics
against which to measure the incubator success.

“The entrepreneur always
searches for change, responds to
it, and exploits it as an
opportunity.”
– Peter Drucker, Management
Consultant

1.0 Background
1.1 Business Incubation Overview
Business incubators accelerate successful entrepreneurial
development through an array of business support resources and
services. A business incubator’s main goal is to produce successful
firms that leave the program financially viable and freestanding.
Incubator graduates commercialize technologies, create jobs, and
strengthen local economies.
Critical to the incubator function is the business assistance that
comes in the form of management guidance, technical assistance,
and consulting tailored to young, growing companies. Incubators
may also involve facilities and facility‐based services that provide
clients with the appropriate amount of leasable space with
flexible terms, shared business services and equipment,
technology support services, and financing assistance for
company growth.1
Business assistance and facility‐based services are described in
more detail below.
Business Assistance ‐ Incubators accelerate emerging companies
development by providing hands‐on assistance during vulnerable
start‐up years. Assistance typically takes the form of a package of
business and technical support services including guidance and
mentoring on business strategy, management, marketing,
financial, legal, and product development issues as well as
facilitated exposure to a “know‐how” network of outside business
resources and capital sources.
Facility‐Based Services ‐ The co‐locating of complementary
entrepreneurs in one facility creates opportunities to lower costs
associated with supporting a new business. Incubators usually
provide office space to a number of complementary businesses.
Incubators offer flexible leases, shared use of conference rooms,
reception, and other common areas. Incubators provide emerging
businesses with an infrastructure of telephone, local area network
and internet services along with shared use of basic business
equipment such as copier, fax machine, postage meter, and other
1. Incubating Technology Business – A National Benchmarking Study, NBIA, 2003
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office equipment. An incubator can give a new company a much‐
needed visible identity to help promote its offerings and find
funding or investment capital.
The Small Business Administration of the U.S. Department of
Commerce reports that only 20% of new businesses are still in
operation after the first five years due to under‐capitalization
and lack of proper management skills. In contrast, a series of
landmark evaluations of Economic Development Administration
(EDA) funded programs revealed that 87% of all incubator
graduate firms remain in business, indicating that business
improve community and national competitiveness.2
A 1997 EDA funded study concluded that business incubation
programs help build healthy, lasting firms and they do it for a low
cost. However, performance varies widely. Incubators with the
highest returns are those that have been well organized, have
management capable of catalyzing entrepreneurship in their
communities, and place a priority on staff time working
proactively and in‐depth with client firms. Programs that do not
have staff of sufficient quality to provide high value‐added
assistance to entrepreneurs and who offer primarily real estate
services cannot claim any significant role in fostering client
company success.3

1.2 Management & Innovation Sector
Findings - Arcata Economic
Development Strategic Plan (EDSP)
The management and innovation sectors’ strength and diversity
comes from a combination of specialized facilities, programs and
services that maximizes economic benefit. The management and
innovation sector is becoming an increasingly more important
part of the regional economy. Supporting management and
innovation incubation promises to provide good long‐term
economic benefit. The management and innovation sector is
seeing employment growth and higher wage rates. Management
and innovation firms serve broader markets, which could grow
jobs locally and even export jobs out of the region. Arcata has
experienced modest, steady growth in the management and
innovation sector as documented in the EDSP. Additionally, HSU
has demonstrated increased research activity and is generating
more commercializable technology in energy and other types of
2. Impacts of Incubator Investments, Molnar, et al, 1997. Republished as Business Incubation
Works, NBIA

“What matters in the new
economy is not return on
investment, but return on
imagination.”
-Gary Hamel, an American
management expert.

Background
technology and knowledge development, and is creating more opportunity to transfer
technology to start‐up companies locally.

1.3 Focus of this Business Plan
This business plan is intended for designing, and implementing a business incubator, to
encourage entrepreneurism as identified in the Arcata EDSP (Implementation Measure BSR‐8).
To that end, this business plan’s primary focus is to offer a catalyst to develop a facility‐based
incubator for a range of management and innovation‐based start‐ups. However, accommodation
of compatible and complimentary start‐ups can be made, if warranted and desired.
3. Best Practices in Action Guidelines for Implementing First-Class Business Incubation Programs, NBIA, 2001
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2.0 Mission,
Objectives,
& Benefits
In general, a business incubator’s mission is to increase the
success rate of emerging businesses in sectors that are supported
by Humboldt County’s unique opportunities. Ideally, businesses
that grow in the incubator move out into the community and
contribute to the overall vitality, diversity, and growth of the area
economy. Incubators provide environments that allow a region to
take an active role in growing their own businesses that will lead
to job creation. These new businesses and the new jobs they
produce create wealth – through multiplier effects and new tax
generation ‐ that ultimately benefits the community beyond the
individuals directly employed by incubator businesses and
graduates.

2.1 Objectives and Mission
The incubator would serve as a hub for management and
innovation start‐ups and would actively identify and provide for
the value‐added services required to support incubator clients’
success.
Based on interviews completed during the planning process,
objectives that provide measurable outputs and outcomes to
support the incubator’s mission may include the following:
1. Create new job opportunities;
2. Create higher wage jobs;
3. Better leverage intellectual property from the University and
other sources;
4. Contribute to the growth and success of emerging technology
businesses; and
5. Generate new tax revenues for Arcata and Humboldt County
As stated in the Executive Summary, the Center’s mission is to
facilitate the establishment and growth of management and
innovation and complimentary start‐up and young companies and
to increase the number of successful companies originating and
developing in Arcata. To this end, the Center is structured to help
emerging companies gain access to mentors, training, shared

Mission, Objectives, Background
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space, professional assistance, and other services that will help them find success. By fulfilling the
mission, the Center contributes to job creation and enhanced city and regional economic health.

2.2 Regional Economic Benefits
If successful, the incubator would benefit a wide range of stakeholders in Humboldt County and
beyond. Key stakeholders include incubator companies and their employees, the management
and innovation target industry, the community at large, and Humboldt State University. Major
benefits expected to accrue to each of these stakeholder groups are summarized below.
Benefits to Incubator Companies
Companies that are accepted into incubators enjoy dramatically improved success rates as their
business enterprises are nurtured through early development years. Specific benefits include:
Reduced Barriers to Entry ‐ The incubator environment would provide an easy start for emerging
companies by offering affordable office space, access to shared equipment, meeting facilities,
and on‐site business and technical assistance. This lowers the overhead and operating costs
during critical formative years.
Networking and Mentoring ‐ The incubator would facilitate a “know‐how” network to address
incubator companies unique needs for partnerships, suppliers, and/or potential sources of
capital.
Increased Visibility and Stature ‐ The incubator would significantly increase visibility and presence
of tenant companies in the marketplace and advance their success potential. Admission to the
incubator would imply an endorsement that enhances new companies’ statures and increase
their chances to secure funding.
City Benefits
The overarching city benefit is increased economic health and vitality, which include:
Job Creation ‐ Incubator companies would create new employment opportunities for area
residents. Management & innovation companies typically create higher wage and higher skill
jobs.
Enhanced Image ‐ A business incubator is one important element to enhance Arcata’s image as a
progressive, future‐thinking place that encourages and supports technology business
development.
Increased Entrepreneurism ‐ A business incubator can create awareness of entrepreneurs and
stimulates confidence among individuals to consider opportunities for business creation.
Business Development ‐ Established area businesses, especially those that develop relationships
with early‐stage companies, create long‐term business opportunities as incubator companies
grow and expand.
Increased Tax Revenue ‐ New jobs and new businesses in the incubator and those businesses that
graduate from the incubator and spin‐out into the community would generate a larger, more
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diverse tax base to support public services and contribute to
many livability and health benefits. Management & innovation is
seen as a clean industry with growth potential that aligns well
with the region’s Targets of Opportunity.
Benefits to HSU
The business incubator complements the mission of both
educational institutions and will efficiently leverage existing
initiatives. Specifically, benefits include:
Expanded Outreach – Several departments at HSU, and the on
campus office of the Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
would be able to extend their service base by attracting
incubator clients with educational seminars, training classes, and
counseling.
Enhanced Image – Supporting the incubator will provide tangible
evidence to the community of how the HSU educational and
research missions fuel Humboldt County’s economic health.
Improved Structure for Technology Transfer ‐ The incubator helps
complete the entrepreneurial development eco‐system in
Humboldt County. The business incubator would create an
environment where appropriate HSU faculty and lecturers could
realize enhanced success associated with business incubation. In
turn, their success leads to increased potential for curriculum
opportunities on Campus.
“You are surrounded by simple,
obvious solutions that can
dramatically increase your
income, power, influence and
success. The problem is, you just
don't see them.”
-Jay Abraham, America'shighest
paid marketing consultant

3.0
Organizational
Structure
The buildings and contents would be privately owned; however
management could be by individuals or organizations. One of the
key functions for this business plan is to guide how the Center will
function and fulfill its mission. It is proposed as a for‐profit center
to attract complimentary businesses and uses that lead to both
profitable enterprise and stable rents.
A for‐profit structure is well‐suited to growth sectors with the
need for innovation. This structure is attractive to the private
sector which can increase an incubator’s ability to attract new
clients with improved access to technology and services. And a for
‐profit structure offers a quicker start‐up than a not‐for‐profit
structure.
A for‐profit structure is best suited for this incubator whose
overall mission is to provide for broader economic benefit to a
region. With such a mission, ventures that would grow stable
small and medium size businesses ‐ for example, those that could
provide for new jobs are the target Center clients. This does not
preclude the participation of economic development
organizations and academic affiliations such as HSU.
The key organizational person is the onsite Mentor Manager. The
person in this position will have a significant responsibility, and
must be dedicated to the incubator in order to provide the time,
attention, and follow‐up needed to create a strong incubator
foundation. A draft description of Mentor Manager qualifications,
duties and responsibilities is included in the Appendices of this
business plan. In essence, the Mentor Manager markets the
Center, screens and selects clients, and then supports their
growth and development with support services and coaching.

4.0 Services
Offered
Incubator services and programs are designed to increase a
client’s likelihood of successful development and growth beyond
what the client company could achieve on its own. Offering value‐
added services is key to the incubator’s ability to successfully
spinout graduates into the community and generate jobs and
wealth in the region. Without these services, the incubator is little
more than a benevolent landlord.
Incubator offerings are divided into four categories:


Direct business development assistance;



Professional network and relationship support;



Educational programs; and



Facility‐based services.

Center clients would have access to all programs and services as
part of their monthly lease agreement. Per unit service fees would
be required for additional office services and special programs
that may require client support fees.
It is important to underscore that the proposed incubator should
work to develop cooperative agreements and referral
relationships with existing resource partners throughout
Humboldt County who provide services that support the growth
of early stage technology businesses. These resource partners
include, but are not limited to the on‐campus office of the Small
Business Development Center, (SBDC); Arcata Chamber of
Commerce, Arcata Economic Development Corporation (AEDC) ,
Redwood Region Economic Development Commission (RREDC);
HSU; Economic Fuel competition and local business resources, etc.
Such cooperation seeks to avoid redundancy and redirect valuable
time/resources toward services that address specialized and
unmet needs of incubator clients.
Brief descriptions of proposed offerings are in the following
section. These offerings are based on a review of incubator
literature and reflect perspectives gleaned from management and
innovation sector research.

Services Offered
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4.1 Direct Business Development Assistance
Business development assistance is the direct support provided to clients from the time of
acceptance through graduation. The Center’s Mentor Manager would provide oversight and
facilitate access to resources that meet client needs as those needs arise over the course of their
incubation.
Business Assessment ‐ This is the ongoing process of evaluating client business plans, identifying
areas of need, developing a work plan to address those needs including identifying expertise and
services needed to move the business plan forward, and timeframes for major tasks to be
completed. The initial assessment would occur upon acceptance to the incubator and follow on a
monthly basis or as business issues dictate. The final assessment would be a plan that links the
young company to appropriate resources in the community. While the Mentor Manager would
rely on a variety of resources and partners to assist the client in implementing the work plan,
assessments and monitoring overall progress against the plan are key Mentor Manager functions.

4.2 Professional Network and Relationship Support
Networking and relationship support describes the active role an incubator takes to develop
connections to resources that incubator clients might not otherwise have access to as small,
emerging businesses.
Mentoring ‐ The incubator’s Mentor Manager would develop a pool of business professionals to
serve as counselors and coaches for client companies. They would be selected based on their
experience with the client’s industry sector and stage of development. The Manager would meet
with mentors on a routine basis to stay abreast of the company’s development and suggest
resources that would help the mentor best serve the client business. Feedback mechanisms
would be in place to ensure the mentorship is providing good value to the client.
Professional Network ‐ The incubator should develop a broad‐based pool of high‐quality
professionals that have the technical and business skills needed to support client businesses.
Services for such a network would be negotiated on a pro bono or reduced fee basis with
guidelines for qualifications and level of service provided. The incubator would screen service
providers, facilitate the interaction between the service provider and the client, and establish
means to assess client progress and satisfaction.
Capital and Financing Network ‐ The incubator would establish and maintain relationships with a
network of financial institutions through local networks, brokers, and personal contacts. The
incubator would provide introductions between clients and appropriate financial resources.
Program Referral Service ‐ The incubator would maintain up‐to‐date knowledge of and
relationships with established resources and programs in the area and provide referrals and
information to incubator clients.
Intern Network ‐ Interns from HSU, and College of the Redwoods provide a talented, affordable
work pool to support incubator and incubator client special projects on an ad hoc or ongoing
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basis. Areas of particular use to incubator clients include, but are
not limited to, graduate level technology, the Campus Center for
Appropriate Technology (CCAT), Career center and the
University’s Economics, Business, Environmental Sciences, and
Natural Resource Planning and Interpretation (NRPI)
departments. The incubator will identify internships and
establish a process that provides clients with the means to
identify, screen, and recruit interns.

4.3 Training, Business Development
Programs and Equipment
Programs accessible to clients include on‐site seminars of
interest to technology start‐ups and incubator clients. This plan
envisions that general business topics may be provided through
the excellent resources of HSU’s on campus office of SBDC and
Center for Rural Policy, or other available resources. The
incubator conference room would be used for on‐site
educational offerings and could be made available for other
educational offerings that are consistent with the incubator’s
mission if practical.
Hot Topic Seminars ‐ Seminars emphasizing topics of special
interest to emerging technology businesses would be provided
on a regular basis. Many incubators host such seminars on a
monthly basis. The Mentoring Manager would identify topics
based on an understanding of incubator client needs and invite
guest speakers with expertise in the topic area.
Business Topics Trainings ‐ The incubator should work with HSU’s
SBDC to provide incubator clients with access to the range of
general business‐related topics that are applicable to any start‐
up operation including financial, organizational, marketing,
staffing, etc. Depending on client demand and needs these
offerings could be provided on‐site at the incubator or off‐site at
the SBDC office on the HSU Campus.
Commercialization/Licensing Seminars ‐ The incubator should
host an annual educational seminar for area technologists to
inform them about the challenges and rewards of technology
commercialization, the processes and costs associated with
licensing technologies, and area resources available to support
those technology commercialization efforts. The seminars would
bring technologists and entrepreneurs together and could be a

“The beginning is the most
important part of the work.”
-Plato
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tool for marketing the incubator to potential clients. A small panel of area experts would be
invited to speak, such as representatives from HSU’s faculty and administration.
Resource Library ‐ The incubator would build and maintain up‐to‐date information resources for
technology start‐ups including resource directories, business form templates, and checklists.
Incubator staff should be aware of HSU and other area libraries that can provide additional
resources to clients.
Onsite Equipment ‐ Shared onsite equipment would include, but not be limited to, items such as:
large format color plotter, projector and screen, copier/printer/fax/scanner, printer with 11 x 17”
format capabilities, and postage meter.

4.4 Facility-Based Services
Facility‐based services involve flexible leases and other site‐based services that are included in
the basic rental package. Fee‐for‐service administrative support is also envisioned.
Space ‐ The incubator would provide access to office space that includes telephone, local area
network, high‐speed Internet access, and basic office furniture. Incubator clients would have
access to shared conference rooms, restrooms and a kitchen/lounge. Security, janitorial,
landscaping, and parking would be included in the rent.
Rent ‐ The Mentor Manager will determine rental policy. While some incubators charge below
market rent, others charge market rate or higher. Higher rates underscore the value of added
services clients receive as well as reduce subsidy required for incubator operations. This
approach should be seriously considered. However, in this plan’s financial analysis we have
conservatively estimated that rents would be offered at the low‐end of market for comparable
space initially, and would escalate on a planned schedule. Escalating rental rates are intended to
foster client orientation toward growth and graduation at a predetermined point in time.
Shared Office Systems Support ‐ Incubator tenants would have access to a common
communications equipment (i.e. copier, fax, and postage meter, and be billed a usage charge
only. See potential list of equipment above.

5.0 Client
Selection
Client selection and graduation are critical to a successful
incubator. The screening process should be customized to meet
the incubator’s mission and ensure the firms selected can benefit
from its value‐added services.

5.1 Application Process
The proposed application process for prospective incubator
clients involves the following steps.
Step 1: Complete Application ‐ All prospective clients would
complete a brief application form. A completed application
provides the incubator with a brief description of the applicant’s
current business status, and a very preliminary sense of the
applicant’s service and facility needs.
Step 2: Provide Business Description or Business Plan ‐ Prospective
clients that complete Step 1 and are determined to be a
potentially eligible company, would be required to augment their
application with a business plan or written business description.
The Mentor Manager and an individual with expertise in the
applicant’s industry would review the document. It should provide
more in‐depth information about the stage of business
development, stature of the management team, market potential,
and overall potential for success.
At this point, if the business description or business plan
adequately addresses screening criteria the Mentor Manager
could approve the applicant. If the Mentor Manager needs
additional assistance to determine if approval is appropriate for
an applicant, there would be consultation with management &
innovation colleagues at HSU and the City.
Step 3: Selection ‐ The Mentor Manager’s role is to understand
the business case and determine if the applicant should be
approved for acceptance into the incubator. The Mentor Manager
would make a decision regarding acceptance.

Client Selection
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5.2 Evaluation Criteria
The criteria used to evaluate prospective clients throughout the application process should be
based on the mission and objectives of the incubator and be compatible with the broad mix of
technologies supported by the incubator. Suggested basic evaluation criteria include:


The business should be a management & innovation related firm producing offerings that can
be commercialized within three years. Compatible manufacturing firms that meet these
criteria would also be eligible to apply, provided their space needs were compatible with the
incubator facility;



The business must be in a development stage. This typically means within the early years of
business operations, but small companies involved in a significant change in direction or
launching a new business product may also apply;



The applicant must show ability to pay incubator rents while they develop positive cash flow;



The applicant must have management capacity that the Mentoring Manager feels can handle
the technical aspects of the business. The manager should have entrepreneurial business
acumen or be willing to accept advice from the Mentoring Manager or designee;



The applicant must want to take advantage of and be able to benefit from the value‐added
services and guidance of the incubator. The applicant business must be willing to take advice
from the professional network and/or the Mentoring Manager;



The applicant business must have the capacity for growth and provide economic benefits to
the region including creating new jobs and opportunities for area suppliers and vendors; and



The applicant must not be in direct competition with existing incubator businesses.

6.0 Facility
The ideal facility would include a semi‐flexible space that would
have sufficient space for anchor tenant(s) and at least six
individual offices, a common area, and ADA accessible restrooms.
Flexibility is necessary to provide modest sized spaces for new
incubator clients but allow for internal expansion and contraction
as client business needs change during tenure in the incubator.
The common area would have equipment such as printers and
copiers for common use, as well as a furnished meeting space for
users. The ideal facility would also provide common outdoor
space, bicycle parking, and be in proximity to transit routes.

6.1 Facility Recommendations
Infrastructure for high‐speed data communication is an important
feature in Center facilities. Other desirable features include:


Internal LAN/WAN cabling and wireless internet access;



7 day a week, 24 hour day access;



Facility security (card key entry, lockable offices, lockable
storage areas);



Onsite Parking;



After hours guest access mechanism;



Multi‐tenant telephone/voicemail system;



Separate metering for certain clients/ spaces;



Uninterrupted and redundant power supply;



Zoned heating and HVAC; and



Zoned power and communication installed to provide
maximum flexibility in reconfiguring space to meet the needs
of new and expanding tenants.

7.0
Implementation
The most critical component of moving forward will be securing a
location for the incubator. Second but also important will be the
Mentor Manager, whose role it is to take this project into
implementation. This will be a significant responsibility, and will
require a person who is dedicated to the Center to provide the
time, attention, and follow‐up needed to create a strong support
environment for the clients. See job description in the appendices.
Phase 1 – Planning


Secure a facility location



Complete a site specific business plan



Enroll professionals for value‐added resource network

Phase 2 – Project Implementation and Resource Development


Key stakeholders endorse business plan;



Identify a Mentor Manager to lead and facilitate Center;



Refine budget sufficient for facility development and first
three years start‐up operation;



Write leases, agreements, expectations for client, etc.



Finalize service offerings and detail;



Finalize lease agreement with anchor tenant(s); and



Implement marketing and PR plan to recruit client tenants.

Phase 3 – Launch


Open facility



Conduct formal six‐month review and adjust activities as
indicated

8.0 Budget
& Financials
The budget presented in this plan includes line items for facility
development, capital expenditures for start‐up, and a preliminary
operating budget. The facility development budget covers building
and site renovation costs. Capital expenditures also include one‐
time start‐up expenses such as phone system, office furnishing,
conference rooms, shared use area, etc. The operating budget
estimates expenses associated with the first few years of
incubator operations including Mentor Manager compensation.

Budget & Financials
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9.0 Marketing,
Public Relations. &
Client Recruitment
Effective marketing establishes and maintains the Center’s
presence within the community. Marketing not only attracts new
clients, but also attracts partners and sponsors who can support
and sustain the program. Marketing methods may include
branding, advertising, direct mail, outreach, public relations,
publications, networking, web site, open houses, press releases
and other means.
Attracting new clients is crucial to the continued suc‐cess of a
business incubator. The Mentor Manager would build informal
networks, make public presentations, and utilize affiliated
organizations. The best marketing methods involve contacts from
successful businesses that have used and benefited from the
available services. The Center would conduct operations in a
manner that generates good contacts and references from their
clients. Satisfying initial clients and making unofficial network
contacts early can ease the need for formal marketing in the later
years of operation. A successful marketing strategy should
consider the following aspects:
Mission and Objective ‐ The primary mission is to be able to assist
in creating successful companies, and the objective is that when
these graduate companies leave the program, they should be self
sustaining. Therefore the purpose of the marketing plan should
revolve around how to achieve these goals and the activities
involved in doing so.
Services ‐ Services are primarily offered to benefit the clients. In
order to be able to make the best service offerings, an internal
analysis of which among these services are the most popular or
successful, and which were the services that failed and what were
the reasons for failing.
Target segments ‐ Since the requirement of companies across a
segment are similar, it becomes easier to service them and
understand the value adds that can be made for them and also
synergies that can be brought into place with other companies or
institutional bodies in the same vertical or even across segments.

Marketing, Public Relations & Recruitment
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Competition ‐ Conduct a competitive analysis with prime competitors. Along with getting a
competitive edge, this analysis offers self assessment as to how the program can come up with
better services that would improve the quality of the graduating companies.
Strategies ‐ This aspect deals with the overall business strategy of the program, in terms of the
industry verticals that it wants to work in, the criteria for taking companies into the program and
how it plans to work with them, what are the services that it would offer them, value adds and
synergies that it can provide.
Promotional Tools ‐ Like every other organization, the incubator could use promotional tools for
marketing and publicity including but not limited to:
• Informal external network (word of mouth)

• Radio advertising

• Affiliated organization/center referral

• Newspaper classified

• Seminars and Training Programs

• Brochures/pamphlets/ newsletters

• Current client referrals

• Website

• Public speaking

• Direct Mail/email

Client Recruitment Strategies ‐ A healthy pipeline of prospective clients is vital to the success of
any incubator; recruit strategies could include:


HSU/ CR Administration, Faculty, and students



Past and Current entrepreneurs for serving as mentors to clients



Network of companies (of various sizes) that will provide business development opportunities
to the companies within the program



Network of service providers



Business Plan Competitions; this mode of marketing is essentially to create awareness among
the institutions and the student community about entrepreneurship in general and about the
various opportunities available for the students to work with entrepreneurs



Entrepreneur/Mentor in residence programs

10.0 Success
Criteria
The incubator’s suggested mission and objectives provide a
touchstone for desired outcomes ‐ job creation, real growth of
new technology businesses in Humboldt County, and
contributions to the area’s economic health. A formal progress
evaluation is suggested every six months to one year with these
suggested performance indicators:


The number of tenant clients within the incubator;



Evaluation of services by incubator clients;



Growth in the number of applicants;



The number of companies & percentage of
incubator clients that successfully expand;



The number of jobs created on an annual basis
within the incubator;



The percentage of incubator graduates that
stay in the community;



The incremental tax revenues generated by
technology incubator clients and graduates;



The level of community support for technology
businesses;



The number of new products or services
developed;



The revenue of companies being served; and



The grants received by companies being
served.

Performance measures can be modified as the
business incubation program evolves and matures.

Appendix A
Draft Mentor Manager Position Description
Title: Mentor Manager (part time ‐ full time, depending on facility size)
Position overview:
This position is responsible for developing the business incubator by attracting clients to this
"entrepreneurial ecosystem" and assembling the community resources necessary to assure their
successful growth.
Qualifications:
The Mentor Manager is critical to the success of the technology incubator program. The person
must be highly motivated and demonstrates skill in dealing successfully with the challenges of
growing a small business as well as successfully marketing programs and/or facilities.
The primary Mentor Manager qualifications include:
1. Business planning, market, and financial planning expertise
2. Experience in managing a small business venture
3. Skill in public/community relations for effective recruitment of community organizations and
resources to serve tenants
4. Skill in managing a facility, but secondary to business assistance and management skills
5. Ability to interact with government officials, corporate executives, and funding sources
representatives
6. Handle sensitive and confidential materials with discretion
7. Training in business administration, accounting, finance, marketing, or a related field
8. Experience in technology business development, economic development or related field that
provides training and experience that provides the required knowledge, ability, and skills.
Responsibilities:
The Mentor Manager will have primary responsibility overseeing the day‐to‐day operation of the
Technology Center, including the following:
1. Market the facility and recruit potential clients;
2. Screen potential clients and make selections;
3. Coordinate the delivery of services to clients and to act as a catalyst to strengthen Arcata’s
small‐business support network;
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4. Conduct basic business counseling with clients on an individual basis;
5. Participate in other community business events;
6. Work with HSU and other appropriate organizations to attract clients to the incubator; and
7. Provide administrative support services necessary for incubator operation.
In addition to primary responsibilities, the Mentor Manager will assist in the following:
1. Develop, adopt, and implement policies governing the operation of the facility consistent
with the lease and funding contracts;
2. Develop, adopt, and implement policies regarding the packaging and delivery of services to
tenant companies;
3. Coordinate and/or develop business assistance and office services as may be necessary, to act
as a catalyst to strengthen, but not duplicate, the area’s small business support network; and
4. Seek new sources of funding as required for facility and client health and expansion.

Appendix 3: City of Arcata Foodworks Culinary
Center Expansion Concepts
The Foodworks Culinary Center located in Arcata, is a valuable component of the Specialty
Agriculture, Food and Beverage (SAFB) sector. The following gives a brief overview of the
sector, national and regional sector trends, a brief overview of the Foodworks facility, and
ideas for future Foodworks expansion.

Sector Definition
The Specialty Agriculture, Food and Beverage (SAFB) sector comprises firms and services
that focus on distinctive products rather than bulk commodities that could be grown or
produced in other regions. Products that possess regional characteristics include specialty
cheese (dairy manufacturing), wine and beer (beverage manufacturing, merchants and
wholesalers), beef, produce, and flowers (greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture).
Additional contributors to the SAFB sector include fruit and tree nut farming, support
activities for crop production, specially food stores, grocery and related product
wholesalers, warehouse and storage facilities, animal aquaculture, farm products raw
material merchants, and sugar/confectionary product manufacturing. Fertile soil and
bottom land, weather, water availability, productive rangeland, open space and biodiversity
are key natural amenities. The SAFB sector contains entrepreneurs that take a cooperative
approach to addressing constraints in the industry, are highly knowledgably and open to
new ideas, and consider how their practices affect the character of the county.
The Specialty Agriculture, Food and Beverage (SAFB) industry is one of six identified
Targets of Opportunity in Humboldt County. These six sectors have been targeted as the
region‟s most promising areas for economic and workforce development.
The SAFB sector comprises firms and services that focus on distinctive Northcoast products
rather than bulk commodities that could be grown or produced in other regions. Products
that possess Northcoast regional characteristics include specialty cheese (dairy
manufacturing), wine and beer (beverage manufacturing, merchants and wholesalers), beef,
produce, and flowers (greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture). Additional contributors to
the SAFB sector include fruit and tree nut farming, support activities for crop production,
specially food stores, grocery and related product wholesalers, warehouse and storage
facilities, animal aquaculture, farm products raw material merchants, and
sugar/confectionary product manufacturing.
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SAFB Sector Trends
National
In 2009, Americans spent more than $1 trillion on food, clearly, food is big business1. The
organic food business has grown quickly in the last ten years, with organic meat as the
fastest growing category; organic food is now a $24 billion a year industry 2. Mainstream
grocery stores account for the majority of organic food sales with natural food stores a close
second. This increased demand is occurring concurrently with increased consumer interest
in their food‟s source. „Local products‟ have been equated with “better” due to lower
transportation costs, reduced resource use, and closer consumer relationship with the
producer.
Organic and natural food products and heirloom varieties are becoming increasingly
common in the marketplace. Even in a poor economic climate, certain consumer groups are
willing to pay more for environmentally friendly, natural, organic and local products. Once
seen as luxury items, food products with a sense of place are increasingly mainstays on
consumer shopping lists. Not only are restaurant patrons willing to pay more for meals
prepared with produce and meat from local/organic/natural providers, the proportion of
customers preferring local meals actually increases as the price increases. More supermarket
shoppers are willing to pay a premium price for locally produced foods, providing some
farmers an attractive option to enter a niche market.
Small farms currently contribute only 15 percent of total agricultural production in the
U.S. and thus make their living from a very small segment of the total food economy 3.
These small producers tend to be those involved in organic/sustainable/local food
production; the market is demanding these products. To continue to be successful, small
producers need to find ways to scale up their production to meet market demands.

1

USDA Economic Research Service

2

Organic Trade Association‟s 2010 Organic Industry Survey

3

John Ikerd (Agricultural Economics professor at the University of Missouri),
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Regional
Successful, local natural food stores, and thriving northern California and Oregon farmer‟s
markets attest to the regional demand for wholesome food with a sense of place. Food with
a transparent source connection is in high demand in markets, such as the Bay Area, that
possess a high health consciousness, above average education levels, higher than average
interest in environmental issues, and high median income. Healthy food is important to this
market, as is the impact of their consumption on the environment in terms of food miles
and embodied energy. The importance of local food systems has grown in response to these
concerns and many residents of the Bay Area consider Humboldt County to be a local food
source, especially for organic and grass fed beef often imported from more distant Idaho,
Montana, or Minnesota ranches.
The North Coast‟s SAFB industry sector was analyzed in terms of job, wages, and firms,
and demonstrated job/firm growth opportunities, an increase in quality (i.e. wage
increase), improved competitiveness, and positive career potential. As part of the
Workforce Invest Board‟s ongoing efforts to update their Targets of Opportunities report,
the Employment Development Department compiled data for the sector comparing data
from 1995 and 2008. In 2008, SAFB employed 10,960 people across the region, 14 percent
of the private industry workforce, and paid an average annual wage of $29,931. Analysis of
the data revealed the following trends:
Greenhouse, nursery, and floriculture production subsector is one of the top three largest
employers in regional agriculture production. Jobs have increased rapidly between 1995
and 2008 and are now more than four times as concentrated in the North Coast region than
the California average. These jobs pay below-average wages, although their wages grew five
times faster than the regional average between 1995 and 2008. Total employment and total
number of establishments producing and exporting specialty agriculture, food, and
beverage products with a sense of place continues to grow.
Beverage manufacturing continues to pay above-average wages, and has a higher growth
rate than the industry sector as a whole.
Beer, wine, and distilled beverage alcoholic beverage merchant wholesalers pay the highest
average annual wages in the sector. From 1995 to 2008, wages in the subsector have risen
more than 30%. Its regional concentration has increased steadily and is more than double
the California average.
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Dairy product manufacturing and animal processing has been a small but rapidly expanding
subsector, growing jobs at an average of almost 4 percent annually between 1995 and 2008,
with real wages that are much higher than the regional average. Its regional concentration
nearly doubled in that time to one and a half times the California average.
Chocolate and other food manufacturing makes up a very small portion of the total number
of jobs in the sector, but those jobs have more than doubled from 1995 to 2008. Wages in
the subsector remain below the sector average and have lagged the overall sector‟s average
annual growth by half. Its regional concentration is less than the California average, but has
increased more than two and a half times from 1995 to 2008. This may represent an
opportunity for further expansion into an under tapped market.

Brief Overview of Foodworks Culinary Center
The City of Arcata contains a vibrant, progressive and functioning food business incubator
facility-Foodworks Culinary Center (Foodworks). Created in 1989 by the Arcata Economic
Development Corporation and opened in 1992, Foodworks is designed to facilitate small
and start-up food manufacturing businesses.
The Foodworks Culinary Center is located in the Aldergrove Industrial Park within city
limits. This industrial park is recognized as having “significant potential for economic
development” and the “potential to draw new business [in] expand [upon] existing ones.”
Foodworks is comprised of monthly and hourly kitchen rental spaces, warehouse access,
dry and cold storage facilities, and a receiving dock. Monthly rental kitchens are offered in
various sizes to meet the varied needs of food manufacturers; these kitchens require tenant
improvements as no equipment is provided.
The rental kitchen (short-term rental) is furnished with commercial grade equipment
including a commercial six burner range and oven, a two door convection oven, steam
jacketed kettle, 32 quart mixer, stainless steel work tables, a Multivac (vacuum seal)
machine and a three compartment sink. Entrepreneurs are drawn to Foodworks for its
location, facilities, and hourly kitchen rental access. Foodworks also provides some
assistance to new business owners as they encounter regulatory processes associated with
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the food sector. The monthly tenant spaces are currently all occupied; however, renovation
and kitchen development plans are underway.4

Future expansion ideas at Foodworks
Foodworks is currently in the process of analyzing what components of the center have
functioned well over the past years, and what needs improvement. The City is planning to
expand the Foodworks facility and is considering a range of ideas.
Foodworks is investigating ways to optimize the existing building‟s functions. The City is
soliciting feedback from current tenants and entrepreneurs on the waiting list to better
understand facility needs. The following summarizes new initiatives at the Foodworks
facility:
 The current facility is spacious, but has been fairly disorganized in the past. By
reorganizing underutilized warehouse space, four to five additional tenant units are
being constructed.
 The Rental Kitchen is an important feature in the facility, but needs to be upgraded.
Refurbishing the rental kitchen has been proposed, with former rental kitchen
equipment possibly being sold to on-site tenants.
 The facility would benefit from upgrades to locks, trash facilities and fencing.
 Converting available space to additional freezer, cooler and dry storage facilities
would also meet tenant needs.
The City has assessed the food manufacturing business structure and tenant obligations, and
new tenants would be required to follow set guidelines, including business plan creation, in
order to be considered for Foodworks occupancy. Because a mission of Foodworks is to
create food manufacturing jobs and grow the sector, new tenants agree to add one new fulltime (or two part-time) job to the sector within two years.
The Foodworks site also contains ample space to expand into an additional, detached
building. This adjacent facility could continue to provide similar services (kitchens, storage,
etc.), or services complementary to food manufacturing (details provided below).

4

City of Arcata website.
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Understanding the in-county and out-of-county distribution network that currently exists in
the SAFB sector has been a topic of discussion in Arcata and the region for decades. Does
the SAFB sector produce enough products to meet the needs of the community? Does the
SAFB sector produce products appropriately scaled for export? Could product aggregation,
co-marketing and branding, and/or co-processing facilities increase SAFB sector
development? The following are excerpts from a business plan that was created in 2010 to
promote SAFB product aggregation for export.

Food Hubs
Below we describe plans for the development, operation and management of a food
aggregation, storage, packaging and shipping facility accessible to the entire Humboldt
County region, with product distribution focused on extra-County markets. Food product
lines may include: meats (beef, pork, lamb and poultry), row crops (fresh vegetables,
emphasizing unusual varies of heirloom tomatoes, cucumbers, squashes, peppers, root
vegetables, fresh herbs, greens, and mushrooms), tree fruits (peaches, apples, plums, pears
and asian pears), non-tree fruits (berries, local blueberries, huckleberries, strawberries, and
raspberries) and specialty items (e.g. wild harvested mushrooms, seeds and nuts, distinctive
condiments, dried herbs). Additional artisanal manufactured/processed foods such as
cheeses, preserves, and specialty meats (e.g. sausage) may also be aggregated and processes
at the food hub.
A facility that contains freezer, cooler and dry storage space for local products would
maintain product freshness over multiple harvests. Aggregation of similar products from
multiple producers would permit access to buyers whose demand exceeds the capacity of
individual producers.
Packaging and post-harvest processing services offered on-site would standardize the
product for delivery. And finally, accessing current distributers and distribution routes
would minimize duplicative services.

Demand/Need
Local food advocates, farmers, small business owners, restaurateurs, politicians, and
economists (to name a few) have been attempting to address local food aggregation and
distribution service bottlenecks for several decades. As mentioned, Humboldt County has
many viable small-and mid-scale producers that primarily work independently to deliver
their products to internal-and external-county markets.
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Small scale producers (without wholesale practices) may be unable to reach a large segment
of potential customers that are unfamiliar with, or not set up to buy products from
“unconventional” outlets. Growth opportunities exist for producers that may be able to
reach customers that are willing to purchase organic/sustainable/local foods, but are
unwilling (or unable) to forgo the convenience of the conventional grocery store purchasing
model.
While local products are unique, fresh, natural and in demand, efficient and cost effective
product distribution to both in-county and out-of-county markets is critical to consumer
satisfaction. Typically, small scale farmers would personally distribute their products to
local vendors several times a week. Vendors may receive the same products (e.g. tomatoes)
from many different producers in order to meet consumer demand. Tracking various
accounts and various product quantities can be difficult to both vendor and producer, and
may prohibit local product purchase over time. For example, many conventional vendors
(e.g. supermarkets) do not have a system in place to receive a variety of products from a
multitude of local vendors; therefore, these vendors purchase from large, national
distribution companies to meet customer demand.
Currently, many producers drive similar routes to deliver products to various accounts.
Opportunity for distribution coordination, co-packaging and co-marketing exists. Several
medium-scale local meat and dairy producers have the capacity to move products in and out
of county, and very few vegetable/fruit producers put products on distribution trucks that
are returning to the San Francisco Bay area. Ideally, producers would aggregate and package
similar products for shipment to regional and national markets.

Extra County Markets
Extra-county markets are looking for the type of fruits, vegetables, meats, and specialty
products that are produced in our region. By aggregating, packaging and branding local
products, and coordinating shipping efforts with the existing out of county distribution
networks, local food producers can maximize capacity of the local market and send their
products to a far larger market through the creating food aggregation/processing hubs.
Collaborative aggregation allows small scale producers to gain entry into larger markets
they could not otherwise supply with consistency. Removing barriers to larger markets
would permit many small producers to increase production and sales while more cost
effectively sharing associated operating and management costs.
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With respect to produce, minimal amounts of Humboldt County product are exported.
However, there are more than 450 food wholesalers, including 43 that specialize in fresh
fruit and vegetables, within San Francisco alone, that serve more than 10,000 restaurants,
hotels, caterers, grocery stores, schools, hospitals, and correctional facilities. These
wholesalers represent a vital market for Humboldt County products and offer established
relationships and well-tested distribution processes.
Having an extra-county sales force with extensive contacts and firsthand knowledge of food
trends in the dynamic Northern California market would be a strong ally to this locally
based food aggregation enterprise.

Facility Specifics
Foodworks could serve as a hub where producers deliver a variety of products. Local
producers would access the facility from north and northeast Humboldt County. Producers
coming from greater distances could partner with other producers to bring shipments to the
facility. At the input end, producers would continue to pre-arrange sales with their clients
(i.e., producers would maintain personal contracts). Goods would then be delivered to
Foodworks, logged as inventory, and stored appropriately. Information sheets would be
available that detail product needed, quantity, freshness date, shipment date and date
expected for delivery. At the output, products would be loaded on a truck and distributed
to the various accounts throughout the County; therefore combining many individual
farmer deliveries into one delivery. Overtime, customers would begin to recognize what
products are available from the Foodworks hub, and request additional products.
Overtime, local food distribution networks would interact with out of county networks.
There are many successful distribution companies delivering a wide variety of food products
to food service and retail operators throughout California. These entities have sophisticated
accounting systems, knowledgeable staff and experienced buyers. Their ability to provide
cost effective and on demand distribution services to the market is apparent. This plan
envisions contracting for distribution and/or working with existing distributors.
Foodworks could also serve as not only a food product hub, but as business hub for the
Specialty Agriculture, Food and Beverage sector. While food manufacturing is currently on
site, administrative offices, partner organizations and other food-related services could also
be located there.
The following facilities and/or services could be created at the Foodworks site.
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Main Storage and Overflow Storage
The main storage area would house surplus products, either waiting to be processed or to
be shipped. These would be open areas with wire racks and pallet shelves, accessible by
forklift, to maximize storage capacity. The overflow storage area would be unused initially
and available for future conversion to additional processing area or storage space in response
to the needs of the facility.

Refrigerated and Frozen Storage
The facility would have both a refrigerated and frozen storage area. These storage areas are
located in the center of the facility for convenient access. Pallet shelves and wire racks
would be available to store other perishable products until they are processed, used in the
kitchens, or shipped. The frozen storage room would contain pallet shelves and wire racks
to store frozen products processed by the flash freeze unit.

Product Processing
Processing would range from low intensity processing such as sorting, washing, and drying,
to high intensity processing activities including blanching, juicing, and chopping. The
produce processing area would require staging areas (tables and shelving), a conveyer,
chopping blocks, drying racks for produce as well as equipment (knives, bowls, utensils and
other industrial processing equipment), washing tables and screens, floor drainage, sinks
and spigots, and an Individual Quick Freeze (IQF) unit available depending on demand and
product stream. The IQF freezes agricultural and value-added product rapidly. Freezing
rates change with density of product; the freezing equipment can handle most products.
The produce processing area would also need to contain shelving for product containers
such as glass jars and bottles, plastic tubs, buckets, etc.
It is important to note that mobile processing units (i.e. units that butcher and process
chicken, ducks, and rabbits) are entering the market. Humboldt County currently has one
mobile processing unit. This unit is not only intended to move from site to site to provide
community access, it can also be located (i.e. hooked up) to commercial areas outfitted
with the proper facilities. As Foodworks becomes the hub for local food manufacturing and
processing, mobile processing units on-site would be a valuable and appropriate addition.
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Packaging and Shipping
All products would leave the facility through packaging and shipping area. This area would
be equipped for staging, boxing, labeling, taping and conveying products for distribution.
This area would contain staging tables and shelving to house administrative materials (e.g.
invoices, package inserts) necessary for shipping. The packaging and shipping area would be
adjacent to the shipping dock used designed to accommodate both larger, out-of-area
trucks, and smaller, local delivery vehicles.

Food Waste Composting Facility
All non-meat food waste would be transferred to a detached composting building with
natural flooring where the compost would be stirred occasionally either manually or with
machinery present on site. This compost could then be distributed and/or sold to the
community or contributing farmers.

Covered Produce Stand
A covered produce stand would exist in front of the main building of the Food
Collaborative. This would exist for retail sale of produce and other products not being
shipped to customers. This facility is envisioned as a traditional seasonal produce stand, with
produce display bins and shelves and space inside for the staff to conduct transactions.

Cooperative Marketing
As stated in the SAFB industry profile, marketing local products is crucial for both incounty and out-of-county markets. The Foodworks facility offers an excellent venue for comarketing. Individual entrepreneurs may not have expertise in marketing their products,
and hiring specialists may be cost prohibitive. The Foodworks facility could offer marketing
services, with offices on-site, to tenants; service fees could be factored into rent. The
facility could capitalize on current marketing campaigns, such as Humboldt Made and Buy
Fresh Buy Local, to inform consumers of services offered. Various products that leave the
facility could be branded not only with the individual producer‟s label, but with Humboldt
County branding (i.e. Humboldt Made).

Administration Services
Foodworks is well-suited to become not only a food manufacturing hub, but a SAFB hub.
The Foodworks hub could offer services to producers, processors, and manufacturers
including organic certification offices, marketing assistance, small business services,
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educational services and on-site classes, UC Extension office, management and innovation
services, technical assistance, employee training, inspector services, and offices for partner
organizations and non-profits (e.g. North Coast Growers Association and Community
Alliance with Family Farmers.)

Appendix 4: Interviewees
A number of (40 in all) local and regional entrepreneurs and professionals were kind
enough to share their ideas and insights with the project team. These include:
Eileen Cashman, Humboldt State University
Kirk Cohune, Local Entrepreneur
Jacqueline Debets, Humboldt County
Erin Derden-Little, Local Entrepreneur
Malcolm Desoto, Local Entrepreneur
Michael Duffy, Local Entrepreneur
Lucien Eddisford, Local Entrepreneur
Dawn Elsbree, Humboldt County
Finn Ford, Local Entrepreneur
Gregg Foster, Humboldt County
Margaret Gainer, Gainer and Associates
Mitch Glanz, Local Entrepreneur
Lonny Grafman, Humboldt State University
Steve Hackett, Humboldt State University
Cassandra Hesseltine, Humboldt Film Commission
Kristin Johnson, Norcal SBDC Lead Center
Bob Judevine, Norcal SBDC Lead Center
Michael Kraft, Humboldt County
Peter Krueger, Local Entrepreneur
John Lee, Humboldt State University
Rick Levin, Local Entrepreneur
Kit Mann, Local Entrepreneur
Renata Maculans, Local Entrepreneur
Nate McKeever, Local Entrepreneur
Nicole Morrow, Humboldt County
Kathy Moxon, Redwood Coast Rural Action
Rachel Parti, Humboldt State University
Julia Peterson, College of the Redwoods
Emanuel Rose, Local Entrepreneur
Cedar Rueben, Humboldt Investment Capital
Matt St. Charles, Local Entrepreneur
Rick St. Charles, Local Entrepreneur
Steve Salzman, Local Entrepreneur
David Scheerer, Humboldt State University
Larry Schlussler, Local Entrepreneur
Susan Seaman, AEDC
Andy Sorter, Local Entrepreneur
Jonathan Speaker, Local Entrepreneur
Eddie Tanner, Local Entrepreneur
Nancy Vizenor, Humboldt State University

Appendix 5: CDGB Microenterprise Criteria and
Opportunities
CDGB microenterprise grants can be used to support existing or developing
microenterprises (5 or less employees) through programs offering credit, grants, loans,
technical assistance, training, or other general support. The development of business
incubators can be an element of the grantee‟s small/micro business program. Funds can be
used for construction and/or development of an incubator, as well as provided to
businesses locating in the incubator. Construction funding falls under “Special Economic
Development (507.203) and is subject to Public Benefits test. Funding to microenterprises
is not subject to the Public Benefits test. Funding or programming can be managed by a subrecipient (for-profit business or non-profit organizations) for the primary recipient; these
roles must be determined up-front.
Funding for incubator development is subject to national LMI requirements for job
retention/creation. An exception in the CDBG program allows the recipient to include all
the businesses that locate on the property, provided such businesses are not otherwise
assisted by CDBG funds, to be counted for meeting the job retention/creation
requirement.
Proposals for the seed funding of business incubators should meet the following basic
thresholds:











Evidence of demand for incubator services,
Qualified management,
Broad-based support from community-based organizations and businesses,
Cluster concentration,
Ability to leverage resources,
A plan for self-sufficiency,
Solid growth potential,
An “economic base” sector that serves markets outside the region,
A feasibility study and business plan, and
Evidence of adequate support, since incubators often provide more services than the
rents support.

Appendix 6: Economic Development
Organizations Service Matrix
An exhaustive database matrix of local and regional economic development organizations is
being developed by staff at the Arcata Economic Development Corporation (AEDC). The
database includes information for over 140 regional organizations involved with economic
development, and includes the types of services they provide, their service areas, their
contact information, and other relevant information.
Ultimately, this is the type of information that can be developed and used in a searchable
on-line database. For example, the EEZ web portal discussed in the report could provide a
section for emerging entrepreneurs to identify area resources they can access for assistance.
Information from the AEDC database could provide the necessary resources for the
development of this portal component.
The table on the following page represents a sampling of organizations and the types of
information included in the database. This information is from the AEDC.

Source: AEDC

Workforce Investment Board

USDA Rural Development

The Job Market

Redwood Region Economic Development
Commision (RREDC)

Redwood Community Action Agency

Plan It Green

North Coast Small Business Development Center
(NCSBDC)

Humboldt State University Office for Economic,
Business, and Community Development

Humboldt State University Career Center

Humboldt County Employment Training
Department

Humboldt County Economic Development Division

Humboldt County Convention and Visitors Bureau

Humboldt Area Foundation

Headwaters Fund

GreenWay Partners

Fire in the Belly

Eureka Redevelopment Agency

Eureka Main Street Program

Economic Fuel

Competitive Intelligence Research (HSUOECD)

California Center for Rural Policy

BizNet

Arcata Economic Development Corporation (AEDC)

Arcata Community Development &
Redevelopment Agency Board

Organizations
Loan Servicing

Technical
Assistance

Administrative Infrastructure Employment
Services
Development Development
Grants

Target of
Opportunity

Research and
Program
Development
Youth
Services

Revolving
Loans

Inventory
Loans

Construction
Loans

Real Estate
Loans
Capital Loans

Micro Loans

